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ABOUT THIS REPORT

The Native Forest Network is an all-volunteer group of Maine citizens working toward a more just, 
sustainable and democratic future for our communities, our state, and our world. We are also a group of 
individuals with diverse experiences, knowledge and voices. This document reflects the shared threads of 
our collective values and analysis as well as the many different forms that these expressions can take. It 
was written and edited collaboratively by more than twelve people, mostly young people, from across the 
state. While we did attempt to place our various writings into a coherent and easy-to-read structure, we also 
maintained the diversity of our voices in different sections of the document. 

We are not attempting to provide a single, logical progression of argument. We offer, instead, our many 
voices and our many ideas, woven together in the tapestry of our shared hopes and visions. We ask that the 
members and staff of the Land Use Regulation Commission read our thoughts carefully, and consider them 
as seriously and with as much critical thought as they would consider the writing of Plum Creek's agents 
and lawyers. 

The stakes of this process are high. Should you choose to accept Plum Creek's proposal in its current form, 
or even to modify it slightly and then accept it, the company stands to gain a great deal of profit. The north 
woods region of Maine stands to enter into a devil's bargain from which it may not recover. Should you 
choose to reject Plum Creek's proposal, the region's future remains open, many paths of possibility before 
us. Rejection of the proposal is not a solution to the many challenges that face northern communities, but it 
is a necessary precondition for the work that we need to do together to build a different and better future 
for our families, our children, our children's children, our communities, and the land that we call home. 

 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We apologize for not including an executive summary in this report, but we just don't have any executives.

I. INTRODUCTION

� Language is...under assault by those who intend to control others by first subverting the words and 
metaphors that people would otherwise use to describe their world...The highly technical language of the 
expert is...useful for describing fragments of the world but not for describing how these fit into a coherent 
whole.  But things work as whole systems whether we can describe them or not, whether we perceive it or 
not.  Consequently as our language becomes increasingly artificial, words and metaphors based on intimate 
knowledge of soils, plants, trees, animals, landscapes, rivers and oceans have declined...Of the roughly 
5,000 languages now spoken on Earth, only 150 or so are expected to survive to the year 2100.  Language 
everywhere is being whittled down to conform to the limited objectives of the global economy and 
homogenized in accord with the shallow imperatives of the 'information age'...Because we cannot think 
clearly, about what we cannot say clearly, the first casualty of linguistic incoherence is our ability to think 
well about many things.�    --David Orr, � Verbicide�
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Consider how language controls our consciousness.  The words we use to describe reality affect the way 
we perceive reality.  A 'wooded landscape' can be barren soil soaked in pesticides and fertilizers, holding 
up rows of plantation trees.  Then again, a wild native Maine forest with a vibrant evolving ecosystem also 
has lots of woody plant organism in it's landscape.  Which 'wooded landscape' do Plum Creek's forest 
management practices result in?   The relentless funding of university curricula and rhetoric (in the form of 
ad campaigns) by woods products, machinery and chemical industries has resulted in the theft of language. 
The language of scientific (or should we say 'scientistic') experts has preempted the language of the Earth 
and of common sense.  Regulators have adopted a dead language to describe a living planet.  You as 
commissioners are often hearing this hijacked language.  You must not allow your perception of reality to 
be altered by these 'experts'.  

Throughout this whole process, LURC has witnessed what Phil Worden called the 'battle of experts'.  Plum 
Creek brought in their corporate scientists and academics to use technical language to dance around and 
even outright evade questions, complete with charts, graphs and numbers.  Then citizen groups brought in 
their scientists and experts to try to make sense of this or that aspect of the concept plan, complete with 
reports, graphs, charts and the like.  How does one make sense of all these disembodied figures, charts and 
graphs?  Our feeling is that you must look at the concept plan as a whole, and use good common sense, 
rooted in an intuitive understanding of natural language (as opposed to artificial technical language).  We 
mustn't get lost in the details and fine print after we've given them a close examination.  We must be able to 
zoom back out to look at the big picture after we've delved into the minutiae.  Whether it is the 
conservation easements, the concept plan layout, or the forest management plans, we've found that Plum 
Creek's plans do not reflect benevolent intentions.  Far from it.  Every element of this plan reeks of avarice. 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

  SFI or Forestry?

SFI is a good read, but it's full of hollow language.  They talk about sustainable forestry, but they don't talk 
about what sustains a forest.  SFI-based management plans would neither restore the native forest of Maine 
nor begin to approximate the complexities of the forests of even 100 years ago.  It would create a (largely 
barren) 'wooded landscape', not a healthy native forest.  You cannot have a discussion with dishonest 
people. We must protect what little native forest is left.  We must protect forests with mature and late 
successional species stands with multiple age classes.  SFI is touchy-feely eco-babble that would result in 
the simplification of the forest for corporate profit.  

A two-to-five thousand year old tree is reclassified as 'decadent' because it isn't growing anymore.  Once 
you start calling such a thing 'decadent', it paves the way for you to make 'regeneration cuts'--another 
clever way of not calling it clearcutting.  Now instead of saying clearcutting, they talk of 'even-aged 
management.'  Instead of calling it high-grading they call it 'partial cutting.'  The fuel wood economy 
results in even aged 'idiot blocks' of tree farm plantations.  A tree farm plantation is not a forest even 
though it would meet Maine Forest Practices Act standards.  
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Is this progress?  From the King's ship mast pines to pulp plantation to fuel farm?  Is it wise to turn the 
Maine woods into a fuel farm?  We think not.  And we certainly don't think you can call this transformation 
of the Maine woods 'sustainable.'  

SFI standards are a sham.  They are industry-created standards, largely spearheaded by Plum Creek, to 
allow companies to self-apply the greenwashed term � practicing sustainable forestry�  (like we hear on 
MPBN).  But these  are hollow words.  Since when is clearcutting sustainable forestry?  Since when is 
paving and developing a patch of wilderness the size of Portland a sustainable practice?  This is an affront 
to common sense.  Just because ghost writers use touchy-feely words like 'sustainable forestry' in ad 
campaigns doesn't mean that industrial forestry is remotely sustainable.  No matter how much lipstick you 
put on it, it's still a pig.  Corporations like Plum Creek practice (questionably) sustainable profiteering, not 
diverse native ecosystem management.  

Here's a quick run-down of some history:

 Plum Creek's participation in the SFI program didn't prevent it from receiving the largest fine for 
logging violations in the history of the state of Maine.  Nor have they ever been decertified..1

 During the time that Plum Creek has been in conformance with SFI requirements, it violated 
Maine's logging and water quality protection laws 18 times.  Under SFI there is no easy way to 
describe when an isolated violation becomes a systemic violation.

 While Plum Creek was in conformance with the SFI requirements it built a power line over a mile 
long to its development on First Roach Pond without first getting the required permit for that power 
line. 

 Plum Creek came to an agreement with IF&W to preserve deer wintering habitat, but then went on 
and cut it after the agreement was signed.  They cited a February 5th, 2007 letter in which Plum 
Creek says, � Despite Doug Kane's concerns, we feel this harvest operation will not compromise the 
objective of the agreement.�   We are concerned that this sort of behavior is fully within the bounds 
of SFI standards of back-and-forth communication with regulatory agencies.2   The standards just 
don't say anything about having to abide by agreements.  Decent people would presume that if you 
make an agreement, you will stick to it.  But this simply isn't the case with this dishonest 
corporation.  Plum Creek has shown itself to be belligerent and uncaring for wintering deer, 
harvesting their winter habitat even after it agreed with IF&W not to.  Eagle nests were cut.  Illegal 
power lines built.  None of which resulted in a finding of non-conformance by an SFI auditor.3

 
Some critiques of SFI

 SFI is an industry-based standard, and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is a competing standard 
organization.4

 SFI standards are vague and non measurable.  They set principles, objectives and goals for 

1.  2008-01-18_AM.pdf (Topic IX-B, Panel 1, Forest Management, Third-Party Certification)
2.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf  EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. WHITMAN
3.  Ibid.
4.  2008-01-18_AM.pdf (Topic IX-B, Panel 1, Forest Management, Third-Party Certification)
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landowners to try to meet and, in our opinion, aren't a set of strict micro-management rules.5 6 7

 There are lots of vague references in the SFI standards that speak of diversity and ecological 
process.  Our concern is that on-the-ground management of Plum Creek and other such SFI 
companies is fundamentally oriented around even-aged management.  In spite of promises of 
sustainable forestry, nowhere in the SFI or other testimony is there a commitment to sustaining the 
true forests of Maine, or if you will, the native forests: forests with a diversity of plant and tree 
species, age classes, and successional plant and tree communities.  

 SFI standards are disingenuous in that they allow for the landowner to self-report the  average size 
of the clearcuts they harvest.  It is our concern that a dishonest corporation like Plum Creek can 
exceed the SFI recommended 120 acre maximum on a regular basis, as long as they include small 
patches of clearcuts to bring down the final average.8

The public relies heavily on sustainable forestry certification for assurance that biodiversity is being 
maintained. But even certification does not provide quantitative information about biodiversity. 
Maintenance of biodiversity is nearly impossible to quantify or assess  reliably,9 especially since the public 
has to rely on the landowners' own self-report.10  Furthermore, NFN is concerned that under SFI there are 
confidentiality requirements on the part of  auditors working with the landowner: the auditors are limited in 
what they can tell the outside public.11  And if we go forward here in Maine with the proposal that Plum 
Creek has made, we will be relying heavily on those SFI auditors in terms of the the conservation 
easements.12   We don't think Plum Creek has shown itself to be very trustworthy either here in Maine, 
during LURC's process, or anywhere else it happens to be on this continent.  

We agree with Mr. Whitman's closing thoughts on the matter:

5  SFI Principle 1 refers to: Practice sustainable forestry to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs by practicing land stewardship ethic that integrates reforestation and the managing, 
growing, nurturing and harvesting of trees for useful products with the conservation of soil, air and water quality, biological 
diversity, wildlife and aquatic habitat, recreation and aesthetics.   2008-01-23_AM.pdf EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL 
BY MR. VERNON.
6  U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service says specifically the SFI standards by themselves are “vague and non measurable. And we have 
no way of knowing how the standards and accompanying objectives and performance measures, which are measurable, are 
being accomplished on Plum Creek land. However, these details are not provided in the concept plan or the forest management 
plan. We don't know from the information provided whether Plum Creek considers migratory birds of management concern to 
be among their list of imperiled species.”   2008-01-23_AM .pdf EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. VERNON.
7. SFI standards are more aspirational in the sense that they set principles and objectives and goals for landowners to try to meet 
and aren't a set of strict micromanagement rules.    2008-01-23_AM.pdf EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. 
WORDEN.
8.  Performance No. 1 has a standard in it that the average size of a clearcut harvest should not exceed 120 acres.  The 
landowner can control the average, no matter what size clearcuts he has, by putting in some small clearcuts to balance the 
average.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. WORDEN.
9. The public relies almost completely on sustainable forestry certification for assurance that biodiversity is being maintained. 
But even certification does not provide quantitative information about biodiversity, that's one of the major goals in sustainable 
forestry. Maintenance of biodiversity is nearly impossible to quantify or assess reliably.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf EXAMINATION 
OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. WORDEN.
10.  Dr. Hagen says in his report that it's nearly impossible to quantify on the ground what's taking place with regard to 
biodiversity and that the public has to rely on the landowners own self-report (2008-01-18_AM Topic IX-B, Panel 1, Forest 
Management, Third-Party Certification Examination of Scott Berg by Mr. Worden).  
11.  Under SFI  there are confidentiality requirements on the part of  who does the auditing and works with the landowner.  They 
are limited in what they can tell the outside public.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. 
WORDEN.
12.  And if we go forward here in Maine with the proposal that Plum Creek has made, we will be relying heavily on those SFI 
auditors in terms of the the conservation easements.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf  EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. 
WHITMAN.
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� So my conclusion is that under SFI, a member company or participating company can 
essentially do whatever it wants including violating multiple state environmental 
protection laws and still retain its certification as long as after getting caught it 'fixes' the 
problem and promises to be good in the future.� 13 

Furthermore, decertification would never happen as a punitive measure with SFI, no matter how egregious 
the violations.   Especially since Rick Holly, who is the president chief executive officer of Plum Creek, is 
on the board of directors of the SFI program.14  This obviously reflects a conflict of interest in which Plum 
Creek will never lose its certification or endure serious punitive consequences no matter how poorly they 
play with others.  

In their own documents, Plum Creek admits that mature, late successional species trees found in old 
growth forests are in short supply on their land.  But rather than focusing on ways to preserve what little 
old growth is left, Plum Creek views old mature trees as  � ...past age suitability for thinning and are also 
invariably in need of regeneration harvest.� 15 'Regeneration harvest' is another way of talking about even-
aged management because when they go in to 'thin' the stand, they cut all the mature old trees and leave the 
younger, even-aged understory, resulting in a simplification of the forest.16 17  Keep in mind that similar 
forest management plans will be operating in the 'conservation' easements (in the 'working forests'). 
Timber harvesting by Plum Creek results in clearcuts and loss of native Maine forests and degraded habitat 
for wildlife (like deer wintering grounds).  Simplification of the forest impairs its overall health and 
impairs its ability to sequester carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.  

Trees increase their carbon sequestration at least up to 130 years of age.  They are more valuable standing 
as oxygen producers and carbon storage than as pulp paper, hog fuel, pellets, gasification fuel or whatever. 
More clearcuts would result in a drier climate which would increase fire hazard, especially in even-aged 
stands.  

Native Forest Network is extremely concerned with the disappearance of the native forest, hence the point 
about the even-aged management.  This simplification of the forest is happening on a disturbingly large 
scale.  We are seeing it on the ground for ourselves as citizens dispersed throughout the state. We have the 
benefit of seeing it with our own eyes rather than seeing it as predigested words describing it in reports. 
We feel that there is an urgent need to do something to increase the standards of the forest products 
industries right now.18 

Corporate science always seems to 'coincidentally' validate industrial forestry, which isn't a huge surprise 
what with their SFIs and donation-based curriculum influence.  This onslaught of financial influence 
relentlessly dumbs down the public and regulators, resulting in a corporate forestry newspeak, this 
hijacking of common language for the benefit of an elite minority.  

Industrial forestry is not just ecologically unsustainable, it is rapacious.  A mechanical harvester that can 

13. 2008-01-23_AM.pdf  EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. WHITMAN.
14. 2008-01-18_AM.pdf (Topic IX-B, Panel 1, Forest Management, Third-Party Certification.
15. Mature and late successional species trees are in short supply on Plum Creek land and that – going back to  Attachment A 
where it says: Mature trees, regardless of species composition, tend to be past age suitability for thinning and are also invariably 
in need of regeneration harvest, which is another way of saying, when you go in there, you don't thin them, you cut them all. 
2008-01-23_AM .pdf  Examination of Henning Stabins by Mr. Vernon
16. Late successional stands already in short supply will increasingly disappear given the stated shortages of native large trees 
and the stated need to 'regenerate' these older forests, that is to say, clearcut.   2008-01-23_AM.pdf  Examination of Henning 
Stabins by Mr. Vernon.
17.  Regenerating harvests  create an even-aged management.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf Cross Exam of Michael Vernon of NFN by 
Laverty of LURC.
18.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf Cross Exam of Michael Vernon of NFN by Laverty of LURC.
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cut 100 cords of wood in a day isn't any better for the landbase than it is for the workers.  They make less 
even though they cut more.  With the prospect of a fuel farm economy and all the rights Plum Creek has 
reserved under the 'conservation easements', it could one day sell off those timber rights as if it was land 
with oil under it.  

Forest ecosystems are critically tied to the very survival of the future.  Forests provide clean water, clean 
air, and clean food.  They must be safeguarded against foul corporations like Plum Creek and their foul SFI 
standards.  

The balance easements do not balance this development because the easements are still subjected to 
industrial forestry.  In order to truly balance such a development we need to raise the bar.  The FSC 
presents a higher bar than the SFI.19  FSC was independent from the outset, and SFI was initially begun by 
the forest products industry.20   Beyond that, there is also an initiative called the Low-impact Forestry 
Initiative (LiFI) that is very much an instate development.21  While it isn't intended for large industrial-style 
management, there is a wellspring of knowledge there on how to truly do low-impact forestry using draft 
animals and appropriate technology to that end.  

We need more time to study and to come up with better forestry standards under a new and revised CLUP. 
SFI as the 'status quo' is not good enough, and we need to raise the bar.  LURC should deny the zoning 
change and write new forestry rules for its entire jurisdiction, employing a broad spectrum of involvement 
rather than the narrow industrial interests.   How about disallowing heavy industrial machinery, and 
zoning only positive impact forestry within the conservation easements (as outlined in LiFI)?  Indeed, this 
would be better for forest ecology,  foresters and for loggers.  

SFI standards are a sham.  Don't be fooled by their words.  Spend time in Plum Creek's woods and you can 
see for yourself that they're degraded from heavy industrial forestry methods.  The application for rezoning 
should be rejected until a new CLUP can outline truly sustainable forestry measures.  

     Fisheries and Water Quality

In general, Plum Creek has failed to conduct sufficient study of the lake and pond environments for the 
Commission to reach an informed decision on the reasonably foreseeable impacts of the development.

Fisheries

Under cross examination by Native Forest Network before LURC on 1-18-08, Plum Creek's principle 
consultant on fisheries impacts, Frederick Kirchies, admitted that in preparation of his report he did not 
conduct any field investigations of the current status of the ecological assemblages of fishes, amphibians 
and other life resident in the streams lakes and ponds within the proposed development area.22

19.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf Cross Exam of Michael Vernon of NFN by Laverty of LURC.
20.   FSC was independent from the outset, and SFI was initially begun by the forest products industry.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf 
EXAMINATION OF RICK CANTRELL BY MR. WHITMAN.
21.   There is an initiative called the Low-impact Forestry Initiative that is very much an instate development.  Raise the bar in 
order to balance out this development.  2008-01-23_AM.pdf Cross Exam of Michael Vernon of NFN by Laverty of LURC [see 
http://www.mofga.org/Default.aspx?tabid=297 for more info].
22  Kirchies, testimony before LURC on 1-18-08. 
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Kirchies' submitted report, “An Analysis of Impacts on Fish, Fish Habitat, and Fish Management expected 
as a result of Development proposed in the Concept Plan for Plum Creek's Lands in the Moosehead Lake 
Region," was based largely on outdated (50 to 60 year old) Department of Inland Fish and Wildlife 
(IF&W) mini-reports summarizing the then-ecology of the lakes and ponds within Plum Creeks 
Development footprint--typically in less then a page: 1958 Brassua Lake; 1961 Burnham Pond; 1957 
Indian Pond; 1958  Long Pond, 1944 Moosehead Lake (2003), 1954 Upper Wilson Pond 1954 (2003).23 

Kirchies uses his very incomplete information to conclude that there is "no significant fishery habitat" in 
any of the areas threatened by development in any of the lakes and ponds in the area.

Maine's Natural Resources Protection Act defines "significant wildlife habitat," but does not, however, 
define "significant fishery habitat," nor does IF&W define it in their rules.24 Kirchies' determination of "no 
significant fishery habitat" is subjective and doesn't inform LURC as to the actual biodiversity of the Lakes 
and Ponds under threat. 

A standard evaluation of the present-day fisheries and other aquatic resources of these waterbodies would 
require seasonal sampling with gillnets, trapnets, seines and minnow traps, with plankton nets used to 
sample smaller organisms.

Water Quality

Plum Creek has not proven that it can construct this size of development within Class A watersheds and not 
degrade streams.  MDEP, DIF&W, USEPA and others concur.25

Plum Creek's consultant on water quality impacts, Frank Sciremammano relies on a very general model of 
density and percent of impervious cover that declares Plum Creek’s plan "will fit harmoniously into the 
existing natural environment, and will not result in any adverse impact to the natural resources."26

However, different watersheds will react differently to the effects of development.27 Brook Trout habitat is 
scarce, thus whatever is present is critical to the survival of the population.28  Class A streams should be 
managed for brook trout because they could be in any of those streams.29

Management for brook trout is important because they are economically important to the angler 
experience.  Self-sustaining wild populations already exist in many of the proposed development envelopes 
and stocking is not an option for the Moosehead lakes region if any of those populations were 
compromised.30  Projected impacts from this scale of development would degrade the fisheries.  

Plum Creek offers too much reliance on future information .

23 Frederick Kirchies.  An Analysis of Impacts on Fish, Fish Habitat, and Fish Management expected as a result of  
Development proposed in the Concept Plan for Plum Creek's Lands in the Moosehead Lake Region.

24 Maine Natural Resources Protection Act. Sec. 2. 38 MRSA §480-B, sub-§10.
25 Letter from The Division of Environmental Assessment and  the Division of Watershed Management, Maine DEP-L&W,  to 
Maine DOC-LURC, August 31, 2007; Letter from Timothy Timmermann, US EPA Region 1, to LURC, August 31, 2007; 
MDIFW-MNAP PC Concept Plan Comments to LURC, 11-20-2007.
26  Frank Sciremammano, testimony before LURC on 1-18-08.
27  Prefiled Direct Testimony of Jonathan A. Quebbeman, P.E., L.S.E., to LURC, 8-31-2007.
28  Prefiled Testimony of Brandon H. Kulik, to LURC, 8-31-2007.
29  Brandon Kulik testimony, Intervenor Party Hearing, 1-18-2008, pg. 206; Fred Kirchies testimony, Intervenor Party Hearing, 
1-18-2008. 
30  IF&W-MNAP 8-31-07.
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There is not enough information on specific phosphorous loading, insufficient data and resources from 
MDEP to model Moosehead Lake and the other lakes and consequential phosphorous impact from 
residential developments and resorts.

Plum Creek is relying on future phosphorous loading data and its effect on (as yet nonexistent) Moosehead 
Lake models.  Fish habitat still needs to be identified on the ground.  Whole native and wild salmonid 
populations could be at risk. 

There is not enough information on Best Management Practices both during construction and after 
completion.  Furthermore, and over-reliance on buffer zones as the preferred BMP is problematic because 
over time buffer zones that act as 'filters' get saturated and the cumulative impacts of development let 
pollution through.

Consider the Saddleback Mountain ski resort expansion of 900 units in a Class A watershed as a 
comparable precedent. Those streams are now degraded according to Jeff Dennis of the Department of 
Environmental Protection and are in need of reclassification.31

LURC should reject the plan because we simply don't have enough information about this scale's effects on 
fish and other aquatic life and on water quality, save that degradation is all but assured.  Brook trout are 
sensitive to stream degradation, degradation is all but assured given this scale of development, so the 
concept plan should be rejected on water quality issues alone.

   Effects On Wildlife

Native Forest Network believes that the expert witness testimony presented at the party hearings 
demonstrated clearly that Plum Creek's requested rezoning would pose a significant adverse threat to 
multiple species of wildlife and to the larger ecosystem of the Moosehead lake area as a whole.

 In her December 14th testimony, Diane Boretos reiterated a prior statement that, "the development 
near riparian habitat associated with Long Pond and Indian Pond will adversely impact waterfowl 
and passerine utilization of these areas as well as those mammals...that use riparian areas."32  

 At her January 17, 2008 appearance on the Wildlife and Plant Resources Panel, biologist Barbara 
Charry stated: "I think it's really still important to remember we're not just talking about mortality 
for lynx, though that is a very important and serious issue, but we're also talking about habitat 
disruption, fragmentation loss and degradation...the impacts will occur to all species, martins and so 
on."33

 
Asked if the Lily Bay development zone should be removed from the development plan, Barbara 
Charry said: " Oh, absolutely. Roads go throughout that zone, there will be potential for 
development throughout that zone. Basically that...will no longer be habitat for Canada lynx."34 Dr. 
Bruce Leeson, a Plum Creek witness, agreed: " Wherever you're going to have a hard footprint, 
yes, that habitat will be removed from them."35 Barbara Charry later added: " You know, I believe 

31 Jeff Dennis, testimony before LURC on 1-18-08.
32  Diane Boretos, Party Hearings, 12-14-07 p.15-16.
33 Barbara Charry, Party Hearings, 1-17-08 p. 71-72.
34 Ibid., p.79.
35 Bruce Leeson, Party Hearings, 1-17-08, p.79.
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that this is a...very important location for lynx and with all the other high-value features here and 
the amount of development proposed, the intensity is just too much for this site to maintain those 
wildlife values and would cause undue adverse impact.”36

At her January 18, 2008 panel appearance, Margaret Struhsacker testified the following: 

"The issue that I'm addressing here and want to show to the Commission and LURC is that this 
proposal will create undue adverse impact to this species in that area. These road mortality 
assumptions we made are to see -- look at a risk assessment of the population species. Whether 
lynx are killed on this particular stretch of road may not occur, they will probably be killed on some 
of the other stretches of road, they're going to be displaced. And because this is a proposal that 
breaks into the Endangered Species Act under Section 7 and possibly even Section -- section 7 and 
also Section 9, you have to look at any mortality, whether it's one lynx or 20 lynx...Any mortality is 
critical to this population."37

 Dr. Evers, in testimony before the Commission, stated that stressors from new development will 
likely increase instability of breeding loon populations on Moosehead Lake, Indian Pond and 
Brassua lake, and that further loon poisonings will result from increased ingestion of lead fishing 
gear as a result of increased fishing pressure.38

 Plum Creek witness Steve Pelletier gave testimony on the Rusty Blackbird, which has seen a 95% 
national population decline in recent years, and the Least Bittern, which is an state endangered 
listed species, and both of which have breeding populations in the development plan area and 
would face increased stresses and further population declines as a result of Plum Creek's proposed 
development.39 

 Ken Elowe of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife,40 and Molly Docherty  director 
of the Maine Natural Areas Division in the Department of Conservation, testified that they were 
recommending removing the north shore of Long Pond, and the other that crosses very close to that 
Churchill Stream wetland complex, from the development area, because:

"This is the one area development envelope that actually had a convergence of values that are 
known. And just to reiterate what those are, the rare plant occurrences, the aquatic beds that are 
extremely vulnerable to trampling, Rusty Blackbird, Olive-sided Flycatcher, least bittern, stream 
shore ecosystem outlet, there are wood turtles in the watershed, IWWH. And from a landscape 
evaluation, both riparian habitat and connectivity, there's a large habitat block (bottleneck for 
migration patterns)."41 

Ms. Docherty also stated that they were also recommending that the north shore of the Burnham 
Pond area, and the east shore of Indian Pond be removed from the development envelope.42 She 
added that Plum Creek hadn't adequately addressed invasives, echoing Barbara Charry, saying that, 
"the purple loosestrife, an evasive plant species, could be brought in with construction equipment 
and completely change the character making it no longer valuable for these species, as well as the 

36 Barbara Charry, Party Hearings, 1-17-08 p. 84-85.
37 Margaret Struhsacker, Party Hearings, 1-18-08, p. 34.
38 Evers, Party Hearings, 1-17-08 p.116-118.
39 Steve Pelletier, Party Hearings, 1-17-08 AM p. 80.
40 Ken Elowe, Party Hearings, 1-17-08 AM, p.68.
41 Molly Docherty, Party Hearings, 1-17-08 AM P. 80.
42 Ibid., p.87.
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potential for vehicle collision for the lease bittern."43

 Diane Boretos warned of the increased dangers of domestic pets to sensitive ground nesting bird 
species within developed areas adjacent to high value habitat.44 

It is Native Forest Network's position that the wildlife and plant resources within the proposed concept 
plan are not adequately protected, and indeed are gravely threatened, by Plum Creek's development 
proposal. NFN urges in the strongest possible terms that LURC reject Plum Creek's request for rezoning 
and development of it's Moosehead region lands.

    Climate Change

We live in the age of tipping points for global climate stability. We also live in a global world. Decisions 
made today in Maine will effect the long term health and well being of future generations the world over. 
Even though it may seem that our effects on the environment are small, they have local, regional and even 
global implications. The cumulative effects of carbon dioxide emissions, deforestation, habitat degradation, 
ecosystem dissolution and decreased air and water quality that will result from this proposed development 
are significant and serious threats to public health the world over.  When seen in the light of the massive 
global climate change that is already underway, it is clear that Plum Creek's proposed development will 
make an  unreasonable impact on the Moosehead Lake Region, the State of Maine and the climate security 
of the whole world. 

For the commission's review we will present below a brief overview of climate science, our criticisms of 
the analyses contracted by Plum Creek regarding CO2 emissions, the failings of the GrowSmart analysis, 
and our concluding thoughts.

A Brief Overview of Climate Science

There is a growing scientific consensus that we have less than a ten-year window left to drastically reduce 
our greenhouse gas emissions in order to prevent the worst impacts of climate change. Land use policies 
are a key part of the necessary shift we have to make to adequately address the looming climate crisis. 
There is a global mandate from climate scientists, biologists, ecologists, health care workers, development 
professionals, and the non-profit sector to adjust land use policies to minimize carbon emissions and 
maximize carbon sequestration.  Additionally, wise use standards for the remaining fossil fuels and their 
associated carbon emissions would dictate that they be used for only essential human needs.  Plum Creek's 
plan would compromise future generations climate security with its sprawling development plans, 
substantial deforestation, and high carbon emissions development plans in the form of leisure activities and 
recreation for out-of-state visitors.

The proposed destructive activities of Plum Creek's concept plan will pose direct, difficult-to-predict 
impacts-both immediate and long-term upon the local and regional weather patterns and climate stability in 
Maine and quite likely also the surrounding area.  In all likelihood Maine will see a warmer, drier climate 
in the future which will increase the risk of wildfire, posing greater risks to such development debacles in 
the urban/wilderness interface. Do Mainers want to subsidize firefighting for affluent Plum Creek 
customers? 

Fragmented ecosystems are less resilient to dramatic climate changes, and more susceptible to species 

43 Ibid., p.95. 
44  Diane Boretos, Party Hearings, 12-14-07 p.17.
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extinction due to climate shifts.  The destruction of intact native forest ecosystems alters atmospheric 
chemistry, temperature, precipitation, humidity, wind, and storm intensities. These alterations would occur 
all around and downwind of the impacted area immediately and in the long run.  Furthermore, these 
climatic alterations are more pronounced with a larger deforested area and will have a larger geographic 
range.

Deforestation invariably brings warming and drying of the deforested region-and these effects are also 
noted in the surrounding area and downwind of the impacted area. This usually leads to increased incidents 
of drought, surface water depletion, severe storms, flood, fire, insect proliferation, and disease outbreaks. 
This of course will also lead to further negative social and economic impacts for human communities in, 
near, and downwind of the deforested region.

 Deforestation/de-vegetation increases the influx of carbon dioxide and to a lesser extent other 
"greenhouse" gases-into the atmosphere; this has local, regional, and global implications for 
climate stability and the health and functionality of both non-human and human communities.  

 Deforestation/de-vegetation increases surface water run-off (and subsequent soil erosion) while 
decreasing evapotranspiration leading to increased warming, drying, and drought-flood cycling of 
the de-vegetated region as well as surrounding and downwind regions.  

 Deforestation/de-vegetation (and subsequent paving and construction projects) leads to increased 
heating-which often magnifies the intensity, severity, and the subsequent destructive capacities of 
wind and storms in around, and downwind of the project area.

Reducing the number of plant species in biologically diverse native ecosystems or replacing them with 
monoculture plantations also constitute de-vegetation, engendering similar climatic consequences. 
See the forestry section for further comments.

Most of Maine's people and most of the productive agriculture operations as well reside downwind of the 
Moosehead Lake Region of the Maine North Woods; it is very likely that precipitation, temperature, wind, 
storm, and humidity regimes in these residential, commercial, and food-producing regions will be 
significantly impacted.  The alterations in atmospheric chemistry (e.g., the increase carbon-dioxide flux 
into the atmosphere) will have global implications for climate change as well. While it may be tempting to 
argue that the proposed Moosehead Lake development is relatively small-scale-and therefore implies a 
minimal impact on climate stability and prevailing weather patterns, one must recognize that this is a 
global issue, and the effects of our land use policy here will be felt, while most acutely at home, incredibly 
broad across the world and into the future.

GrowSmart's Analysis

Whereas we acknowledge that GrowSmart's greenhouse gas analysis of the development plan was valiant 
we feel it was inherently limited in the following ways:45

1)  The emissions caused by the Plum Creek plan could affect the ability of Maine to meet it's current, let 
alone future, CO2 reduction targets.

2)  Their analysis did not take into account the lifestyles and consumption patterns of those that Plum 
Creek's development is targeting. Wealthy people consume, waste and pollute more than non-wealthy 
people, that is to say the affluent have an inherently larger carbon footprint. This is an important fact to 

45. Testimony of Ellen Hawes and James Howland, Policy Analysts, Environment Northeast, Notarized August 30, 2007.
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consider when looking at GrowSmart's analysis. It is a limiting factor.

3)  Their analysis did not look at forest management, and this was a limiting factor. We feel an FSC-based 
forestry management plan would result in a lower carbon footprint than an SFI-based one. Especially since 
a native forest with a diversity of tree species and age classes sequesters more carbon than a stand of trees 
subjected to even-aged management plans. See our forestry section for more comments.

4)  Their study did not look at tertiary transportation footprints such as the shipping of construction and 
residential waste offsite from the development, emissions of construction vehicles, shipping food into the 
area's newly inflated population which has little local food production, and air miles in terms of increased 
travel to Maine due to this development.

5) Their estimated transportation emissions were too limited. For example, their estimated transportation 
emissions included autos only for arriving at the resorts or the weekend houses and estimated 
transportation within the resorts and the weekend houses. We feel these are unrealistic assumptions about 
the client el, actual distance traveled, and preferred travel methods of the client el.

6)  In being conservative in their estimates in order to avoid overstating the case, we feel the result has 
been an understating of the case due to these limiting factors.

7)  We feel that the embodied energy and carbon footprints of modern construction materials from concrete 
to various roofing materials to the varieties of petroleum-based foam insulation is also a tremendous 
oversight.

8)  GrowSmart's analysis did not look at new activities in the conservation easement land such as road 
construction, wind turbine construction, gravel mining, water mining or forestry practices.

9)  The diminished ability of the forest to sequester carbon and CO2 emissions from this project will result 
in an undue adverse impact alone.

Ms. Hawes from GrowSmart put it this way, "I think our analysis shows that the proposal has a potential to 
significantly increase CO2 emissions and have a significant impact and global warming can directly impact 
both biodiversity and water resources and a whole host of other issues that would affect the people and 
resources in the region."46  “Research has shown that there is a linkage between land use, location of 
development and emissions. These smaller incremental projects and how they add up is probably the most 
important thing for LURC to look at. And if it's zoned for commercial and residential development, that 
will have significant impacts, one, in converting the land and, two, there probably will be higher emissions 
from energy use and transportation within those areas.”47 

Additionally, Native Forest Network would like to emphasize LURC's responsibility to protecting public 
health. This analysis finds a significant increase in CO2 emissions even though we found their
analysis to be significantly lacking. Increase in CO2 emissions results in exacerbation of climate change 
which is a tremendous threat to public health:  MR. HOWLAND: � I think there's complete consensus -- or 
definite consensus that global climate change is a public health issue and a pretty big one.�

46. Hawes, 2007-12-14_AM transcripts p.43.
47  MS. HILTON 2007-12-14_AM transcripts p.45.
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The CLUP and Air Quality

The CLUP that LURC is operating under is woefully outdated. It is ten years old and considers carbon 
dioxide as an air pollutant to be regulated rather than as a greenhouse gas with global effects.  This 
decision is too large and its outcome too significant for LURC to make without considering the most up to 
date climate science and global climate change projections.  Plum Creeks plan should be held to the 
standards currently in development in the new CLUP, not the expired one.  

Clearly the air quality analysis provided by Plum Creek's Mr. Harrington did not look at carbon dioxide, 
even though carbon dioxide is considered an air pollutant under the Clean Air Act, and said nothing of its 
role in global climate change.  Also, according to Mr. Harrington's testimony there are elements within the 
conservation easements that will diminish Maine's capacity to sequester carbon. Industrial forestry 
practices, gravel mining, road building and power line construction are but a few examples.  The 
negligence of the applicant in taking seriously the impact of their proposal on global climate stability is 
disturbing.  

Conclusion

Before proceeding with the acceptance of this proposal, LURC should demand that a full carbon impact 
analysis be done and paid for by the applicant addressing the inadequacies in GrowSmart's analysis, and 
considering the long term ramifications of deforestation.  In order to satisfy LURC's criteria of 
unreasonable environmental impact, the applicant should have to demonstrate that the plan will not 
unreasonably contribute to global climate change.  The same standard should apply to LURC's review of 
the proposal in regards to public health.  That is, if the plan unnecessarily contributes to global climate 
change, it is a significant and serious threat to public health.  

Native Forest Network believes that global climate change is the defining issue of our time.  Land use 
decisions made now, in this moment of tipping points, will have long range implications in their 
contribution to or mitigation of global climate change.  All land use boards around the world should 
consider the mitigation of global climate change as a top priority when making their decisions.  Not to do 
so is to imperil future generations with runaway climate change and all its potentially disastrous effects.  If 
global climate change proceeds unchecked, if land use decisions are not used as key components to 
mitigate global climate change, all the economic development in the world will be useless to a people and a 
planet coping with a rapidly changing, unpredictable climate.   

 High End High Use: Affluent People Use More Resources

People who can afford to visit a high-end resort or purchase a 2nd (or 5th) home are able to and likely to 
use far more natural resources than the average person. Owning multiple vehicles, homes, and being able 
to participate in consumption more readily than the average person or someone of low income all factor 
into this problem.  

According to the World Resources Institute, the 12 percent of the world’s population that lives in the 
relatively wealthy areas of North America and Western Europe account for 60 percent of private 
consumption spending, and the United States, with less than 5 % of the global population, uses about a 
quarter of the world’s fossil fuel resources.48 

48“HOW MUCH DO WE CONSUME?� , World Resources 2000-2001, Author: Gregory Mock, June 2000
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Plum Creek's proposed developments will attract a population that can afford to use more resources than 
they need (see evidence presented in the "Rural Gentrification" section below) for flying and driving to 
their far-off vacation destination, speeding around in their motorboats, driving to and from the store many 
times per day, burning unnecessary fossil fuels year-round to heat and cool their vacation homes (in which 
they spend two weeks per year) and using more electricity in those homes to power the multiple televisions 
and appliances they need for their comfort. 

Despite its claims to be developing "nature-based tourism," Plum Creek's plan will thus contribute to an 
ongoing culture of high-end, high-cost, overconsumption and environmental degradation. This is called 
"robbing from the future to pay for the present." Oblivious retirees in Florida (and perhaps someday in the 
Moosehead region if Plum Creek gets its way) declare this on their bumpe stickers: "I'm spending my 
children's inheritence." It is an unacceptable and immoral path for our communities to pursue and another 
reason why Plum Creek's plan must be rejected. 

 Technology and the Precautionary Principle 

Concerned scientists the world over have developed what is known as the Precautionary Principle. The 
Precautionary Principle states that, in the face of scientific uncertainty, humans must take precautionary 
action. Shift the burden of proof onto the perpetrator. With any proposed course of action that may 
engender any possible harm to life, three questions must be critically and thoroughly addressed:

● Is this harm preventable?

● Are there any alternatives?

● Do we know enough to act? 49

If these crucial questions cannot be definitively answered, then we should not move forward with the 
proposed action.

The precautionary principle should be taken into consideration when deciding whether to allow the the 
introduction of new technologies such as genetically engineered trees and cell phone towers, which Plum 
Creek wants to include in the Conservation Easement lands. These lands are some of the few left in the 
country where certain technologies have not been introduced, and can serve as control areas in the global 
experiment that will determine the long term effects of these new technologies. There is already growing 
evidence that genetically engineered plants and/or cell phone towers may be contributing to the collapse of 
populations of pollinators, such as bees. If certain technologies pose a threat to the survival of our 
communities, the only safe action we can take to protect Public health is to ensure that at least some areas 
remain as free as possible from these threats. The area that Plum Creek wants to develop is one of these 
rapidly disappearing areas where certain human technologies and infrastructure have not been fully 
introduced. These are traits that allow this area to still be wildlands and to support traditional uses, and is 
an important part of what makes this area unique and valuable.  

49.  NFN Testimony by John Waters, 8-31-07
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 Waste

Plum Creek's analysis of the impacts of tens of thousands of tons of new waste that would be generated 
each year by its developments raise many concerns and leave many questions unanswered.

Among the concerns:

According to the Maine DEP, there is no appropriate local infrastructure in place to handle the expected 
solid and liquid waste that would be generated by Plum Creek's developments.  These wastes would need 
to be trucked 70 to 90+ miles away, to be disposed of in other Maine towns such as Norridgewock, Unity 
Township, Old Town, Orrington, and Plymouth.50

There is currently no local ability to handle the amount of septage that would be generated by the PC 
developments, since the Moosehead Sanitary District is near or at capacity,51   Plum Creek's expert witness 
on waste, Shawn Small, founder of CES Engineering, which has contracted to design waste facilties for 
Casella Waste Systems in the past,52 suggested that PC could send this waste 40-50 miles away to 
municipal wastewater facilities such as the Guilford-Sangerville district or Dover-Foxcroft.53  There is no 
evidence within Plum Creek's submissions that these towns have been consulted or possess the capacity for 
this waste. Another option proposed by Plum Creek is to ship the septage over 70 miles away to SPI in 
Plymouth.54

The Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) notes that hauling septage and sludge these 
long distances is � problematic."55  DEP representatives articulated concerns over septage and pumps 
freezing in the trucks during winter trips, and concerns over increased likelihood of � midnight dumping 
and septage spreading without a license or in streams.� 56

In order to handle some of this septage waste, Plum Creek's easement agreements with the Forest Society 
of Maine and The Nature Conservancy allow for an outdated technique.  The easements allow for the 
spreading of 200 acres of septage on Conservation Easement lands. Currently there is  � only about two 
acres�  currently being used for septage spreading in Greenville, � with another 8- to 9-acre site being 
planned.� 57 Even if this spreading of sludge in a sensitive class A watershed were to occur, according to 
DEP representative Haffner, this would  not � satisfy the ultimate needs for additional septage that would be 
generated  ...from Plum Creek's proposed development.�  He explained that � direct land spreading of 

50 � The solid waste infrastructure does not currently exist to handle expected quantities of construction debris or post-
construction wastes (construction and demolition debris, bulky wastes, metal, universal waste, municipal solid waste, and 
recyclable materials),” and the DEP recommends that all these wastes be hauled 80+ miles away to the Waste Management-
owned Crossroads landfill in Norridgewock. (Memorandum from Rick Haffner and Karen Knuuti, Division of Solid Waste 
Management, Bureau of Remediation & Waste Management, Eastern Maine Regional Office, to Agnieszka Pinette, LURC, 
dated August 7, 2007).
51 Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis, Prepared by Eastern Maine Economic 
Development Corporation, April 2007, pg. 67.
52 Intervener Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Shawn Small by Hillary Lister, Dec 13, 2007, pg 38.
53 Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Hillary Lister of NFN, Dec 13, 2007, 
pg 40.
54 Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis, Prepared by Eastern Maine Economic 
Development Corporation, April 2007, pg. 67.
55 Memorandum from Rick Haffner and Karen Knuuti, Division of Solid Waste Management, Bureau of Remediation & Waste 
Management, Eastern Maine Regional Office, to Agnieszka Pinette, LURC, dated August 7, 2007.
56  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Rick Haffner of Maine DEP by LURC Chair Bart Harvey, Dec 13, 
2007, pg 166.
57  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Wendy Weiger of Moosehead Futures of Alan Hutchinson of the 
Forest Society of Maine, Jan 22, 2007, pg 46.
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septage [which is what is proposed by Plum Creek and TNC on conservation easement lands] ...seems to 
be a technology and a means for disposing of sanitary waste that's going away. Most of the ...new 
technology, the newer facilities that are being developed, such as the soil preparation facility in Plymouth, 
is actually dewatering septage or liquid sludge and either composing the solids or stabilizing the material 
using a -- a high temperature line treatment process. ...I think that's more in the way of the future than ... 
direct land spreading.� 58

The developments would significantly increase the amount of solid waste being handled by local transfer 
stations, ranging from a 14% increase in Jackman, an 82% increase in Rockwood, to a 160% increase in 
Greenville,  and a 300%  increase in the amount of waste coming in to Lily Bay.59 According to Karen 
Knuuti of the DEP, these transfer stations "as they exist at  the moment, ...weren't designed for handling 
that amount of waste. And I ...think it would cause operating problems for them.�  She goes on to explain 
that, � the Lily Bay transfer station is very small and ...the location of the waste handling area is within the 
parcel of the property is limited because of the presence of wetlands. So they may run into a little trouble 
there depending on what they want to do. I think more important is... how likely is it that they are going to 
ask to upgrade those facilities now. I guarantee that they're going to ask.60

Unaddressed Impacts

Plum Creek analyzed the impacts of the thousands of tons of  newly generated waste based almost 
exclusively on �  financial, capacity, and service-based impacts.� 61 Plum Creek did not address the 
following:

● Impacts on communities outside of Piscataquis or Somerset that would receive the waste (such as 
Penobscot or Kennebec Counties) 

● Impacts on roads from  increased big truck travel.

● Impact from truck turnovers or spills in sensitive watersheds. 

● Impact on wildlife from collisions with trucks. 

● Impact on rivers and watersheds where the leachate and sludge from land fills is spread62

● Increased local, county, and state taxes resulting from increased road maintenance, transfer station 
expansions, health care costs, and potential clean up costs resulting from increased waste 
generation, trucking, and contamination to land, air, and water.

● Impacts from solid waste and waste water generated by golf courses, RV parks, new roads, cell 
phone tower construction, mining and other resource extraction activities.  Neither does it address 
related developments such as gas stations, that will likely be created if this development is allowed 
to happen. 

58  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Rick Haffner of Maine DEP by LURC Representative Evan 
Richert, Dec 13, 2007, pg 156.
59  Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis, Prepared by Eastern Maine Economic 
Development Corporation, April 2007, pg. 65-67.
60  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Karen Knuuti of Maine DEP by LURC Representative Evan 
Richert, Dec 13, 2007,  pg. 161.
61  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Lynne Williams of FEN, Dec 13, 
2007,  pg. 12.
62  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Lynne Williams of FEN, Dec 13, 
2007,  pg. 12-15.
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● Cumulative effects on land, air, water, and public health resulting from the impacts of toxins from 
shipping, burning, and spreading of landfill waste are not addressed.

The Plum Creek analysis does not address the problems occurring at waste facilities where Plum Creek 
intends to ship its waste. For example, the PERC incinerator in Orrington has a history of High Priority 
Violations of the Clean Air Act. PERC is owned by Casella, which also owns the Hawk Ridge sludge 
composting facility and operates the Juniper Ridge landfill.  Casella is a company with a long history of 
actions damaging to the surrounding environment and communities. Water supplies surrounding the State-
owned and Casella-operated Juniper Ridge landfill in Old Town have been found to be contaminated with 
toxic chemicals, and there is very strong evidence that these toxins have resulted from landfill leaks. 
According to the EPA, even with the best liners, all landfills leak.63  The toxic leachate from the 
Norridgewock landfill is contaminating the local water supply.  The leachate is no longer allowed to leak 
into the aquifer, so it is now trucked to the SAPPI Paper water treatment facility in Hinkley.  Once in 
Hinkley it is then released, still containing many toxic chemicals, into the Kennebec river.  Construction 
and demolition debris (CDD), containing lead, arsenic, mercury, and other toxins, is sent to the Juniper 
Ridge landfill is allowed to be incinerated in the Red Shield � biomass boiler�  in Old Town, and this has 
resulted in toxic ash raining down on nearby communities. Both the Crossroads and Juniper Ridge 
landfills are filling up with out-of-state waste, and Maine is facing a major shortage of long-term landfill 
space.64  None of these problems with the waste facilities Plum Creek intends to utilize were touched on in 
its testimony.

A Few Discrepancies

When asked if he considered the impacts of Plum Creek's developments on "air quality, asthma rates, and 
climate change from the increased truck travel and increased disposal of the waste", Shawn Small replied, 
"...[I]n increasing the size of the payload, you will have less fuel used per ton, which, again, is a favorable 
impact in that respect."65  That answer does not address the fact that, regardless of increased payload size, 
the tens of thousands of tons of new waste that would be generated and trucked from Plum Creek's 
developments would still result in an increase in truck traffic, which would negatively impact the air 
quality and asthma rates for the area.

The list of available disposal sites for waste generated by Plum Creek's development includes a letter 
referencing an estimated 22 million cubic yards of space available for future expansion at the Juniper 
Ridge landfill in Old Town, which is owned by the State of Maine and operated by Casella.66  This 
expansion has not been approved and in fact is being vigorously challenged by community organizations 
concerned about the impacts of increased truck traffic and toxic waste leaching into their land and water.67

In that same letter, Casella representative Thomas Gilbert refers to a projected 10,000 tons  in the first year, 
and 600 tons a year after that, of Construction and Demolition Debris (CDD) that would be created by 
Plum Creek's developments.68 This conflicts with the numbers in the EMDC report, which states that initial 

63  NFN Testimony by Hillary Lister, submitted to LURC on August 29, 2007.
64  NFN Testimony by Hillary Lister, submitted to LURC on August 29, 2007, and � Waste in Maine Communities� , submitted 
by Sky Hall, Greenville Public Hearing, January 19, 2008.
65  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Lynne Williams of FEN, Dec 13, 
2007,  pg. 12.
66  Letter from Thomas Gilbert to Greg Lounder dated April 13, 2007, in Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and 
Community Impact Analysis, Prepared by Eastern Maine Economic Development Corporation, p. 130.
67  NFN Testimony by Hillary Lister, submitted to LURC on August 29, 2007.
68  Letter from Thomas Gilbert to Greg Lounder dated April 13, 2007, in Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and 
Community Impact Analysis, Prepared by Eastern Maine Economic Development Corporation, p. 130.
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CDD creation would be 1,107.5 tons per year, with 525 tons per year in the following years.69

When asked about this discrepancy, Small replied, � That is incorrect. ...[T]he construction debris coming 
from the construction of the facilities is  not 10,000 tons per year, it's 10,000 tons over the life of the 
facility... I believe the 600 tons per year there after, it would be the normal construction demolition 
regenerated from your household and my household, and I think in our report we used 550 tons per year, so 
that's pretty close." 70

Another discrepancy is found by comparing the Concept Plan, which states that the core facilities of the 
proposed resort areas would generate between 30 and 75 tons/year of sewage sludge, while the EMDC 
report states the resorts would generate between 75 and 300 tons/year of sludge. Small explained that the 
differences in total amounts of sludge results from the CP assuming the resorts would have 65% 
occupancy, while the EMDC report assumes 100%  occupancy.71 
 
While these both may be honest discrepancies, having such wide ranging numbers would seem to allow 
Plum Creek a good deal of leeway in presenting the waste disposal impacts of it� s concept plan.  It would 
be easy (not to mention convenient) for them to characterize these impacts as smaller than they might turn 
out to be in reality. It adds to the concern that the actual details of this plan are too vague for LURC to 
make any sort of informed decision.  It seems to NFN that the Commission should therefore reject the 
application for rezoning.

More is better?  

Shawn Small states repeatedly that increased amounts of waste could be seen as a positive impact, since it 
would lead to "economies of scale."72 He explains, "To me, from a global perspective, solid waste 
management, more is better."73

Under the structure proposed by Plum Creek,  out-of-state for-profit corporations would be handling and 
disposing of most, if not all, of Plum Creek's waste.  This creates an incentive to take in more waste, since 
more waste means more profits for these corporations, and corporations are obligated to their shareholders 
to make the greatest profit possible. 

Plum Creek refers to waste and septage spreading as a "public benefit," and calls increased amounts of 
waste are a "favorable impact" because it leads to an "economy of scale."  This is an obviously 
disingenuous use of language.  We are facing worldwide problems resulting from extraction and overuse of 
resources and an epidemic of cancers resulting from exposures to man-made toxins.  On the local and 
global level there is a shortage of places in which to safely dispose of waste.  In terms of Public health, 
when it comes to solid waste, more is not better. 

Maybe in terms of profit for the Waste Industry, More is Better. But when it comes to Public health - when 
it comes to caring for what is likely the largest fresh water reserve in the country east of the Mississippi - 
when it comes to survival... 
                                        More is not better when it comes to waste.  More is dangerous and short-sighted.  

69  Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis, Prepared by Eastern Maine Economic 
Development Corporation, April 2007, p. 62.
70  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Lynne Williams of FEN, Dec 13, 
2007,  pg. 16.
71  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Lynne Williams of FEN, Dec 13, 
2007,  pg. 18.
72  Eastern Maine Development Corporation Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis, Testimony of Shawn Small, P.E., 
notarized August 23, 2007, pg. 1.
73  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of PC Witness Shawn Small by Lynne Williams of FEN, Dec 13, 
2007,  pg. 11.
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III. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACTS

   Economic Impacts & "Demonstrated Need" 

Introduction: LURC's Charge

LURC is charged by Maine State Law 2 M.R.S.A. § 685-A (8-A) to consider, among other criteria, the 
following in evaluating any rezoning proposal: There must be "substantial evidence that the change in 
zoning will satisfy a demonstrated need in the community or area."74 In summarizing our perspectives on 
the economic dimensions of the Plum Creek rezoning proposal, we will focus evaluating the proposal in 
relation to this criteria. 

We wish to be clear about our understanding of this criteria: Plum Creek is not only required to clearly 
show that there is a "demonstrated need' for this rezoning; they must also prove that their proposal will, in 
fact meet this need. Rhetoric is not enough. A desire on the part of some parties to benefit is not enough. As 
Horace Hildreth, author of the bill which eventually created LURC pointed out, "there is a difference 
between the statutory requirement of showing a need to rezone and simply asserting the economic desire to 
have it done."75 Plum Creek has a vested interest in utilizing the economic challenges of the Moosehead 
region to leverage their proposal: playing on people's real struggles, appealing to visceral needs with 
glittering promises, the company is in a high-powered position to manipulate the facts. Shoshena Zubolt, 
professor at the Harvard School of Business states is like this: "I regard {Plum Creek's] practices as both 
predatory and exploitative. Predatory because they target struggling communities that have few resources 
and many needs. They prey on folks' fears and their dreams for the future."76

It is imperative that LURC recognize these vested interests, and the power dynamics that arise when a 
corporation of such vast resources seeks to develop in a community that has relatively few. It is also 
important for LURC to recognize that Plum Creek is not a person, and though it may be legally considered 
as such by Supreme Court ruling, it does not have any institutional goals other than the maximization of 
profit. This goal is mandated by law, and must be upheld by the company's Board of Directors.77 Plum 
Creek does not want to "satisfy a demonstrated need in the Moosehead Region." Plum Creek does not--and 
cannot by nature--care about the real needs of people in this region.78 

The question of Plum Creek's satisfying demonstrated need is this: does Plum Creek's goal of maximizing 
profit for its shareholders also happen to meet demonstrated needs within LURC's jurisdiction? Would this 
demonstrated need be met without undue adverse effects to the local economy, culture and ecosystem? Is it 
worth it for the communities of the Moosehead Region to facilitate Plum Creek's bottom line?  To all of 
these questions, we answer: "no." Here's why. 

74 LURC, "Clarifying the Rezoning Criterion of  'Demonstrated Need', April 1, 2004.
75 Horace Hildreth, Portland Public Hearing, 12/7/07.
76 Shoshena Zubolt, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
77 Alan Michka, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/01/07.
78 Shoshena Zubolt, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
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Demonstrated Needs

First, to establish a common understanding about our summary of arguments: the Native Forest Network 
believes that there is a clear need for economic change in the Moosehead Lake region. 
We do not need to detail the diverse and compelling documentation and testimony provided to the 
Commission regarding the real needs for economic stability, opportunity and well-being in these northern 
communities. 

Reviewing prefiled testimony and the testimonies shared at public and party hearings, we identity four core 
"demonstrated needs" that have been expressed by a wide variety of people (on all sides of the rezoning 
issue) from Maine and from local Moosehead Region communities: 

1. Freedom from economic uncertainty and instability.

2. Opportunities for decent employment.

3. Preservation of the wild, undeveloped character of the region.

4. Respect for the culture and traditions of the region.

We will address the first two of these needs in this section of the Brief. The other needs will be addressed 
in various locations elsewhere in this document. 

Satisfying the Needs?: Plum Creek Cannot Deliver

The Comprehensive Land Use Policy is clear about the purposes of the demonstrated need concept: "The 
criterion of demonstrating a need in the community or area is aimed at assuring that the rezoning is truly 
necessary and not overly speculative."79 And so we ask: 

1. Does the rezoning have the potential to satisfy the demonstrated need? Is the rezoning "truly necessary" 
to satisfy a demonstrated need? We answer a resounding no. The Native Forest Network does not believe 
that Plum Creek's plan would fundamentally address any of these identified needs. In fact, we contend that 
the plan would serve to deepen these needs and to undermine possibilities for further addressing them. In 
other words, the plan would not only not help, it would make things worse. 

We agree with Bill Houston who said at the Greenville Public Hearing, that, "I do understand the need for 
growth and development. But this is the wrong development, the wrong growth."80 Bill Townsend, former 
LURC commissioner, also hit the nail on the head: I don't see that there is any demonstrated need for 
second homes for millionaires."81

2. Is the rezoning "overly speculative"? We answer a clear and unequivocal "yes." The Plum Creek 
rezoning proposal, from almost any economic perspective, is of an overtly speculative nature and is 
proposed by the company for the sole purpose of making a profit from the value added to their property by 
an approval of rezoning. 

79 LURC, Comprehensive Land Use Plan, p.122. 
80 Bill Houston, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07.
81 Bill Townsend, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
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Market Demand

The question of market demand is, perhaps, the "foundation" upon which all else rests. Regardless of what 
one may think about the realization of this proposed development, is it even feasible from a market 
perspective? This question is important. Should Plum Creek's proposal be approved and then turn out to be 
economically unviable, vast amounts of time, energy and resources would have been put into a failed 
development project. These much-needed inputs could be placed, instead, into more clearly viable, long-
term and community-oriented solutions (please see our section entitled "Alternatives for North Woods 
Communities" for more about these solutions). Clearly, no community is well served by having its outlying 
areas littered with the dilapidated and decaying ruins of half-finished, half-baked development projects. 

The question of market feasibility begs a second question, however. Even if the project is deemed not to be 
feasible--or if there are significant questions--are there still good reasons to oppose the plan? 
Dr. Charles Colgan, in his Rebuttal testimony, asks this question when he points out what he calls a 
"contradictory element" in criticisms of this report. He asks: 

"If these assertions [that the development scenario will not come to pass as stated in 
the report] are true... where then is the irreparable harm to the region that Plan 
opponents contend will necessarily arise from approval of the proposed rezoning?"82 

It is a clever argument, but it does not hold up under scrutiny. There is, in fact, no necessary contradiction 
between challenging Plum Creek's rosy predictions of market demand and opposing the development plan 
itself. We believe that LURC's approval of the plan could indeed result in harm to the region regardless of 
the actual market demand. We say this for two reasons: 

1. LURC's approval of the Plum Creek would serve to affirm and reinforce the supremacy of a model of 
large-scale, corporate-controlled economic development that has not served the region well in the past and 
will not serve it any better in the future. We elaborate on these arguments further below and offer 
alternatives in the section of this Brief entitled "Alternatives for the North Woods."

2. A lack of actual market demand does not at all preclude the physical development of significant portions 
of land.  It is crucial to understand that Plum Creek has no necessary interest in there being a truly viable 
market for the resorts and subdivisions that it proposes. All that is needed--from the perspective of Plum 
Creek's "bottom line"--is a body of evidence that can convince prospective developers that such a plan is 
feasible. A good sales pitch. Once the deal has been made, and the money is in their bank accounts, Plum 
Creek can move on to other projects as the developers who "fell for it" struggle to deal with the realities of 
the market. The resorts could actually be built, advertised, and operated for a period before the realities of 
declining market demand were truly understood. 

There would be only one word to describe the immense folly of resource expenditure--including 
infrastructure investments on the part of local communities--that such a scenario might create: waste. 

Externalities and Realities

Let us return, then, to the first question: is there an adequate market demand--and a potential sustained 
long-term market demand--for this proposed development? 

Prediction of this sort is tricky and tenuous business, and neither we nor Plum Creek's contract researchers 
(Warnick and Phillips) are in a position to draw any certain conclusions. We work, instead, by seeking 

82 Charles Colgan. Rebuttal Testimony. p.1.
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patterns, and by drawing comparisons between different patterns that share some common characteristics. 

Both Warnick and Phillips have claimed that there is, indeed, a strong potential (though not actual) market 
demand for the kind of developments that Plum Creek is proposing.83 They draw these tentative 
conclusions by looking at patterns of tourism and second-home consumption in other regions and 
extrapolating these results to the Moosehead region. From the standpoint of conventional economic 
prediction, their work appears to be of standard professional quality. The problem lies with conventional 
economic prediction. 

Most mainstream economists are more excited by numbers and formulas than they are about the on-the-
ground complexities of human life. This is why they studied economics instead of anthropology or 
sociology. Economists like to call themselves "scientists," and--having a particularly narrow view of 
science itself--take this to mean that the workings of the world can be distilled into a tiny set of basic, 
unchanging "laws" (such as the feeble idea that all humans are rational and are primarily concerned with 
maximizing their individual gain at all times) and then measured and predicted via a set of mathematical 
equations. All of the things that don't fit into their mathematical models are called "externalities." These 
things include such incidentals as all human activities of cooperation, care, nurturing, sharing, gifting, 
community-building and non-rational thinking; human cultural ideas,  preferences, and forms of social 
organization; and non-human realities such as ecological processes, weather systems and energy systems. 

The question of how economists could come to believe that they can accurately describe and predict reality 
by leaving all of these various planetary realities "out of the equation" should be one of the central 
questions of our time. But alas, we fall for their simplistic ruse over and over again. 

Phillips built his predictions on the assumption that, "the Baby Boomer generation is expected to drive the 
vacation/retirement housing market for the next 20-30 years."84 Since these Boomers currently appear to 
enjoy recreating in areas with "access to water and outdoor recreation," we can assume that Plum Creek's 
plan is ready to cater to an expanding group of affluent recreationists at least until the year 2030. 

But 2030 is a long time, and the Baby Boomer generation is expected to do some things other than simply 
"drive the vacation/retirement housing market." It is also expected to bankrupt Social Security. And to 
bankrupt the currently-ailing healthcare system. And as Baby Boomers retire to their resort paradise on 
Moosehead, to whom will they sell their first homes?  What are the chances, given current economic 
trends, that the children of the Boomers will be able to afford these houses?  

These questions only indicate the tip of the economic iceberg when it comes to questions that remain 
unasked and unconsidered by Phillips, Warnick and others on Plum Creek's contract payroll. 

Indeed, we live in a dangerously paradoxical world: on one hand, economies are globalizing and regions 
are increasingly coerced into specializing in single large industries (forest products, tourism, 
manufacturing). This process places communities more and more at the mercy of global economic trends. 
At the same time, a huge array of social, economic and environmental factors are converging in such a way 
as to threaten the stability of these large-scale economic systems. This is a frightening combination of 
trends: increasing dependence on something that is increasingly undependable. 

What are some of these factors? They were cited by a number of people during public and party hearings: 

83 Economic Research Associates. Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development in Greenville, ME. May 30, 2007. p.2; 
Rod Warnick. Travel and Recreation Market and Trend Analysis of the Resort Development for Greenville, Maine. August 
20, 2007, p.4. 

84 Economic Research Associates. Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development in Greenville, ME. May 30, 2007. p.3
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increasing resource scarcity, notably of water and oil85; growing international economic competition and 
restructuring86; the simultaneous growth and volatility of the speculative global currency market87; an ever-
growing national debt that is higher than any debt in human history88; a growing national trade deficit; a 
declining dollar;89 global climate change and the increasing instability and unpredictability of weather 
patterns90; the continuing existence of nuclear weapons and their increasing distribution among nations; 
and the ongoing realities of international conflict & hostility.91 

The housing market, alone, is a factor that would be absurd not to consider. Businessman Mike Bond stated 
the situation clearly at the Portland Public Hearing: 

"If this scam is approved in any form at all, it's likely to fail, because we're in the 
middle of the worst housing downturn in the century. In this equity and credit market 
collapse that has shaken banks to their foundations all over the world, who do they 
think is going to buy their fancy lots?"92 

Karl Rawstron of Native Forest Network provided, in his prefiled testimony, much statistical evidence to 
back up these assertions.93

Each of these above variables, taken one-by-one, are as plausible to assume for the future of national and 
global markets as the assumption that "Baby boomers will drive the vacation/retirement housing market."94 
Taken together--in any reasonable combination--they indicate a set of variables that may well render 
Phillips' conclusions highly suspect at best. Indeed, we feel that the safest assumption (ie- a more 
conservative and less idealistic assumption than that made by Phillips) is that increasing economic 
instability and decline is likely, and that the market for high-end tourism has very little plausible long-term 
future. 

A Market Wild Card

We close this discussion of market demand with one final idea which did not figure prominently in the 
hearing process, and one which (despite its apparent frivolity) we do not intend as a joke: the black fly. 
Perhaps the single greatest--yet often unacknowledged--barrier to the full realization of tourist market 
potential in central and northern Maine. Anyone who has spent time in the Maine woods is all-too-
intimately familiar with the incessant, painful chomping of these little monsters. 

Clearly, the people who currently come to visit Moosehead are able to deal with this not-altogether-minor 
annoyance. As many people in public and party hearings alike have pointed out, these current tourists are 
people who love the wildness of the place, the "undisturbed character." We might imagine that, like we 
who live in Maine and deal with black flies, these folks understand that it's all part of the experience. 

But the question is this: will the "high-end visitors" from the "fly-in markets" described in the ERA report 

85   Peter Baldwin, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07; Mike Bond, Portland Public Hearing, 12/7/07; Steven Athearn, Augusta 
Public Hearing, 12/2/08
86 Ethan Miller, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
87 Ibid. 
88 Ethan Miller, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
89 Kyla Hershey-Wilson, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/20/07. 
90 John Waters, Native Forest Network, Prefiled Testimony, 8/31/07; 
91 Ethan Miller, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
92 Mike Bond, Portland Public Hearing, 12/7/07.
93 Karl Rawstron, Native Forest Network, Prefiled Testimony, 8/31/07.
94 Economic Research Associates. Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development in Greenville, ME. May 30, 2007. p.3
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have such tolerance of black flies?95 Faced with the choice of golfing, hot-tubbing and motor boating in 
South Carolina or in black-fly infested Maine during June and early July, where are these elite visitors 
more likely to go? 

To quote Sarah Bigney (who quoted her father, Jim Bigney, inventor of the black fly index), "if they [the 
new second-home owners] survive one Greenville winter, they'll hit blackfly season and they'll be gone."96

Conclusions on Market Demand

We have strong reason to believe that Plum Creek's proposal is not economically viable over the long-run 
due to a high likelihood of economic decline in the U.S. We also believe, however, that the success of Plum 
Creek's rezoning attempt--from their profit-maximizing perspective--does not require actual economic 
viability. They need only to sell their idea, assisted by glowing reports of market potential, to a high bidder. 
Once the money is in the bank, Plum Creek is off the hook. It is the people and communities of the 
Moosehead Region who will be left to deal with the rubble of another pie-in-the-sky scheme. If this is not 
"speculation," then we don't know what is. 

We might, of course, be wrong about these long-term predictions. Perhaps our economic future is not so 
bleak. Perhaps Plum Creek's proposal is truly economically viable. We now turn to that scenario, asking 
again: Would Plum Creek's rezoning proposal actually satisfy the demonstrated need? Let's look at the four 
needs identified above, one-by-one. 

Economic Uncertainty and Instability

Plum Creek's claim to deliver economic salvation for an ailing region rests entirely on two fundamental 
assumptions: first, the ongoing growth and stability of the tourism market; and second, the ongoing growth 
and stability of the second-home market. Dr. Charles Colgan even agrees with this.97 

We have already reviewed some of the possible--and, in some combination, very plausible--contemporary 
factors that could lead to economic downturn. We did so in the context of raising doubts about the viability 
of the plan from its start-up. But let's assume for a moment that there does currently exist a strong market 
demand for Plum Creek's subdivisions and resorts. Let's assume that the company has awarded bids to a 
contractor/developer, the development has been built, and the high-end tourist boom is in its full glittering 
glory. 

A new phase in Greenville's life has been built. But built on what? At the drop of a hat (or, more likely, the 
drop of a stock market or the rise of the price of a barrel of oil) all of this new tourist-based reality comes 
to a grinding halt. A dependency was built, and then the bar shut down. 

Plum Creek's development plan represents a well-worn historical model of economic development. Some 
have called it "smokestack chasing." The model goes like this: communities are convinced by conventional 
economists and the news media that they are powerless victims in the face of an unstoppable global 
economy. Wealth and well-being are defined only in terms of employment and income (the economists like 
this because both of these things can be quantified and work nicely in their equations). Capital is assumed 
to be either nonexistent in the local area, or in an inevitable passive and immobile form (natural resources, 
for example). The only solution to these economic woes? Beg some big corporation to come in and give us 
jobs. 

95 Economic Research Associates. Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development in Greenville, ME. May 30, 2007. p.6.
96 Sarah Bigney, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
97 Cross Examination of Charles Colgan by Ethan Miller of Native Forest Network, 12/06/07.
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So the big corporation comes (or, perhaps, as was the case in the Maine forest products industry, it was 
already here). Tons of community resources--time, energy, thought, money, and physical resources--are put 
into supporting, encouraging and pampering this Great Savior Company. All other economic development 
possibilities have been eclipsed, marginalized, rendered invisible or unimaginable in the space that is now 
filled by the presence of the Big Company. All of the eggs are in one (or two or three) basket(s). 

Then the bubble bursts. People who have internalized this belief that without the company they'd be 
nothing are, in fact, left with nothing. Whole communities that have built their identities around the Big 
Company are left with no identities. Now what? 

We all know that this is not a hypothetical scenario. This has been a real story in Maine communities 
historically dependent on paper and lumber companies for their livelihoods. Many of these communities 
have not yet recovered from the "crash"--economically, culturally, politically and spiritually. We do not 
want to see this failed model of development, and its inevitable eventual outcome, continued in any Maine 
communities: the towns of Moosehead are no exception. It is time for another phase in the history of 
Maine. 

The specific industries that the Plum Creek plan relies on make their version of the old model particularly 
dangerous (and the task of seeking alternatives more urgent). Indeed, we would contend that putting our 
eggs in the basket of tourism and second-home housing is, in fact, a much worse idea than was the creation 
of a dependence on forest products. Tourism and second homes are what economists call "elastic 
demands." This means that when times get tough, these are some of the first things that people cut out of 
their budgets. Forest products are somewhat less "elastic": even when people stop vacationing at high-end 
resorts and buying second homes, they still buy paper, building materials, furniture and firewood. 

To conclude: Plum Creek's plan would not serve to address the demonstrated need for less economic 
instability and uncertainty in any way. It would be likely, in fact, to deepen this need. The more a 
community is dependent on an unstable industry, the more that community becomes unstable itself. 

The future of Greenville, Jackman and other towns must not be built on a castle made of sand. We must not 
be so tempted by the lure of the castle's supposed riches that we fail to notice the sketchy materials that it 
was built with. We will discuss some of the many economic development alternatives that are available for 
this region in the section of this Brief entitled 'Alternatives for North Woods Communities." It is enough to 
say, for now, that we urge LURC to send a clear message to the people of Maine that it is time to move on 
from this failed model of development, and to seek new models that create diverse, locally-oriented, 
community-empowering, self-reliant and ecologically-sustainable economies in the North Woods. 

The Need for Decent Employment

We turn now to the question of employment. This need has been clearly expressed throughout the hearing 
process, and the Native Forest Network is in full support of efforts to generate sustainable, dignified, and 
empowering jobs in North Woods communities.  Plum Creek's plan will not create such jobs. We do not 
dispute that some employment will be created, and that some of this employment will offer (at least 
temporarily) opportunities that are currently not available to certain portions of the region's population, but 
we are certain that the overall employment effect will be to perpetuate an economically unstable, low-wage 
service economy based on seasonal and part-time work in disempowering contexts. Such work would not 
meet the "demonstrated need" for decent employment. 
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Economic Impacts, Colgan Style

To estimate the Plan's potential to serve the demonstrated need, Dr. Charles Colgan prepared what he 
called an "Economic Impacts Analysis" of Plum Creek's proposal.98 The title would lead one to think that 
Dr. Colgan had actually studied a wide variety of potential economic impacts of Plum Creek's development 
for local municipalities, the region, and Maine as a whole. This is not the case. 

It is a classic move for an orthodox economist such as Colgan: statistical aggregates are utilized to measure 
and describe "economic impact" in such a way as to hide many of the on-the-ground realities of a 
community's economic life. Colgan can then claim to have taken into account factors such as projected job 
loss due to competition with local businesses, possible economic downturns, and the fluctuations of 
seasonal and periodic labor: he'll claim that they're all in the equation.99 What comes out of the end of the 
mathematical gristmill is a set of vague and abstract numbers that the economist says represent "economic 
impact." Yet when Colgan, and subsequently all of the people citing his work, claim that "over the period 
examined, employment...is estimated to increase by an annual average of 685 jobs"100, he's referring to a 
statistical aggregate that says very little about the potential lived realities of this economic change for real 
people with real families and real jobs (or lack thereof). His "jobs" may or may not be part-time, seasonal, 
or full time.101 They may or may not pay benefits, or even a living wage. They may or may not be held by 
people living in the region, or by temporary migrant laborers. They may or may not result in the 
elimination of actual, existing jobs that are currently sustaining people in Greenville, Jackman and other 
towns. 

Colgan did admit, under cross examination that he does believe that there will be negative effects to local 
businesses from the Plum Creek development102; he simply neglected to mention this in his "impacts" study 
(which may have been more appropriately named a "benefits" study-- an "impacts" study has yet to be 
done). It was sufficient for him--and for his employer--to show a generic, "net benefit." Small business 
owners beware: you'd better hope you're one of the ones who slips through the holes in this economist's 
"net." 

Dr. Colgan is part of a school of economics that would seem to believe that it is the numbers, and not the 
actual experiences and lives of people and communities, that matter when measuring the health and well-
being of an economy. There are the folks who allow politicians to claim that there's "economic progress" 
made anytime the employment numbers rise--even if incomes are going down, living expenses going up, 
and the "employment" increase is a result of people needing two or three jobs in order to feed their 
families. As long as the numbers work out--on average--everything will be fine. What Colgan calls an 
'Economic Impacts Analysis" appears, in the end, as a work of statistical propaganda, a mathematical gloss 
masquerading as analysis. To quote Woodie Bartley at the Greenville Public Hearing, "I'm reminded of an 
old saying that there are three kinds of lies -- lies, damn lies, and statistics."103

It is, in fact, of great benefit to Plum Creek to have hired someone such as Dr. Colgan. Numbers can be 
made to say nearly anything, and with Plum Creek seeking to play off of the region's needs for economic 
development in order to achieve their bottom line, claiming to be in the business of "creating jobs" is an 
ace card. In the absence of discussion about viable alternatives, Plum Creek's economist can tweak the 

98 Charles Colgan. Estimated Economic Impacts from Development Associated with the Proposed Rezoning of Lands Owned by 
Plum Creek Timber in the Moosehead Lake Region. Center for Business and Economic Research, University of Southern 
Maine. May 2007. 

99  Cross-examination of Charles Colgan by Ethan Miller of Native Forest Network, 12/06/07.
100Colgan. Estimated Economic Impacts. p.6. 
101Ibid. 
102 Cross-examination of Charles Colgan by Ethan Miller of Native Forest Network, 12/06/07.
103Woodie Bartley, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07. 
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numbers (pretending that economics is only about the numbers) in order to support the corporation's image 
as the "savior of the North Woods." 

Let's look more closely at some of the possible on-the-ground realities of Plum Creek-style "economic 
development" and "job creation."

Real Potential Impacts to Local Businesses

In the ERA report Patrick Phillips calculates that the lodging and accommodation businesses in the 
Moosehead region currently host about 270,000 "roomnights" per year.104 He then goes on to cite an 
estimate by the Eastern Maine Economic Development Corporation that the current capacity of roomnights 
in the area is about 435,000.105 In other words, the region's existing capacity for hosting visitors is not 
being fully utilized; in fact, only 62% of this capacity is currently in use. Approximately 156,000 potential 
"roomnights" remain unused. The supply currently exceeds the effective demand. 

These facts lead to some interesting conclusions: 

1. Significant economic growth is possible in the tourism sector of the Moosehead region without Plum 
Creek's development. According to the Piscataquis Tourism Task Force, "There have been many studies to 
enhance tourism, but, recommendations have not been implemented."106

A cooperative effort on the part of existing businesses, community groups and municipalities could serve 
to increase tourist activity at least as much--if not more--than Plum Creek's development might. In 
developing such an effort, the terms of the effort--its content, its strategies, and its targets--could be locally 
chosen to fit the local culture and landscape, rather than chosen by the marketing department of some 
distant developer-investment corporation. 

2. Plum Creek's development might, in fact, capture some of the current demand for lodging and other 
amenities that would otherwise be captured by existing local accommodation businesses. In other words, 
Plum Creek's resort facilities might put some local hotels and inns out of business. 

Plum Creek has proposed, in its development plan, to create up to 800 resort accommodations at the Moose 
Mountain facility and 250 accommodations at Lily Bay for a total of 1,050 accommodation units. The Hart 
Howerton "Exhibit 5" describes the proposed Big Moose Mountain resort as having,  "a village core 
offering a central gathering area, access to local guides and recreational services, restaurants and other 
essential resort services."107 The Planning Decisions report describes both resorts as having "central 
facilities, including offices, restaurants support facilities (laundries, kitchens, etc.) plus amenities"108 The 
exhibit submitted by Logan Perkins of Native Forest Network details the Suncadia resort, developed on 
land sold by Plum Creek in the northwest, which plans to add, "boutique shops, restaurants and cafes, 
professional services, and recreational outfitters" to its array of amenities over the next few years.109 This 
paints a picture of the kind of development we're looking at. 

Businesses do not usually have much motivation to help their competitors get more business. This means 
that, in order to run a viable business, the developer of the Moose Mountain and Lily Bay resorts would 

104Economic Research Associates. Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development in Greenville, ME. May 30, 2007. p.17.
105Ibid. 
106 Piscataquis Tourism Task Force, "Response to the Plum Creek Moosehead Concept Plan," (Prefiled Testimony) 9/29/07.
107Hart Howerton. Prefiled Testimony, "Exhibit 5". 8/31/07, p.2.
108Planning Decisions, Inc. Estimated Fiscal Impacts from Development Associated with the Proposed Rezoning of Lands 

Owned by Plum Creek Timber in the Moosehead Region. June 1, 2007. p.9.
109Logan Perkins, Native Forest Network. Prefiled Testimony Exhibits. 9/11/07. 
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have significant incentive to market their accommodations and amenities as the places people coming to 
the region should choose to stay in and shop at. The developers of these two resorts would have very little 
(if any) incentive to encourage people to stay in any of the currently unused 156,000 roomnights in local 
Greenville accommodations. Likewise, the owners and developers of the "mixed use village" areas would 
have very little (if any) interest in encouraging people to leave the resort to shop, for example, in local 
stores or eat at local restaurants. 

What these facts indicate--and what Plum Creek's purchased studies did not examine--is the very real 
possibility that some visitors who currently come to the region and spend money in downtown businesses 
might spend this money at the Moose Mountain or Lily Bay resorts instead. Matt Maiorana shared this very 
concern at the Greenville Public Hearing: "Plum Creek provides no assurance that local businesses that 
already exist will not be driven out of business by new businesses that come with their development."110

Dr. Colgan's statistical aggregates may have taken these possibilities into account in an abstract sense, but 
his report does not in any way indicate that this is a possibility. Because his numbers come out "positive," 
he is able to gloss over these on-the-ground realities. 

An economist like Colgan might claim, of course, that the exact nature of the jobs don't matter. What's a 
little "restructuring" here and there, right? These are the kinds of necessary "economic growing pains" that 
were spoken of during the deliberately-induced recessions of the Regan era. Well, are there differences 
between being employed (or even self-employed) by a small, local business versus a large, out-of-state 
corporate chain? From the perspective of a small inn owner, would you rather own and run the inn or be 
beholden to the boss (who's beholden to another boss, and so-on) who owns you? And lest we not forget 
some of the other factors that economists love to ignore: small businesses are actually not just businesses, 
they are community institutions. They are part of webs of community relationships, they hold stories, they 
link with other community institutions, and they form a web in which social life and economic life are 
often interwoven. This is why the "charm of the downtown" is finally starting to outcompete the sterile 
halls of the shopping mall in some small communities: people are not just consumers, we are members of a 
community--we long for real relationships and connections. 

Plum Creek's development may very well create some new jobs, but if these new jobs come at the cost of 
running existing businesses out of town, can the development truly be said to meet a "demonstrated need"? 
Nobody in the hearings identified a "demonstrated need' for increased competition against local businesses. 
Alexandra Conover of Willimantic, ME made it clear at the Greenville Public Hearing: "there is no 
demand or need for a new development center in this area."111 Indeed, the current centers are struggling 
enough without increased competition from new ones. 

LURC's "Clarification of Criteria for 'Demonstrated Need'" document asks, "What is the projected impact 
on area businesses?"112 It is imperative that the potential adverse effect of this development on existing 
local businesses be researched throughly before any claims can be substantiated that the proposal will fill 
the area's "demonstrated need."

As a final note to this section: Dr. Colgan, during a cross-examination by Ethan Miller of Native Forest 
Network was asked, "would you as an economist be capable of creating the number of of predicted job 
losses?" To which Dr. Colgan responded "No."113

Mr. Colgan's response is simply not true. An entire literature has developed in the field of local and 
regional economics that estimates precisely these impacts. One has only to look at some of the reports 

110Matt Maiorana, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07.
111Alexandra Conover, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07. 
112 LURC, "Clarifying the Rezoning Criterion of  'Demonstrated Need', April 1, 2004. p.8.
113 Cross examination of Charles Colgan by Ethan Miller of Native Forest Network, 12/06/07. 
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available on the website of the Institute for Local Self Reliance to sample such work.114 We find it highly 
suspect that Dr. Colgan, a professional economist for many years, claims to be unaware that such tools of 
analysis exist. A more likely scenario--and an unfortunate one for Dr. Colgan--is that he chose to hide this 
knowledge in an effort to evade the inevitable next question: "Then why, Dr. Colgan, did you choose not to 
use those tools?" That's not what Plum Creek paid him to do. 

The Realities of Part-Time and Seasonal Work

During cross examination, Dr. Colgan was asked if he had ever worked a part-time job. "I'm working one 
now," he stated with a smug grin.115 It could have been considered a slap in the face to all of the people of 
Maine whose "part time jobs" do not involve high-end contract work with the nation's largest private 
landowner, but who actually do work hard, low-paying part time jobs, piecing together multiple jobs in 
order to just scrape by. Lived realities, once again, are lost in the economist's numbers. By choosing the 
REMI model as his mathematical number cruncher, Colgan opted against making any distinctions between 
"full and part time or part-year jobs."116 An interesting choice, given that nearly every industry involved in 
the Plum Creek development process--from seasonal construction workers and seasonal resort employees 
to part-time dishwashers and waitstaff--would not be very likely to provide full-time employment with 
benefits. Darci Schofield of Greenville understands the reality that the economist glosses over: 

"Colgan does not differentiate between full-time jobs, seasonal jobs, and part-time jobs. And 
the latter two are often minimum-wage jobs lacking benefits with ensuing reliance on the state 
for health insurance, daycare subsidies and other subsidies."117

Dr. Colgan's part time job simply may not give him the opportunity to understand real life part-time work 
outside of academia and consulting contracts. Dr. Colgan asserted during his cross-examination: 

"It's not necessarily the case that a part-time job or even a part -- or a part-year job is inferior 
to a full-time, year-round job. The pay rate for many part-time jobs and part-year jobs on an 
hourly basis is comparable to full-time, full-year jobs. And so many people, in fact, string 
together part-time jobs and part-year jobs to create full-time employment."118

This would be news to most people that we know (including ourselves) who work part-time. Two or three 
part-time jobs adds up to a full time job? Maybe if you're an economist who's just doing the math.  In the 
real world, however, working part-time jobs is significantly different. Part-time workers are much less 
likely to have benefits and long-term job security than are full-time workers. Part-time workers are less 
likely to be able to form unions and exercise other democratic rights in the workplace. Part-time workers 
have to commute 2-3 times as much as full-time workers in order to get from job-to-job (and nobody pays 
them for that). Part-time workers have to spend more time finding their various jobs, applying for them, 
and learning the ropes. Part-time workers are more likely to have periodic bouts of unemployment or 
underemployment. Part-time workers are much more likely to require municipal and state assistance to 
cover fuel costs, housing costs and food costs. Part-time workers other than economists, that is. 

Rob Johnson of Corinth summarized these ideas clearly at the Greenville Public Hearing: "I definitely do 
understand the need for economic development; however, I don't think what this region needs, or any other 
region of the country, is a bunch of retail jobs working on resorts as maids or as cashiers in a restaurant."119

114Institute for Local Self Reliance.  http://www.newrules.org/retail/econimpact.html#2 
115 Cross examination of Charles Colgan by Ethan Miller of Native Forest Network, 12/06/07. 
116Colgan. Estimated Economic Impacts. p.6.
117Darci Schofield, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07. 
118 Cross examination of Charles Colgan by Ethan Miller of Native Forest Network, 12/06/07. 
119Rob Johnson, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07.
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Is this the kind of economic future that we are destined for? A string of endless, unstable, part-time shitty 
jobs changing bedsheets for rich tourists? In what sense of the word can this destiny be said to "fill a 
demonstrated need"? Maine communities need, in fact, the contrary: economies that do not depend on 
tourists, work that people can be proud of and in which they will not be treated as servants of the wealthy 
classes, jobs that are reliable and long-term.

Felicia Teach, who grew up on Mount Desert Island, spoke about this at the Portland Public Hearing:

 "I knew I couldn't go back to Bar Harbor. There weren't any jobs there for me. Don't get 
me wrong. There was plenty of work to be had in the summer, like, tons of jobs. But 
those aren't the kinds of jobs Mainers aspire to. They're low-paying jobs, they're 
seasonal, they have no benefits, no chance for advancement."120

We need an economy that is controlled by, and exists for the benefit of, the people who make it work, not 
by and for anonymous investors 6,000 miles away. 

Who Will Do the Work? 

We come, then to this other question, also conveniently neglected by Plum Creek's contract researchers: if 
all this new work is going to be created, who's going to do it? The unspoken implication--and one that 
Plum Creek hopes we would all believe--is that all of the local people who are currently un- and under-
employed will have great new jobs. 

This may, in fact, be true for some small portion of the population. But how does it work out in the big 
picture? How does the reality change our perception, for example, of Dr. Colgan's "job creation" numbers? 
If local people, dedicated to their places like Felicia Teach (cited above), can't do this work, then who can? 

It is highly likely that Plum Creek, the developers that win contracts for the second-home construction, the 
resort development, and the companies that subsequently run the big resorts will hire migrant and seasonal 
laborers to do some substantial portion of the needed work. Why do we say this? 

1. According to an article in the Bangor Daily News, there is an impending shortage of construction 
workers in the region--even without the new construction that Plum Creek is proposing.121  It is unlikely, 
given the current national trend of hiring migrant construction crews, that Plum Creek will encourage 
young, low-income construction workers to move the area permanently. 

2. As mentioned above, migrant labor in the construction industry is a prominent and growing population. 
It is increasingly beneficial for large, profit-driven corporations to hire workers who are undocumented and 
therefore less likely to raise their voices against exploitative practices. But would Maine contractors stoop 
to such levels? 

We may get an indication of the answer to this question by looking at one prominent Maine construction 
company's record: Cianbro. Mr. Peter Vigue, the company's CEO, made an eloquent speech during his 
cross-examination about his deep and profound commitment to the working people of Maine. Interesting, 
then, that Cianbro was involved in a law suit over the hiring of H-2B migrant laborers to build an oil rig in 
Portland. They proposed to pay $15.20 an hour with no benefits. This payscale would have undercut the 
Maine workers of Iron Workers Local 496, for whom the prevailing wage is $20 an hour, plus $10 an hour 

120Felicia Teach, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
121Bangor Daily News, July 21, 2007. Cited in Emily Posner's Prefiled Testimony, 8/31/07. 
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for benefits.122 Mr. Vigue has apparently realized that talking about his working class roots in order to 
justify his upper class status is a good way to sell people on his ideas. How this talk plays out in practice is 
another story altogether. 

3. Anecdotal evidence from Public Hearings supports these ideas. Bill Houston of Kingfield, ME noted 
that, "one of my good friends is an executive at Sugarloaf. She travels every year to Chili to recruit resort 
workers."123 Similarly, Loren Ritchie of Greeneville stated that, "Squaw Mountain Inn at one time was a 
very flourishing area, and it had a number of wait staff and personnel just like many of these sporting 
camps did. I know personally from Squaw Mountain that they were from out of state, because I dated half 
of them."124

The employment of migrant workers is not, in itself a problem: migrant working people are here to support 
their families and to find a livelihood in a difficult world and we firmly support their struggles, affirm their 
contributions, and recognize their right to be in the U.S. The problem, rather, is twofold: 

First, Plum Creek's proposal does not indicate in any way, shape, or form the very real possibility of hiring 
migrant workers and thus is overtly misleading in its suggestions that current local residents stand to 
benefit. This dishonesty not only affects local people who are charmed by promises of employment, it also 
sets up the conditions in which migrant workers may be subjected to misplaced resentment, discrimination 
and even aggression should they be perceived as "displacing" local jobs. 

Second, the possibility of Plum Creek increasing its current migrant labor force should ring alarm bells for 
anyone concerned about social justice and basic human dignity. As Emily Posner discussed in her Prefiled 
Testimony, "Plum Creek has used and abused migrant labor throughout the United States.  In the Southeast, 
the Southern Poverty Law Center has filed a class action law suit in the last three years against the 
corporation for labor violations."125 These labor violations included paying workers significantly below the 
levels mandated by the Department of Labor. This not only hurts the migrant workers themselves, but has 
the potential to drive wages down for other workers in the affected area. Plum Creek is not a trustworthy 
employer, and no community would benefit from having such a corporation as one of their driving 
economic forces. 

But what about the higher-paying jobs? According to Plum Creek contract researcher Patrick Phillips, 
"finding qualified labor for management, health care and professional service jobs in the region will likely 
require the importing of workers from other labor markets."126 

Where, then, is all of this magical "job creation" that Plum Creek promises? It may be a good marketing 
mechanism for the company to use in selling its plan, but history may prove that it was just that: a 
marketing mechanism and nothing more. Welcome to the world of company-driven economic 
development. 

122 MAINE STATE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL, AFL-CIO; BUILDING AND 
CONSTRUCTION TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO v.UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; ELAINE L. 
CHAO,in her official capacity as Secretary of Labor;UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL; UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE; COMMISSIONER, Immigration and Naturalization Service, February 23, 2004; see also 
Migration News. http://migration.ucdavis.edu/mn/more.php?id=2845_0_2_0
123Bill Houston, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07. 
124Loren Ritchie, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07.
125Emily Posner, Native Forest Network. Prefiled Testimony. 8/31/07. 
126Economic Research Associates. Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development in Greenville, ME. May 30, 2007. p.8.
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Local Business or Corporate Chains? 

We would also like to raise attention regarding somewhat more subtle--but equally as important--factor that 
should be accounted for in deciding on the fate of Plum Creek's scheme: the actual shape and nature of the 
auxiliary economic development that might occur should the development proceed as proposed. 

Due in large part to lack of support for small business development on the part of the federal and state 
governments, and the overt support by these entities for large-scale corporations, starting a small business 
is extremely difficult. 

Large corporations such as Wal-Mart, McDonalds, Burger King, CVS and Rite Aid have massive pools of 
capital on which to draw in support of business start-up. In a region in which the demand for services and 
consumer goods increases rapidly (as in the more optimistic growth scenarios for Plum Creek's 
development), it is very likely that these corporations will be in a better position to respond than will 
existing businesses who need to expand or local entrepreneurs who hope to start new enterprises. 

These concerns stem, in part, from the anticipated high pace of development. Anne Ehringhaus of Sand Bar 
Tract Township (Maine), summarized this well in paraphrasing Governor Baldacci during the Greenville 
Public Hearing: "I think with Plum Creek, its development...is going to create a situation where you are 
going to be not able to keep up with the development that's there on a sustainable basis."127

Some new local businesses, of course, will emerge and thrive. Yet what will be the overall outcome? Will 
many of the services and goods needed by new tourists be met by large corporate chains? How many local 
entrepreneurs will, in fact, be cut out of the market by these cutthroat competitors? These questions have 
not been answered by Plum Creek or their advocates, and the outcomes of different possible scenarios 
could not be more different:

A dollar spent at a locally owned-business circulates in the local economy many more times than a dollar 
spent at a chain store which sends its profits out of state. Local businesses benefit local economies 
significantly more than do chain stores (which put local businesses out of business). 

A study by the group Civic Economics states: 

"Every $1 million spent at local bookstores, for example, creates $321,000 in additional 
economic activity in the area, including $119,000 in wages paid to local employees. That 
same $1 million spent at chain bookstores generates only $188,000 in local economic 
activity, including $71,000 in local wages. The same was true in other categories [of 
economic life]."128

In other words, economic development through corporate chains represents a 58.6% loss to local economic 
activity, and a 37.8% loss to local wages, in contrast to development via local businesses. A similar study 
in Midcoast Maine found that, "three times as much money stays in the local economy when you buy 
goods and services from locally owned businesses instead of large chain stores."129

The positive effects of local business also manifest as cost savings for local municipalities: 

"Local businesses in town centers require comparatively little infrastructure investment and make more 

127Anne Ehringhaus, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07.
128Civic Economics. San Francisco Retail Diversity Study. May 2007. 
129 Institute for Local Self-Reliance and Friends of Midcoast Maine, "The Economic Impact of Locally-Owned Businesses vs. 
Chains." September 2003.
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efficient use of public services. The taxes paid by large retailers often do not cover the increase in public 
services that are required and the difference can be dramatic, according to a recent study in Barnstable, 
Massachusetts, a city of 48,000 people. The study  ,   conducted by Tischler & Associates, compared public 
revenue and costs for various land uses. It found that the city's small, downtown stores generate a net 
annual surplus (tax revenue minus costs) of $326 per 1,000 square feet. Big-box stores, strip shopping 
centers, and fast-food outlets, however, require more in services than they produce in revenue. A big-box 
store creates an annual tax deficit of $468 per 1,000 square feet."130  

Clearly, the difference between chain-based economic development and local economic development is 
significant, even without taking into account all of the social factors that we mentioned in the discussion of 
possible local business loss earlier. We believe that the implementation of Plum Creek's plan would likely 
increase the conditions of favorability for chain development and therefore create further negative effects 
on local development (thus undermining further the addressing of demonstrated need). 

One might say, in response to this discussion: "OK, we understand that local business is healthier for a 
community, but that's not the issue. We can't help the fact that an increased demand from the multiplier 
effects of Plum Creek's development might lead to more large corporate development in the area. That's a 
problem of the larger economy. At least we'll have something." 

And this is precisely where the debate has gotten stopped cold again and again. Either/or thinking. Either 
we say "yes" to Plum Creek or we are left with ongoing, tragic economic underdevelopment. This is 
simply not the case. What we call for, instead, is deliberate locally-based economic development, done on 
a scale, at a pace, and in a manner appropriate for the effective creation of an empowered community, 
stable local businesses serving local needs, and the healthy long-term maintenance of the region's 
wildlands. We will outline some ideas in this regard later in the Brief. 

Is This Plan "Overly Speculative"? Yes, Indeed. 

There can be no doubt in anyone's mind that Plum Creek's activities are "speculative." By any reasonable 
definition of the term, it should be clear that purchasing forestry land at its then current-use value, 
investing in the process of rezoning, and then selling to the highest real estate development bidder is a 
classic example of speculation. Buy low, change the rules, then sell high. It's a lucrative game if it works. 
Leaving aside questions regarding the morality of such practices in general, let's turn to the crucial 
question at hand.  LURC's Comprehensive Land Use Plan states that "the criterion of demonstrating a need 
in the community or area is aimed at assuring that the rezoning is...not overly speculative (italics ours)."131 
We're one for two, so far. The plan is clearly speculative; but is it overly speculative? This clearly depends 
on how we define "overly," and the Commission's charge in this regard is truly not clear. 

We propose the following way of defining "overly speculative." Let's first assume (albeit unfortunately) 
that some form of speculation is a part of normal "business-as-usual" in a capitalist economy. People buy 
things, hope that their value will rise, and then sell them. The trick is always to maintain a balance between 
the inherent instability that such speculative activity causes and the more stabilizing forces of long-term 
investment and savings. The other trick is to prevent speculation from overtly harming individuals, 
communities, other businesses and landscapes. A responsible capitalist might argue in favor of some forms 
of speculation, but no responsible capitalist would argue that speculation should be done at the expense of 
basic social, environmental and long-term economic values--that level of speculation would, in fact, be 
"overly speculative." And it is this level of speculation that Plum Creek is engaged in. 

130 Local First Vermont.  http://www.localfirstvermont.org/localfirst/document.2006-08-29.8033160385 
131 LURC, Comprehensive Land Use Plan, p.122. 
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It may be hard, we realize, to accept definitions of speculation that are proposed by a bunch of young 
radicals. So let's turn to the business community for some commentary. 

Mike Bond, former CEO of International Oil, Gas and Electricity, has this to say about the speculative 
nature of Plum Creek's plan:

 "It's not a development. It's an old-fashioned real estate scam where you buy land 
cheap because it's zoned one way and then you talk somebody else into zoning it 
another way. In the case of this, Plum Creek, as we know, bought it for under 200 
bucks an acre and now they're going to eventually sell some of it for over a hundred 
thousand dollars an acre. That's a 50,000% profit."132

Not unlike Mr. Bond, Shoshena Zubolt from the Harvard School of Business sees that plan as an almost 
dream-like profit scam: 

"The timing of these proceedings, I think, is fateful because in a real way Plum Creek's 
executives are asking the people of Maine to be their Santa Clause. They bought land 
for $200 an acre, and they want you to turn it into land worth $200,000 an acre 
instantly putting millions of dollars on Plum Creek's balance sheet. My students call 
this the Rumplestiltzskin business model, because it's aimed at turning straw into gold 
with minimum investment."133

And the business people are not alone. "Plum Creek knew the rules when they signed up in this field and 
now they're asking us to change them," said Harlan McLaughlin at the Augusta Public Hearing, "They 
must have figured that it would be pretty easy to get them squared away...Plum Creek has been dishonest 
with us right from the beginning... At first they were a timber company. Now they're not a timber company, 
they're a real estate company."134 Pamela Bell of Milford, ME also summarized the picture quite 
effectively: 

"With regard to [approving the rezoning change] there will be an immediate benefit to 
Plum Creek. This chart from their website shows how the value of this land will 
increase simply by having it rezoned. They have four steps here. The first step is 
passive land-ownership. And Steps 2 and 3 lead up to the permitting or rezoning. At 
the end of Step 3, the land value has increased by 400 percent. This will go on their 
books. This is classic land speculation. They haven't built anything, not an outhouse, 
nothing on this property. Just from rezoning. The costs are going to be paid by the 
Maine people."135 

Costs, indeed. And these costs will be far greater than any amount of money. 

132Mike Bond, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07. 
133Shoshena Zubolt, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
134Harlan McLaughlin, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
135  Pamela Bell, Greenville Public Hearing, 12/1/07.
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  Rural Gentrification 

What is Rural Gentrification?

Gentrification is an issue found all over the world, especially in the U.S., and occurs in both urban and 
rural settings. All forms of gentrification are detrimental to the lives and livelihoods of the economically 
disadvantaged. Rural Gentrification happens when the ability of local people to maintain a rural way of life 
is jeopardized and ultimately destroyed by an influx of affluent people buying land, houses or creating new 
high-end businesses. The process accompanying this influx of upper-class or affluent people into rural 
areas often goes by the term "revitalization" or simply  "economic development". But this kind of 
"economic development" does nothing to give power or dignity to the people who are most in need of real 
economic lift in the region. It does the exact opposite in fact, pushing these locals farther and farther out to 
the margins of their towns and counties, and thereby rendering them invisible. In the end, we see a 
"revitalized" town that is devoid of the original people or even the original culture of the people who once 
lived there. And in it's place is a cultural desert that is called a "thriving downtown", but that is only 
accessible to its former inhabitants as a source of unsatisfying, part time, minimum wage jobs. 

Here's what Pam Bell of Milford Maine had to say about rural gentrification in Maine at the first 
Greenville public hearing...

"The concept plan assumes that a hundred residential lots will be sold each year. The sale 
of these residential lots at 100,000 or 130 or $150,000 an acre impacts the tax valuation of 
all the land throughout the entire unorganized territory, so that any waterfront land will be 
tax assessed at that price. And whoever buys it, will pay taxes on that amount. And the 
leaseholder fees will go up. It's going to marginalize moderate-income Maine people and 
make all our waterfront open like the oceanfront now to wealthy people who can afford 
it"136 

What happens to an economy when affluent people begin to migrate into a region? The area becomes 
increasingly desirable to this class of people, and as more and more affluent or upper class people become 
residents, the cost of living goes up. Property values skyrocket, thus causing tax inflation. The people who 
can no longer afford to live there are forced to move away. This real estate turn over allows the area to be 
"upgraded" in effort to meet the market demands and desires of the new residents.  This gives 
investors/businesses/corporations something to capitalize on, and everyone is happy. Except of course, the 
original inhabitants who couldn� t financially afford to stay in the towns they call home. 

One Example Of Rural Gentrification

As NFN (and others) have tried to demonstrate throughout this process, there are some concrete examples 
of rural gentrification related to resort development that we feel are imperative to understand while 
considering  Plum Creek� s application. 

Since we could write a book on gentrification in rural communities, we decided to use only one model for 
this discussion: Roslyn, WA. We feel this situation is closely tied to ours here in Maine for many reasons:

● Roslyn is a small, remote town in a scenic area, founded for coal mining.

136.  Pam Bell of Milford, ME at Greenville Public Hearing, 12/01/07
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● The gentrification of Roslyn is in direct relation to a resort being built over the past 5-6 years, a 
mile outside of town. 

● The resort, called Suncadia, is being built on former Plum Creek timberlands, which they sold to 
developers JELD-WEN (a window and door manufacturer) and Lowe Enterprises.

● It is important to consider the trends that have occurred throughout Plum Creek� s history.  

In Roslyn, local people are being run out of town and the newcomers are taking over their homes and 
businesses, while even going so far as to capitalize on the "quaintness" and "heritage" of the old mining 
town, thus robbing the locals of their culture.

The following quotes come from an article submitted as exhibit 4, by Will Neils (NFN) in his rebuttal 
testimony from 09/28/07. The article is titled "Roslyn Contends with Another Type of Exposure--To 
Development"137 

"The resort branded one of its three golf courses "Rope Rider" after a particularly daring 
type of coal miner...To some, Roslyn is becoming a prop all over again, its mythology 
extracted this time to satisfy the curiosities of its new neighbors instead of the whims of 
TV [series: Northern Exposure] viewers.

"Jobs...are few in town. Residents tend to commute to work in Cle Elum, Ellensburg, 
Yakima or even the Puget Sound area. At the Roslyn resort, so far only eight houses have 
been built along with two of the three golf courses and the small inn. But changes 
brought on by Suncadia--and the surrounding developments sparked by it--are evident 
already...Suncadia has built two roundabouts on the road outside the entrance to manage 
the increased traffic the resort will bring. Big rigs are hogging area roads, hauling away 
powdery tailings from coal mining to make way for housing. Recreational campsites and 
hiking trails that were private timber lands, yet still open for public access, now have no-
trespassing signs posted as they convert into housing developments...A small but nice 
house on a tiny lot inside the town of Roslyn recently sold for just under $300,000... 
Downtown is changing, too. The T-shirt shops selling "Northern Exposure" gear are 
pretty much gone. New businesses have opened that sell fine furnishings and designer 
kitchen interiors.

"...The resort already has spawned smaller-scale luxury subdivisions, some gated in the 
valley."

Because NFN feels that the story of Roslyn should be an essential part of this review process, in the fall of 
2007 we contacted a Roslyn local named Myke J. Woodwell who works with a group called RIDGE. 
RIDGE is a grass-roots citizens' group who formed initially in response to Plum Creek� s destructive 
logging practices throughout their county, and is now burdened with monitoring and mitigating the impacts 
Suncadia is having on their land and community. 

The following is part of a conversation between a member of NFN and Mr. Woodwell. Woodwell currently 
reveals his first-hand account of how Suncadia has opened the floodgates to rural gentrification in his 
home.138   

137.  Seattle Times, written by Stuart Eskenazi, April 27, 2006. 
138.  These quotes are taken from a booklet submitted as an exhibit by Alex Lundberg during the public hearing in Greenville on 
01/19/08
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"Suncadia has about 200 of 4000 total homes under construction or completed. Increase 
in Kittitas Co. building permits from below 50, 6 years ago to near 200 currently. A new 
hotel and 50,000 square feet of new commercial space under construction in Resort area. 
All construction materials are supplied from Seattle/Puget Sound. Local hardware store 
sees forgotten items, but not construction orders. The bank, video store and the Lost in 
Roslyn gift store closed this year. A bike repair/rental shop and a new coffee/wine/cafe 
opened this summer. 
 
"A large number of Roslyn's new residents commute 80 miles to Seattle. Local wages 
aren't enough to purchase a Roslyn home. Property values in town have doubled in the 
last 6 years, currently $300,000 for 100 year old miners homes. Rental property charge 
$800-1000 monthly. As old timers leave, their homes join a growing number of vacation 
rentals.

"Traditionally Roslyn has a similar history [to Maine] of wilderness and recreation to 
both locals and other residents of Washington state. While Plum Creek's sale of the 7000 
acres for the resort development and an urban growth area adjacent to Cle Elum have 
gathered the most attention, it is the other adjacent 1000's of acres that Plum Creek is also 
liquidating through option holding brokers that are closing recreational access and 
drilling wells into ground water aquifers of yet to be known capacity. Applications to the 
County for three acre rural rezones from currently commercial forest are approved 
monthly.

"...but, they are bringing jobs! Yeah, jobs that cater to the needs of the wealthy. Maids, 
waiters, hotel staff and golf caddies."

Also, at the Yellowstone Club in Montana, "where members must have at least $3m in assets and pay a 
joining fee of $250,000, [the resort is] pushing up property prices to the detriment of local people."139 

There are plenty of other examples showing how recreational development has adversely impacted local 
communities throughout the US and internationally. We can, and should be using these examples as 
foresight into what may come to our own neck of the woods.

Gentrification as it Applies to the Plum Creek Zoning Proposal

NFN feels that it is extremely important for LURC to take into account the issue of gentrification when 
considering Plum Creek� s rezoning application. Rural gentrification is an inevitable problem that will result 
from upscale development. Nowhere in Plum Creek� s application do they address this issue, and even if 
they did it would be impossible to mitigate, given the nature of the plan and the corporation proposing it.  

How can we categorize this proposal as catering to a "high-end" or "upscale" population? It has been 
outlined extensively throughout the review process that this development will  cater to a more affluent 
crowd: 

● Patrick Phillips will be the first to admit this development is geared towards a more upscale crowd. 
In his ERA report, on pg 35 alone, he uses the terms "high-end" six times, "luxury" three times, and 
"affluent" twice. 

● The people expected to be drawn to this development are generally affluent retirees whose primary 

139.  Exhibit A, Will Neils, 9/28/07 pre-filed testimony
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residences are large metropolitan areas of the eastern US.  "Plum Creek� s proposed development 
will draw primarily affluent buyers with fewer children in their households."140 

● "Many Maine destinations lack the modern amenities (shopping, dining, entertainment) expected 
by today� s upscale travelers, thus limiting their appeal."141 This quote further clarifies the intent to 
"revitalize" the region in order to ensure that high end travelers will be drawn in. When we read 
between the lines though, we see that this intent articulates the very real threat of gentrification that 
so many locals fear. This "if we build it, they will come" mentality is dangerous at best. 

What will attract these newcomers which does not currently draw them to the region? The key here are the 
amenities, which is why the word "symbiotic" and the term "inextricably linked" are used to categorize the 
relationship between the resort and residential aspects of the plan. The area is already being slightly 
gentrified, but just try and imagine what it will look like when there are resorts with spas, fitness centers, 
equestrian centers, tennis courts, golf courses, pools, fine dining, auditoriums, marinas, boutiques, cafes, 
etc....Plus, the hundreds of acres making up 5 commercial zones for more amenities and other corporate 
establishments. Who is all of this high end infrastructure really proposed to be built for? Regardless of 
what Plum Creek wants you to believe, it is not intended for the people currently living in the region, that's 
for darn sure. If accepted, the development will be built only for those who can afford it, closing off access 
to those who cannot through subdivision.

With this understanding, we can predict that one possible outcome would be that once the infrastructure of 
this development is in place, there would be no turning back. The people would come and the economic 
and cultural diversity of the region would be forever changed. This is Plum Creek's dream. And although 
this may sound appealing to some (and definitely does to investors and land barons, TIMOs, other REITs, 
FERMATA, Growsmart, the Baldacci administration and the rest of Maine� s ruling class who are pushing 
for development), NFN insists that the economic impacts on local communities in the region would be 
extremely detrimental and so does Rob Johnson of Corinth, ME:

"I definitely do understand the need for economic development; however, I don't think 
what this region needs, or any other region of the country, is a bunch of retail jobs 
working on resorts as maids or as cashiers in a restaurant. I don't really think that that's 
going to help our economic woes as much; but it will destroy our culture and our way of 
life in Maine, which is a very unique thing that is very beautiful."142

And if Plum Creek is correct in their market demand assessment, and this crowd is attracted, the influx will 
inevitably spark a new bout of rural gentrification that will challenge and suppress the rich cultural heritage 
of the people who currently live there! This was expressed more fully by people who spoke at the public 
and party hearings. 

Emily Hill, a native of Deer Isle spoke about recent gentrification on the island:

"In the last few years, more and more of the people that I grew up with have been forced 
off the island because of the lack of affordable housing and sustainable jobs. This is 
happening as large summer houses spring up on the coast and families who have lived 
there for generations can no longer afford their property taxes. That's what development 
brings to rural Maine. Any jobs created there have been seasonal and low-paying. I don't 
want to see this happen to Moosehead."143

140.  ERA report, pg. 4
141.  ERA report, pg. 6
142. Rob Johnson, 1-19-08 Greenville PH
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And Alex Lundberg, a boat builder from Searsmont, ME:

"If we look to Plum Creek's land in Montana as an example, we find out that No 
Trespassing signs are going up everywhere in places that citizens have traditionally used 
for hunting, fishing, and other recreation. They are being locked out. Why? Because 
Plum Creek is selling the land for development and the wealthy newcomers don't want 
locals hunting in their backyard."144

Many members of NFN have personal experience with this issue as well, seeing as most of the places 
where we have grown up or resided during our lives have been gentrified, and we have witnessed the 
repercussions of this first-hand. 145  Will Niels of NFN speaks at the party hearings on how gentrification 
continues to effect people in his own home town:

"That's  a huge, huge component... the inability of local people to maintain a rural way 
of life in the face of affluent people from out of state who move in with more money 
and more resources and take over. And we've seen that--I grew up in Appleton, I was 
born and raised there and I went to high school in Camden. And I'll tell you it's rare to 
find a better opportunity to experience precisely what I'm describing then growing up in 
that rural town just inland of those affluent communities and being forced to go to high 
school there because we don't have the economic resources to have our own high school 
and the rich people won't pay for their own children's education, they scheme the federal 
government from the Appleton, Hope and Lincolnville school systems."146 

Hillary Lister of NFN also comments on the issue of cultural gentrification in the party hearings:

"I think attitudes of classism are real things to be considered... Attitudes of a elitism 
[effect whether] you can be respected...in the schools, in local businesses; who will be 
hired, who will be able to have a voice in the community. Right now you can be 
respected without having a college degree, having an accent that's different, just having 
various traditions. Whereas, when a culture really gets co-opted, those things are no 
longer respected and you...lose the voice in the community."147 

Given the historical facts of gentrification and examples of possibilities given by locals, let� s look at how 
this process has and will continue to play out in the Moosehead area, if Plum Creek is absolutely correct in 
their economic assessment and their wildest dreams do in fact come true...

A Story

Picture this: 

Land in this scenic area is discovered and purchased by Plum Creek with the intent to develop in the 
future, despite false public claims of having no plans to develop. Once they've maximized profits through 
forestry, they decide it� s time to develop, write a proposal, and (knowing they already have support from 
Maine's ruling class) begin to seek support through the local community. They find local support in the 

143. Emily Hill testimony at Portland PH, December 15, 2007

144.  Alex Lundberg, Greenville PH, 1-19-08
145.  Refer to NFN pre-filed testimony and cross examination from 12/07/07pm panel titled: Housing,   Affordability, Way of 
Life
146.  Will Neils, Panel on Affordability and Way of Life, 12/12/07).

147.  Hillary Lister, Panel on Affordability and Way of Life, 12/12/07
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form of those who feel they will profit from and capitalize on the development. These people tend to be 
economic development promoters, land barons and business owners who have the financial resources to 
upgrade their businesses to meet the needs of a more affluent clientele. They also find support in some of 
the locals who are struggling economically and provide the perfect target for Plum Creek, who can sell the 
plan to them by making false promises of economic salvation. 

Once (and if) the plan is approved, Plum Creek sells the development rights, their net worth skyrockets, 
and their � responsibilities�  to the community end. The developer begins the build-out. Meanwhile, since 
the land has been rezoned, property value has gone through the roof and the cost of living rises 
significantly in the region. Taxes and rent become outrageous and locals are forced to sell their homes and 
leave their businesses.   Wealthy out-of-staters and investors are buying up all of the real estate and local 
shops are re-opening as more upscale establishments and corporate stores. This only escalates as the 
resorts, commercial zones and additional facilities are opening for business and residential lots in the plan 
area are being sold for hundreds of thousands (if not millions) per acre. 

Jobs become fewer and more service-oriented as the forest products industry is being faded out and more 
REITs and developers are buying up the land. Locals are forced to commute longer distances for 
employment, or work low-wage service jobs created by the development. 

Greenville, Rockwood, Jackman and other towns in the region change drastically. The remote character is 
lost as downtown and surrounding areas begin to change face, catering to an "upscale" crowd and their 
demands for infrastructural amenities. The newcomers will even go so far as to co-opt the local 
architecture (fancy versions, of course) in a mockery of traditional homes and structures. Speculators say 
things like, "Local architecture is very attractive to this market we� re talking about."148  And the market is 
wide open. Soon the area becomes more and more attractive to affluent urbanites. They''l come from New 
York City, Philadelphia, Washington DC, Atlanta Georgia, and lord knows where else. Once all of the 
amenities are in place, the area truly becomes a playground for those few who can afford to recreate there, 
and the only locals who remain are the ones who already had money, or the folks who stuck around and are 
scraping to get by working low-wage jobs in servitude of the colonizers. 

We could even go so far as to say that, while other landowners jump on board with this trend, and more 
forestry land is sold to real estate companies, the North Woods eventually becomes a bedroom community 
and a playground for the gentry. 

Conclusion

As it has been proven throughout this review process (and we have elaborated more on this in the 
economic impacts part of this brief), this development is in no way a model for the economic salvation of 
the Moosehead region. Instead, if this model were to be carried out to its fullest success,  we feel this will 
lead to the marginalization, displacement and ultimately resentment of a large portion of the existing local 
population.

Marcia Walden, of the Coalition to Preserve and Grow Northern Maine, agrees that this is a possibility. 
When asked if she really thinks the Plum Creek proposal will bring economic salvation to the area, she 
replied: "No".149  

If this development did get approved and was created in the way Plum Creek desires, how would this 
development forever change the region? What about the adverse economic, cultural and social impacts it 

148.  Patrick Phillips, 12/05/07pm, party testimony, pg. 285, line 22
149.  12/10/07am, party testimony, pg. 101, line 14
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would have on the communities of the region, and ultimately, on Maine? We have seen the effects 
gentrification has had on our coastal communities, and in southern Maine. NFN sees this plan as an instant 
recipe for rural gentrification. And this, we feel, is grounds in itself for the rejection of Plum Creek’s plan. 

We have way too many examples of how this works to pretend that gentrification will somehow be avoided 
in this area. With the evidence that has come out throughout these proceedings about Plum Creek and its 
history of being a corporation most concerned with maximizing profits and showing little regard for local 
communities, it is obvious that Plum Creek has a history of making false promises and cannot be trusted. 

In fact, what's unfolding here is quite similar to the original takeover of the land throughout this entire 
continent by foreigners. The Europeans who came here either forced or tricked the Natives into signing 
deceitful treaties that would allow the seizure of their lands, thus changing their ways of life forever. 
Today, we are dealing with the same power and profit-hungry colonizers as the original inhabitants of this 
same region were dealing with hundreds of years ago. 

This time, it is we who represent the Native population, and we ask that you, LURC, not sign deceitful 
treaties that trade away our resources to pave the way for the foreigners. This is our heritage: these places 
where we recreate, hunt, fish, gather food, and have access to clean water. This development threatens the 
way of life that is the economics of our survival.

As one person said at the public hearing in Augusta, "you guys are still running this show. Don't let the fox 
reside in the hen house."150

  (Un)Affordable Housing 

The "Affordable" Housing proposal presented by Plum Creek working with Coastal Enterprises Inc. (CEI) 
claims to provide an effective way to address "negative housing gentrification." Testimony at LURC 
Intervenor Party Hearings by representatives of Plum Creek, CEI , and Maine State Housing Authority 
(MSHA), however, did not provide evidence that this plan would supply needed affordable housing for 
those who would be most affected by the rising housing costs resulting from high-end Plum Creek 
developments. 

As with the easements, this proposal ("Phase 2" of the "Northern Heritage Development Fund")  is 
contingent on LURC approval of the PC rezoning request. As with the easements,  there is little evidence 
to show that this plan would offset the negative impacts of PC's development plans. In fact, this proposal 
would likely add to the negative impacts by distorting the definition of what is considered affordable 
housing, and by increasing local, state, and federal tax burdens in order to help cover the costs of housing 
subsidies made necessary by an increased shortage of affordable housing.

The "Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis" Report151 estimates 
that approximately 76% of the jobs that could be created by the plan would not provide enough income to 
afford housing in the area. Furthermore, the Economic Research Associates report states that many of the 
"lower end," lower paying construction, hospitality, and service jobs expected to be created by the 
development could be filled by local people, but "finding qualified labor for management, health care and 

150 Lisa DeHart, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
151 "Plum Creek Rezoning Proposal Infrastructure and Community Impact Analysis" Report by Eastern Maine Development 
Corporation, pg. 52)
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professional service jobs in the region will likely require the importing of workers from other labor 
markets."152 In this case, local people, who would be working the lower-paying jobs,  end up 
disproportionately affected by the shortage of affordable housing.

LURC's affordable housing policy statement addresses the need for housing that is affordable to people 
making 50% or less than the median income. According to Mike Finnegan of CEI, affordable housing for 
people in this income level could be made available with "deep subsidy." 153  Yet according to Dale 
McCormick of MSHA, in reference to "...a point made by Mr. Finnegan [regarding subsidies for affordable 
housing], low-income housing tax credits, [are] a scarce resource Maine gets and very competitive right 
now. An application from this area would not win."154

Tax-payer funded subsidies are yet another cost to local communities, and Plum Creek has made no 
provision to address this publicly-funded cost made necessary by its development even though MSHA 
recommended that the funds needed to cover these subsidies should be provided by Plum Creek.155 

When Dale McCormick, speaking for Maine State Housing Authority, was asked by Hillary Lister of NFN, 
"Do you consider $150,000 affordable for that region?" McCormick replied, "No." 156

That price is over $45,000 more than the median home price for Somerset and Piscataquis Counties, and 
$10,000 more than the median home price for Greenville, where home prices have jumped significantly in 
the past 10 years. The median Greenville price of $140,000 is calculated to be unaffordable for over 60% 
of the local population.157

According to McCormick, $150,000 is not affordable to people making 80% of the median income for the 
Moosehead Region.  In fact, even the lowest priced units available for purchase--which Finnegan inferred 
would cost from $110-120,000158--would barely meet the threshold of affordability.  According to 
McCormick only, "[t]hose at the very top of that group [making 80% or less than the median income] 
could afford a house in the $100,000 to $110,000 range."159 

The "affordable" housing available for purchase in the Plum Creek Plan assumes that people purchasing 
the homes will enter into a 30-year mortgage. While this is increasingly becoming the norm for purchasing 
a house, it has not always been so. In Maine, as in other less affluent areas, many families have been able 
to get by during the times when money is tight by staying out of debt, frequently paying cash only. This 
often meant a family would buy a house in need of repairs, but those repairs could be made as money and 
materials became available. The Plum Creek/CEI housing plan requires that a family enter into multiple-
decades or more of debt in order to have housing. This is increasingly risky in a time when few people are 
sure they will have steady income coming in from one year to the next, and for people who are just getting 
by paying their bills, falling behind on mortgage payments can mean an accumulation of interest fees that 
can become impossible to pay off, even resulting in foreclosure on the home they worked to hard to own.

It is also worrisome that the funding for housing through CEI comes from Fannie Mae, which has been 
plagued with problems, including a pay structure that encouraged executives to manipulate and 

152  "Market Assessment of Land and Resort Development Greenville, Maine" by Economic Research Associates, May 30, 
2007, page 8
153  Intervener Party Cross Examinations before LURC, NFN Cross Exam of Mike Finnegan, Dec 6, 2007, pg. 174
154  Intervener Party Cross Examinations before LURC, NFN Cross Exam of Dale McCormick, Dec 6, 2007, pg. 183
155  MSHA letter to LURC dated August 30, 2007
156  Intervener Party Cross Examinations before LURC, NFN Cross Exam of Dale McCormick, Dec 6, 2007, pg. 181
157  Dover-Foxcroft Homeownership Facts, MSHA, submitted by NFN September 28, 2007, Exhibit B
158  Finnegan testimony
159  MSHA letter to LURC dated August 30, 2007
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misrepresent earnings, poor accounting standards, and serious problems with internal controls. 160

According to MSHA, "Plum Creek has been generous in sharing their data and assumptions with us, as has 
CEI. We have had an on-going dialogue with them about the affordable housing issue."161  Based on these 
discussions and analysis of the PC/CEI Plan, MSHA assumed that 100% of the units provided by the 
"affordable" housing proposal would fit the MSHA definition of affordability.  That is, all of the units 
would be affordable to someone making 80% or less than the area's median income.162 MSHA did not 
account for the fact that, according to the details of the proposal put forth in "Phase B" of the "Northern 
Heritage Development Fund," only 1/3 of the units (approximately 20-30) would actually be targeted at 
people making 80% or less than the median income. 163

It is important to remember that Plum Creek's developments threaten the ability of people to afford to 
survive in the area without having a steady monetary income. The land and water of this region provides 
for basic needs in a way that does not require money, if one is willing and able to do the work and 
caretaking necessary. For example, the majority of people in the region are able to get fresh, healthy 
drinking water for free from wells. This is increasingly uncommon in the world. Plum Creek's 
developments threaten the groundwater in the region, and could result in contamination of wells by runoff 
from increasing use of salt on roads, motorized vehicle use on waterbodies, chlorine from pools or hot 
tubs, pesticide runoff from lawns and golf courses, septage spreading, waste spills, and commercial water 
bottling operations. This would lead to a need for people to pay for water from a centralized water system 
and/or to buy bottled water. This is only one example, but it is a reality that many people don't think about 
until it's gone. Something as basic to survival as fresh water, which has been available to all for free as long 
as one can remember, can, overnight, become a scarce commodity that requires one to have money in order 
to afford it. It is important to remember that affordability does not have to refer only to having enough 
money to meet one's needs, but it can refer to being able to afford the time and energyand resources in the 
first place, to provide for one's self and community, without relying on money. Plum Creek threatens to 
make it impossible to meet ones needs in this area without money, to make money necessary for ever more 
aspects survival.

As with other language use by Plum Creek, the use of the word "affordable" becomes skewed in this 
"affordable" housing proposal.  If LURC approves this proposal as an effective remedy to the increased 
cost of housing created by these developments, it will not only not provide adequate affordable housing for 
the region, but it will set a dangerous precedent for future developments and remove needed protections for 
those who stand to lose the most from this plan. In the interest of economic justice, this proposal should not 
receive LURC's stamp of approval.

160   NFN Housing Testimony Exhibit C, "Fannie Mae management may be ousted,"  Sept 24, 2004
161  MSHA letter to LURC dated August 30, 2007
162  Intervener Party Cross Examinations before LURC, NFN Cross Exam of  MSHA, Dec 6, 2007, pg. 180-181
163  � A Workforce Housing Development Proposal,�  s submitted by Plum Creek, prepared by CEI, dated July 31, 2006
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  Youth and the Future of Maine

There was a clear and profound pattern that emerged from the many voices that spoke during public 
hearings: barely a single young person spoke up in favor of the Plum Creek proposal. Indeed, it was made 
boldly clear again and again that the youth of Maine do not want the future that Plum Creek and its 
supporters claim they will deliver. 

We will say this again, because it is crucial. Because so many of the people who support the Plum Creek 
plan claim to be doing so "for the betterment of Maine's communities" or "for more opportunity." In short, 
for us, the young people. 

The youth of Maine do not want the future that Plum Creek and its supporters 
claim they will deliver. 

We urge the members and staff of LURC: do not for a second believe that approving this plan could be 
done in our interest. Hear us. Trust us. Work with us. Together we can create something different. 

We share, now, a sampling of some of the many youth voices that spoke during the hearing process. 

● Emily Hill of Deer Isle: 

"I am part of the next generation of Mainers. And I'm telling you now that it is not my peers 
who will benefit from a passage of Plum Creek's plan."164 

● Trevanion Grenfell of Unity, ME: 

"I've noticed that everyone who is testifying on behalf of --in favor of this plan--I'm sure 
there is exceptions to this, but they're all over 40 and they are retiring now. They are going 
into their old age, and they don't have the perspective that we have. 

"They're willing to sell out the environment to make their retirement more comfortable and 
exploit the natural resources of this state so that they can live more comfortable until they 
die; whereas me, and the people that you see over here with the green buttons, we are the 
ones that are going to have to deal with the repercussions of these actions. We're the ones 
facing all of the environmental things that will happen within our lifetime. They don't have 
the responsibility. It's ours. Which is why we are here speaking loudly and clearly to this 
panel. Do not let Plum Creek develop in this area."165

● Angel Putney: 

"Many young people like me believe that this plan will not protect our future."166

● Issac Roylos of Portland: 

"And I think it's best that you, given your position of power, stop this where it is; because 
in 30 years when most of the people here are in retirement, I'll be in my prime and maybe 

164 Emily Hill of Deer Isle, ME at Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
165 Trevanion Grenfell of Unity, ME at Augusta Public Hearing, 12/02/07.
166  Angel Putney, Portland Public Hearing, 1/19/08. 
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they'll say, well, now we want to do something else with it."167   

● Tim Libby: 

"My name is Tim Libby, and I'm 24 years old. And I think that it's quite significant that I 
haven't seen anyone, I think, speak from my generation in support of this plan, compared 
to the amount of people that are speaking in opposition. I think that should be quite 
significant to this commission."168 

● Jackleen Sorenson: 

"I am one of the few youth that have shown up here to testify. And because I am so 
young, I have not had a lot of time to experience the wonders of this land as many of 
you have. I too want to have stories similar to yours. And if we let Plum Creek succeed, 
I am afraid that I will not have this opportunity. Don't let this huge company destroy 
what is so special about Maine. There are other options that can benefit the people of 
Greenville as well as preserve the quality of the natural land."169

● Phyllis vonHerrlich of Harmony, ME (of of the few older people to speak on the behalf of youth): 

"I think that it's really important for you to keep in mind that those who were speaking 
from this side [opposing the plan], many of them were very young people, people in 
their 20s, people in their 30s. And the people speaking from the other side were all 
representing business and most of them were about my age, maybe a little bit 
younger."170

● Susan Dickson-Smith of  Gouldsboro, ME: 

"It's often said that Maine's biggest export is its young people. We hear a lot about how 
the State is trying to figure out how to keep young people here. Well, I have a radical 
proposal. Don't sell Maine out from under us. If you want to keep young people in 
Maine, start by keeping Maine Maine. We young people know that we could be making 
more money if we lived somewhere else; but we stay because Maine is unique. 

"We often take jobs with less money and fewer benefits to stay here because we have 
the benefit of access to wild land. We stay not just because our families are here, but 
because the woods are here and the woods are part of our family. They are part of our 
traditions. Part of the earliest and most important lessons that we learned as kids. We 
grew up hunting, fishing, hiking and paddling here with our parents and our 
grandparents. Learning firsthand the importance of wild land. 

"No matter where we've traveled, we come home to Maine to raise our families to teach 
our children to love and take care of this land. Plum Creek wants to turn our woods into 
a theme park for the rich. If I wanted to live near a theme park, I'd move to Florida. I 
live in Maine because of the precious and unique treasure of wild land. Plum Creek's 
proposal would destroy that treasure forever. It would put money in the pockets and 
control in the hands of big corporations. Plum Creek wants to sell the precious resource 

167  Issac Roylos, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
168  Tim Libby, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
169  Jackleen Sorenson, Greenville Public Hearing, 1/19/08.
170  Phyllis vonHerrlich, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07
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which belongs to the people of the whole state of Maine to a select few.

"If LURC approves this plan, they will be putting short-term part-time financial 
contributions of mostly seasonal residents before the long-term year-round 
contributions of people who raise their families and make their lives here. Many of 
these vacation properties are bought and sold by people who make money by 
speculating on the value of the land. Those of us who live here and love this state 
already know the value of this land. We know that it is priceless. 

"After I finished school, I came back to Maine because I missed my family. Not just my 
mom and my aunts and uncles and cousins, but the lakes, the streams, the dark sky, and 
the deep woods.

"Like many other animals whose habitat would be destroyed if this development goes 
through, I came back to raise my young. My son is here with me, and I want him to 
learn the value of the environment firsthand and to understand that our survival is 
bound up with the survival of our land and the plants and animals who live here with 
us. The young people of Maine are like brook trout. We need the right habitat to raise 
our families. We need clean water and cool dark woods. Biologists know that if Plum 
Creek gets their way, the water will heat up, the streams will silt in and our native 
brook trout will be gone forever."171

IV. PLUM CREEK IN THE WEST: A SAMPLING

If one searches for information on Plum Creek's history on their website, they'll be quick to learn about 
their preservation of 467,878 acres of land nationwide, adherence to the "best management practices and 
forest practices regulations for water quality", and SFI certification. Yet despite their impressive 
greenwashing, the company can't hide its dark side; they weren't called the Darth Vader of the forest 
industry by Washington Congressman Rod Chandler for nothing.172

From the time the company was formed, they ravaged the forests of the Pacific Northwest. On its Railroad 
grant lands, the growth rate of the trees was estimated between 210-300 million board feet per year.173 

However, between 1984 and 1991 the annual cut from these lands averaged 605 million board feet.174 
When questioned by the Wall Street Journal about this, Bill Parson, Plum Creek's Rocky Mountain 
regional director, stated, "We have never said we were on a sustained-yield program, and we have never 
been on a sustained-yield program. Let's go to the heart of it. Sure it's extensively logged, but what's wrong 
with that?"175

Plum Creek has a lengthy history of cutting old-growth forest, creating massive clear cuts, and degrading 

171 Susan Dickson-Smith at Greenville Public Hearing, 12/01/07.
172  � Plum Creek-Largest Land Owner in the United States-Its History in Maine and Beyond�  by Lambert, Norris, & Lister, 

Maine Commons. http://www.maineindymedia.org.
173  Railroads and Clearcuts, p44, Jensen & Draffan, 1995, Keokee Co. Publishing Inc.
174  Ibid.
175  Ibid.
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water quality and wildlife habitat on all of its Western lands. For example, Plum Creek has obtained 
Endangered Species Act exemptions called "Habitat Conservation Plans". Under one of these HCP's in 
Western Washington, Plum Creek planned to destroy 20,000 acres of Northern Spotted Owl habitat, 
including 107 nest sites.176  Grizzly Bears were to lose seventy-one percent of their foraging and prey 
habitat, and forty-seven percent of mature timber stands were to be harvested.177  Also in Washington, the 
company harmed Coopers Hawk nesting sites. 178  A New York Times article titled "Where Have All the 
Forests Gone?" detailed Plum Creek� s timber harvesting practices near Roslyn, Washington. According to 
the Timberlands Superintendent for Plum Creek in that region, the company was logging their lands so 
rapidly that there would be no commercial timberland left for generations.179   They were creating clearcuts 
up to a square mile in size.180 This is ten times larger than the size allowed in the adjacent National Forest 
Lands.181

In Montana, Plum Creek is also known for liquidating forests. They have clear cut many forests, including 
old growth stands, and then sold prime habitat for real estate development.182  Bob Eckey of the Wilderness 
Society said, "Quite simply, Plum Creek hasn't been a good neighbor in Montana. They have liquidated 
their forests, degrading water quality and damaging wildlife habitat throughout Western Montana."183 In his 
public testimony, Mike Bond spoke of his personal experiences with Plum Creek in the Bozeman Valley of 
Montana: � Plum Creek cam into that valley and said they were going to cut some trees on the hills. They 
said, don't worry; we're only cutting a few trees. Selective cutting they called it. Well they lied. They 
clearcut every mountain. They cut every tree and sapling. There were mud slides and erosion and the trout 
streams filled up with sediment..."184  Additionally, in Idaho the company has destroyed fish habitats.185

Yet Plum Creek does adhere to the Sustainable Forestry Initiative standards. So sustainable are these 
industry-created guidelines that they allow cutting of old growth forest and have an eight tree per acre 
guideline for stand management.186 In reality SFI standards are very similar to state laws.187  Daniel Hall of 
the organization American Lands stated, "We are definitely concerned that the public is being misled. 
Consumers should be aware that the industry's Sustainable Forestry Initiative is far from independent, fails 
to protect the environment, and is not a credible certification system. Plum Creek's compliance is not a real 
issue--virtually any timber company could meet SFI's vague parameters."188  The SFI is so absurd that 
Home Depot won't even carry Plum Creek's wood.189 In 2002, Home Depot's Kim Woodbury stated, 
"Home Depot's purchasing guidelines require the application of external standards developed outside of the 
industry itself. Those standards must consider social as well as environmental issues."190 It is clear that the 
only standard considered in Plum Creek's Sustainable Forestry Initiative is profit. 

176  � Timber Industry Greenwashing Extended to Companies Logging Endangered Species Habitats, American Lands, 
11/29/99.

177  Ibid.
178  Ibid.
179  New York Times, � Where Have All the Forests Gone?� , 2/15/89.
180  Ibid. 
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Plum Creek has promised the people of the North Woods great economic benefits from their development. 
Talk to people across the West and you'll find these sorts of promises are not unusual from Plum Creek. 
The company has a record of damaging local economies and not upholding promises made to local 
governments. For example, to save money, Plum Creek exports trees that are minimally processed. In fact 
half of the trees cut on its lands near Roslyn, Washington were exported to Japan as raw logs.191  This 
significantly reduces the number of forest product industry jobs available to people of rural America and 
Roslyn residents were concerned about the losses in mill jobs in caused.192 

In fact, Plum Creek has taken over ninety percent of the forest products industry in Montana. Their 
competition has forced many small, locally owned mills out of business.  In fact, there has been over a fifty 
percent decline in the number of local mills of Montana.193 Harlan Young, county commissioner from Ione, 
Washington commented to Plum Creek, "There� s considerable criticism that you guys are pretty insensitive 
to the continuing economy of the area, and the guys in the twenty-fifth story in a downtown Seattle [Plum 
Creek headquarters] don� t give a [expletive]."194 Plum Creek does this by underbidding the small 
operations for rights to timber on public lands.  In "Trading Away the West", a 1999 Seattle Times 
investigative series, stated, "These days, Plum Creek might be called 'The Tree Swapping Company.'" No 
other company is pushing land exchanges with the federal government more aggressively.195  With so much 
of the wood being shipped only minimally processed, there aren't many jobs for locals in Plum Creek 
controlled lands. 

In 1999, Plum Creek became a Real Estate Investment Trust. As history shows us, Plum Creek benefits 
from its increased real estate sales. In November of 2001, CEO Richard Holley stated that at least 400,000 
acres of its national holdings are ideally suited for commercial or residential development since they are 
along lakes such as in Maine.196 With the decline in the forest industry, due to foreign competition and 
unsustainable practices, it's no wonder Plum Creek has turned to these sales. The problem is that they harm 
local communities. Due to Plum Creek's status as a Real Estate Investment Trust, they deprive 
communities of a huge amount of tax dollars.  This puts a tremendous amount of strain upon those 
localities when they experience large development booms from Plum Creek sales. These require 
infrastructure expansions that they simply can't afford. Also, second and third home residents aren't used to 
rural living and often demand more of the municipalities than locals.197

So now, Plum Creek will just sell its lands and build resorts for the ultra-wealthy, like it's Suncadia Resort 
in Roslyn, Washington (population 1,000).198 The company promises residents that these will certainly 
create jobs for local people. In Roslyn, 6,300 acres of former Plum Creek lands were turned into Suncadia. 
This resort includes three golf courses, 3,200 vacation homes, and a gated community called Tumble 
Creek.  Tumble Creek's acre lots sell for between $300,000 and $1 million, so it is fair to call it an elite 
community.199  To build the resort many construction firms from Seattle were brought in instead of using 
the local companies.200  These developments increase living expenses and property taxes which force locals 
from their homes. In his public testimony, Rob Johnson gave insight into Roslyn's new found economic 
prosperity: "I noticed there [were] no people. It seemed like, you know, the storefront windows no longer 

191  Public Testimony, Portland PM 12/15/07, (p157, 7-22).
192  Ibid. 
193  Railroads and Clearcuts, p44, Jensen & Draffan, 1995, Keokee Co. Publishing Inc.
194  Ibid. 
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were glass, they were plywood instead."201

Another example of economic troubles from Plum Creek development can be seen in Joe Brenneman's 
recent testimony to the LURC staff. Brenneman tells a tale of Plum Creek� s development on a lake in 
Flathead County, Montana. The new residents put extra strain on this local community. One specific issue 
dealt with the paving of a rural road that was coming under increased use due to lots sold by Plum Creek. 
Instead of being a good neighbor and helping the community pave the road, they sued the community and 
said it wasn't their problem. This has resulted in the state of Montana levying $30,000 in penalties due to 
dust pollution upon Flathead County. Brenneman went on to cite some 40 studies done in areas across the 
country where timberland or farmland was converted to residential development. The results indicated that 
for every dollar gained through taxes, the municipalities paid a minimum of $1.06 providing services. In 
some cases this amount was much higher. This kind of development, the same kind Plum Creek is 
proposing for the Moosehead region has a history of bankrupting communities, not boosting their 
economies.202

Brenneman also addressed whether or not Maine can trust Plum Creek. He stated, "I suspect that like 
Montana, in Maine, especially in the Greenville area, you still do things with a handshake and an 
understanding that my reputation depends on this and so I'm going to follow up...it has been my experience 
with Plum Creek that that doesn't work. If it� s not in writing and not clearly understood, it is probably 
going to be questioned and changed depending upon the corporate desires at the time..." This statement is 
especially concerning given the amount of vague writing in their development proposal.203

Sandy Amborn mentions another case of Plum Creek suing when it didn't get its way, explaining, "In 
August 2002 Plum Creek filed suit in an Idaho federal court against conservation groups [including Trout 
Unlimited] that attempted to negotiate with the timber company regarding their so-called habitat 
conservation plan. But a federal judge threw out the case. Conservationists merely sought to amend the 
plan in order to protect endangered species threatened by the timber company's practices under the habitat 
conservation plan." (Sandy Amborn, Portland Public Hearing, Dec 15, 2007, pg. 198).

Plum Creek's history across the country gives the people of Maine little reason to trust their promises and 
accept them as a neighbor. From the state's first encounters with the company in 1998 when Richard 
Holley promised they had no plans to develop land in the Moosehead region, they have lied and broken 
countless laws and promises. In his public testimony, Don Robbins spoke of his encounters with residents 
of Washington, Montana, Oregon, and Idaho on a trip to the Pacific Northwest: "they were emphatic in 
their condemnation of Plum Creek's... exploitive profiteering in their home state. Plum Creek will promise 
anything, they said, and then proceed to rape the land."204  

Perhaps John Osborn of The Lands Council in Spokane, Washington described Plum Creek� s practices 
most accurately, "The communities and forests of our nation are being exploited as colonial possessions by 
Plum Creek and other huge timber corporations. From Maine to the Great Lakes to the Pacific Northwest 
and back again they take our forests, they take our workers' jobs, they take their promises and cut and 
run."205

201  Public Testimony, Greenville PM 1/19/08, (p291, 21-25).
202  Party Hearings 12/7/07 AM (p73-82).
203  Ibid. 
204  Public Testimony, Augusta 12/2/07, (p149, 12-25, p150, 1-2).
205  � Plum Creek-Largest Land Owner in the United States-Its History in Maine and Beyond�  by Lambert, Norris, & Lister, 
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V. CONSERVATION EASEMENTS    
Native Forest Network believes that the Commission should reject Plum Creek's rezoning application 
because its Conservation Easement's do not adequately offset the company's proposed development. 
Underneath the fine print of the easements' language, it appears as if these � conservation�  arrangements 
continue to buttress Plum Creek's profiteering efforts in the North Woods.  

This is not a 'balance' easement. This is not even a 'conservation' easement.  This is a 'working forest' 
easement which does little to conserve any natural resources.  'Working forest' is code for industrial 
forestry which has detrimental ecological impacts and detrimental social impacts on woods products 
industry workers.  

The supposed intent of these 'conservation' easements is to prevent parcelization and wilderness sprawl. 
But it seems to be another case of large print giveth, small print taketh away because Plum Creek's 
reserved development rights could result in wilderness housing sprawl and parcelization anyway.  Consider 
that Plum Creek (the 'grantor') has intentionally limited the control the 'holder' has over the lands it is 
supposed to be stewarding over. The easement holder has no decision-making power over what activities 
are permitted on easement land or what kinds of structures are permitted.  

This is not a 'balance' to its proposed development nor is the 'legacy' easement an act of charity.  PC has 
crafted both easements to profit handsomely at every turn. 

Selling development rights at fair market value will set a bad precedent for future conservation easements 
and will fuel a new type of 'conservation' land speculation.  

PC's intention doesn't matter and cannot be trusted.   But we can discern what some of their true intentions 
are by some of the more telling language they use.  Plum Creek intentionally limits the holder's power and 
retains many  types of lucrative resource extraction and development rights. 
 
The legacy easement should not be given any weight by LURC.  It is being used as a leveraging device to 
coerce LURC into approval of the rezoning application.  If the proposal was accepted, it would be used as 
a marketing gimmick aimed at retiring baby boomers.  

LURC should reject the rezoning application until we have written a new CLUP.  Especially considering 
Chapter 10 revision which will remove LURC's ability to enforce new standards within Plum Creek's 
rezoned land.  

The Easements

The retained rights regarding forest management activities are broad and ill-defined and leave much up to 
the landowner to decide, in its sole discretion, what uses can occur.206   The language within the Balance 
Easement is tremendously weak compared to other easements previously presented to the Commission. 
The balance easement's language presents a land use arrangement that perpetuates damaging industrial 
forestry practices; and essentially would allow Plum Creek to continue its intensive resource extraction 

206The retained rights regarding forest management activities are broad and ill-defined and leave much up to the landowner to 
decide, in its sole discretion, what uses can occur.   [Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  spalding_legacy.pdf, 
2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN, 2008-01-22_AM Conservation Easement 
Balance easement]
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practices in the North Woods.  These practices continue to undermine the stability of the region's working 
class, contribute to global climate change, and threaten Moosehead's ecological integrity.

As MAS/NRCM have pointed out, � [The easements] allow  substantially more land use development and 
substantially less land use protection than...the traditional LURC model easement...   In essence, [the 
easements] lack several fundamental conservation and land use protection provisions, or they contain 
alternate terms that could be construed to avoid standard land use protection or conservation values.� 207  

'As Alan Hutchinson of the Forest Society of Maine pointed out, it is more accurate to think of both 
easements as working forest easements.208    There is not much in the way of conservation, especially if you 
keep in mind that Plum Creek asserts economic utilization of the land for private gain as a purpose of the 
easement.209 

When the term 'working forest' is used in association with a corporation like Plum Creek, it is code for 
industrial forestry which has foul ecological impacts.  Here's a list:

*� Plum Creek's reserved development rights include those to build windpower utilities (which presumably 
includes major transmission lines), septic waste disposal by above ground spreading (subject to limitations 
of very little significance), gravel and other mining facilities (also subject to limitations of very little 
significance), as well as unbridled rights to engage in activities Plum Creek finds to be related to very 
broadly defined forest management... Plum Creek's utilization of these reserved development rights (which 
it may transfer to others) make it hard to imagine how the lands involved could be considered protected for 
conservation.� 210  

*Some other development activities include construction of windpower generation facilities, permanent 
sawmills; huts, cell towers and other telecommunications facilities; expansions and improvements of 
existing structures and all manner of (vaguely defined) forest management-related structures. Plum Creek 
can also extend roads and utilities to serve major windpower generating facilities.   

*While commercial groundwater bottling operations are explicitly prohibited in the balance easement, they 
are not explicitly prohibited in the legacy easement with The Nature Conservancy.211   This is reflective of 
Nestle/Poland Spring's influence in the Nature Conservancy.  Chip Ahrens who has represented the Nature 
Conservancy during this application process also serves as Poland Spring's attorney.

How is it that intensive resource extraction operations like gravel mining, water mining, and industrial 
timber harvesting can be aligned with the values of a conservation easement?  

It is the language of the easements that must be considered.  The language of the easements is vague, 
overly broad (such as definitions of 'forest management practices'), and asserts lucrative property rights 
that contradict common sense understandings of what 'conservation' should look like. We have shown that 
the vague language of the easements allow for a variety of disturbing scenarios.

Large Print Giveth, Small Print Taketh Away:  Loopholes for Housing Sprawl

Plum Creek's reserved development rights and the definitions of 'forest management activities' are broad 
enough to allow for fragmentation, parcelization and sprawl.  Housing facilities (without definition or 

207.  From prefiled MAS/NRCM:  PC_easement_issues.pdf
208.  2008-01-22_AM Conservation Easement Balance easement  Alan Hutchinson,Forest Society of Maine p.80
209.  Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE   lakelurc_balance.pdf
210.  Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  lakelurc_balance.pdf
211.  1-23-08 NFN Hillary Lister Cross Exam Nature Conservancy Thomas Rumpf and Warren Western Mountains
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restriction) for anyone involved in forest management activities are expressly permitted. There doesn� t 
appear to be anything in the easement that would even prevent incidental rentals to others once these 
structures are in place.212 

Even activities which are not supposed to happen are allowable if the landowner unilaterally decides that 
they are somehow related to "Forest Management Activities" or to "...any other activity Grantor deems 
useful or expedient in connection with the [forest management activities.]" 213   Plum Creek departs 
significantly from the Commission's Guidelines by reserving the right to carve up the easement's 
"conservation" lands into five large lots, together with unspecified smaller parcels to be sold (entirely free 
of the easement's restrictions) to governmental and "quasi-governmental" entities, meaning any entity 
"carrying out a public purpose," whatever that may mean.214 

We are concerned that this would allow for the possibility of kingdom lots which could be thousands of 
acres in size that someone could buy for their private property and then build a house on it so long as it is 
part of broadly defined forest management activities (like running a maple sugar house).215  
Conceivably, 'camps' for Plum Creek brass could look more like executive retreats since there's nothing in 
the easement that requires them to be (properly understood) camps rather than mansions.  As long as the 
executives are involved in 'forest management activities.'216 

Plum creek has intentionally limited the control the Third Party easement holder has over the lands it is 
supposed to be stewarding over.  The holder has a right to consultation only, it has no decision making 
power.217  And the easement holder is not empowered to approve or disapprove various uses or allowances 
218 since all the grantor has to do is consult with the easement holder on issues such as siting of 'forestry 
management' structures.219    Since structures and improvements are in the sole discretion of the grantor, 
Plum Creek could ignore the wishes of the easement holder, even after consultation.3   A further limitation 
is that there is no agreement with Plum Creek to provide any stewardship enforcement funds for the legacy 
easement.220  It would be more protective of the environment and the purposes of the easement if the holder 
actually had approval rights.  

The Legacy Easement should be thought of as a public relations campaign running parallel to the rezoning 
application.  It is an ad campaign Plum Creek has embarked with the Nature Conservancy and other non-

212. Housing facilities (without definition or restriction) for anyone involved...[Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE 
spalding_legacy.pdf][2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN
213. Even activities which are not supposed to happen...   [Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  spalding_balance.pdf]
214.  Plum Creek departs significantly... [Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  lakelurc_balance.pdf]
215...a kingdom timber lot, which would be, say, a 5,000-acre lot that somebody buys for their private property; that, subject to 
this easement, they can build a house on it if it's part of forest management activities of running, say, a maple sugar house. 
2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN
216.  2008-01-22_AM p. 90-91
217   ...the decisions about siting of those, those activities will be made in consultation with the holder, I think it would be 
appropriate to have language added there that it would be -- that decision would be done also. 2008-01-22_AM Conservation 
Easement Balance easement]
218.  This conservation easement fails to empower the Third Party with the right to approve or disapprove various uses or 
allowances reserved to Plum Creek [Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  

lakelurc balance.pdf
219.  if you're in court and the Court says, look at the easement, all it says they had to do was consult with you, they didn't need 
your approval, you're in a much worse off position than if it said they needed your approval.  2008-01-22_AM Conservation 
Easement Balance easement]
33.  structures and improvements are in the sole discretion of the grantor after consultation.  that mean that 
the grantor could ignore your advice about the siting of the structures  2008-01-22_AM Conservation 
Easement Balance easement
220.  no agreement with Plum Creek to provide any stewardship enforcement funds for the legacy easement.  2008-01-22_AM 
Conservation Easement Balance easement
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profits.  This easement is not required by the Commission's framework.  As evidenced by the public 
hearings, many Mainers believe that the Legacy Easement is a part of the rezoning application and feel 
pressured into supporting the development because of the potential of "conserving" over 300,000 acres. 
However, they are not aware that the Easement is dependent upon the Nature Conservancy paying Plum 
Creek $35 million.  There is no guarantee that the Nature Conservancy has the capacity to raise this type of 
capital regardless of whether or not the rezoning application is approved.  

This is not an act of charity.  Plum Creek has crafted this easement to profit handsomely at every turn. 
Plum Creek is selling the legacy easement at fair market value to The Nature Conservancy (TNC).  By 
selling at a lower price than it could to a housing developer, and by selling to a nonprofit corporation, Plum 
Creek may be able to glean tax breaks from this sale. 

Moreover, this easement is not intended to be paid for with exclusively private money but an acquisition in 
which the public will be asked to provide funding (likely through the Land For Maine's Future fund, which 
has been used to purchase land from The Nature Conservancy in past Maine land deals) based upon full 
market value.221

Beyond that, the conservation easements in Plum Creek's plan are a strategic marketing scheme. 222 223 224 

Plum Creek rep Patrick Phillips testified that, "The strongest current trend in resort design is 
conservation. ...Feedback from buyers who have purchased properties... suggest they feel a sense of 
satisfaction in knowing that developers share in their environmental... values."225  Plum Creek is well aware 
that the baby boomer retirees, who tout their concern for the environment, will be more likely to make an 
investment if they're tricked into thinking they're buying into something "green" (in other words, thinking 
they're doing something "good" for the environment).226 227  The easements will assist in marketing the 
resorts to well-heeled buyers who want to feel they are helping the environment. Although the easements 
are based on bad science and really offer no kind of real protection, the retirees will see this greenwashing 
as more reason to invest. A plan that advertises itself using the word "conservation" will automatically 
sound more appealing to these buyers, even if they have no idea what a true disaster it is on the ground. 
They want to feel like they're doing something special for the land. They feel content thinking that, by 
investing in real estate connected to "conservation", they're giving something back, even though they're 
contributing to the replacement of intact wilderness with resorts, mansions and golf courses, and ultimately 
destroying the largest undeveloped place east of the Mississippi River and probably the largest carbon sink 
in the eastern U.S.  

From a certain deranged perspective, the easements are a great marketing gimmick because they will 
provide ample amounts of space for these affluent people to recreate. Since trails are the #1 amenity for 

2nd home buyers, these people will be pleased as punch when they have their own private trail system 

221.  Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  lakelurc_legacy.pdf]
222.  James Tinson, a resort designer working for Hart Howerton (a resort master planning and design firm based out of NY 
City and San Fransisco) who is well aware of current trends in the market, classifies the conservation easements as a marketable 
aspect of the plan. (12/07/07am, party testimony, pg. 49, line 23)]
223.  Being familiar with the demand for luxury resorts, he says that Plum Creek’s plan would not be as attractive to the current 
market without the conservation easements. (12/07/07am, party testimony, pg. 50] line 4
224.  Since Plum Creek is a corporation most interested in maximizing profits, Mr. Tinson feels it is in their best interest to 
include the conservation easements in their proposal. (12/07/07am, party testimony, pg. 50, line 9)
225.   Patrick Phillips, Prefiled  testimony, 08/31/07
226.  “Because the baby boom generation cares about environmental stewardship…developers, designers, and resort operators 
are redefining the concept of luxury.” from article submitted as an exhibit with James Tinson’s pre-filed testimony (Hart 
Howerton, 08/31/07, exhibit 3, pg. 2):]
227.  “The strongest current trend in resort design is conservation.” “Feedback from buyers who have purchased properties…
suggest they feel a sense of satisfaction in knowing that developers share in their environmental…values.” (Patrick Phillips, 
prefiled testimony, 08/31/07)]
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through the back country of Maine. It's doubtful that these wealthy urbanites won't want to encounter an 
armed local out there in the woods. No matter what Plum Creek promises now, the conservation easements 
will be used for miles and miles of trails for hiking, biking, horseback riding, "Nordic" skiing,  "snow 
machining", jogging, walking their chocolate labs,  and whichever leisure or fitness-related activity they so 
choose. These exclusive types will inevitably be protected from encounters with locals, and most likely 
some of these trails will serve resort members only. 

Bad Precedent: Land Speculation

The Commission should be mindful not only of precedential effects but also of the uniquely long-lasting 
(one could say everlasting) impact of these decisions. Once the easement is in place, it is final; the 
Commission cannot revisit the matter over time, even at the end of the term of the Concept Plan. The 
conservation easement is permanent and each of its provisions will protect (or, more pertinently here, fail 
to protect) the land and the public interest, forever.228  

In the past, forestry companies like Great Northern understood that they needed to manage their land with 
the health of the forest in mind.  Even though they practiced industrial forestry using heavy industrial 
technology available to them at the time, it is our understanding that they were better at maintaining 
biodiversity.229   Plum Creek is different because it is a forestry company that is diversifying into real estate 
markets and proposing development,230 which is a disaster for biodiversity.  

We are troubled that a precedent may be set for  future developments where the public or the Nature 
Conservancy would  pay for some of the benefits to offset the development.  This would be a significant 
drain on coffers, either public or private, that would have been put to better use preserving forest 
elsewhere.231   It may be that large landowners will come to expect fair market price for the development 
rights to their land.232

This would fuel a new form of land speculation which in turn drives up timberland prices.   All large land 
owners might start to expect that they're going to get paid for the development rights whether they develop 
or not.233

228.  Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE   lakelurc_balance.pdf]
229. In Exhibit G to your materials, doesn't it say in there that they actually rank all the different type of owners; there's the 
industry owners, conservation owners, timber barons, real estate investment trusts, financial investors?  And they rank them in 
terms of -- their approach towards biodiversity-- and prioritize them?

A. In Hagen, et al, article, yes.
Q. something like Great Northern, the very groups that are disappearing were the best in terms of managing the land for 

biodiversity; isn't that true? 2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN]
230.  single owners of large blocks tended to use them for forestland. And now suddenly something may be changing because 
we have a very large landowner who's proposing development. 2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY 
MR. WORDEN]
231.  the Nature Conservancy's $10 million goes to Plum Creek; that means it's no longer available for conserving other working 
forest areas in the rest of the part of Maine. 

what precedent this Commission is going to set for other landowners and what the expectations are going to be and that 
that has implications for the rest of the working forests in Maine? 2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER 
BY MR. WORDEN]

[it's going to present an economic hardship if this has to be done every time and  the public has to come up with the 
money to buy the development rights in order to preserve the forest. 2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT 
WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN]
232.  the precedent is set is that in future developments the public or the Nature Conservancy is going to pay for some of the 
benefits to offset the development. 2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN]
233.  new form of land speculation which is driving up timberland prices.   all land developers now start to expect that they're 
going to get paid for the development rights whether they develop or not. 2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT 
WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN]
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Concerns About � Intentions�  vs. Explicit Language 

 Plum Creek's intention doesn't matter and cannot be trusted given their sordid history.   But we can discern 
some of their intentions by looking at some of the more telling language they use.  We've already seen how 
they intentionally limit the holder's decision-making power.  The grantor only needs to 'consult' with the 
holder.  We've seen what happens to deer wintering grounds when PC 'consults' with IFW.  The deer 
wintering grounds get cut.  PC has a dismal history.  It doesn't play well with others.  

If there's a violation of the law on easement land, the remedy you get is restoration only when it's 
'reasonably practicable.'234  And in grotesque excess, Plum Creek includes a sentence placing all liability 
upon the public for anything that may go wrong on the property, including intentional injury by Plum 
Creek employees! 235

It is important to understand that the purpose clauses of a conservation easement are not mere window 
dressing.  Look, lipstick on a pig is one thing, but eyeshadow, mascara and botox injections surely don't 
change the fact that this easement proposal is still a pig.  

Legacy Easement Should Not be Given Any Weight

The legacy easement is not signed, sealed and delivered.  Plum Creek's experts (Wagner, Brochu) 
submitted testimony in favor of the plan under the mistaken notion that both easements were guaranteed. 
It is our belief that since only 90,000 acres is guaranteed and not 300,000+ acres, their testimony should be 
largely discredited.236  From our perspective, Plum Creek is not giving the legacy easement as balance for 
its development, it is instead cashing in on the Nature Conservancy's good intentions. 237

The problem is that there is even less public benefit to this possible easement, than there is to the proposed 
� Balance Easement,�  and the � Balance Easement�  has very little public benefit. The two easements are 
very similar. Some differences are that the � Legacy Easement�  a) allows more development, b) is a sale at 
market value and not a gift, c) will be consummated only if adequate funding can be raised in the time 
allotted, d) anticipates that the public will pay for it, and e) will be required to have a public agency hold 
the easement because Forest Legacy funding is anticipated. 238

Plum Creek reserves to itself rights to engage in a number of privately lucrative enterprises that are 
potentially destructive to the conservation values the easement is purporting to provide.  239

It contains no explicitly stated public access right. Plum Creek reserves the right to charge all members of 
the public fees which are not even subject to the Holder� s approval. Plum Creek explicitly refuses to 
provide the public with access rights over its adjoining properties.240 The conservation easements will 
therefore act as the private playground for the wealthy.  See above.  

234.  a violation, the remedy you get is restoration is only when it's reasonably practicable.  2008-01-22_AM Conservation 
Easement Balance easement]
235.  Finally, in grotesque excess, Plum Creek includes in this section a sentence placing upon the public all liability for 
anything that may go wrong on the property, including intentional injury by Plum Creek employees!  [Prefiled testimony from 
FEN/RESTORE  lakelurc_balance.pdf]
236.  See Ron Kreisman's cross-examination of Jason Brochu and Robert Wagner 2008-01-17_AM.pdf]  
237.  2008-01-17_AM EXAMINATION OF ROBERT WAGNER BY MR. WORDEN
238.  Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  spalding_legacy.pdf
239.  Prefiled testimony from FEN/RESTORE  lakelurc_balance.pdf
240  Ibid. 
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The Use of the Conservation Easements as Leverage to Seek Approval of the Plan is Wrong

We need to keep in mind the realistic picture here, which is that the conservation easements are not a gift to 
Maine. They are a financial resource for Plum Creek and included in the plan for many reasons:

1. Considering what they really are: "industrial easements", Plum Creek  would continue to profit 
enormously for years to come with the activities they are requesting to allow in those easements 
(clean water alone could be worth more than gold someday). They will profit from the material and 
water extraction they are proposing to allow, coupled with additional facilities and activities, some 
of which are written in vague language and will certainly be a surprise once carried out into 
existence.

2. "Conservation" is a selling point in the marketplace right now and the plan would be less attractive 
without the easements in place. 

3. They would provide much needed space for the recreational trails demanded by the resort clientèle. 
Nordic skiing, horseback riding, biking, jogging, snowmobiling... these are all activities which will 
be carried out within the easements, as a supplement to the resorts. 

There should not be any illusions about this. The easements are in place to allow Plum Creek to continue to 
maximize their own profits, not because they care an ounce about the environment or local communities. 
They should not be used to leverage the approval of the plan. 

Conclusion

Native Forest Network believes that conservation is a keystone towards mitigating global climate change 
and protecting the unique cultural and ecological characteristics of the North Woods.  Conservation, 
however, must be rooted in principles of sustainability, carbon neutrality, and the rights of Nature to exist 
without human alteration, degradation and manipulation.  

Native Forest Network supports sustainable forestry practices, in particular those certified by the Forestry 
Stewardship Council.  We encourage the Commission to support the movement of forestry practices in the 
North Woods towards FSC standards.

Native Forest Network also believes that the Commission should support the restoration of the once great 
contiguous forest system that stretched across the greater part of the Northern United States.  Conservation 
in Maine's North Woods should reflect this regional goal that will help mitigate global climate change.  

Conservation should not be a corporate tool used to "green-wash" the general population so that industrial 
land management practices can continue to exploit the region's natural resources.

Native Forest Network believes that the proposed Balance Easement does not adequately meet the needs 
for conservation in the area.  This Commission could turn down this rezoning application in its entirety, 
revise its CLUP and zone the area, especially its out-lying areas, for forestry and explicitly prohibit this 
kind of development.
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VI. OVERSIGHT, ENFORCEMENT & POLICY

 Conflict of Interest 

Plum Creek has many political, organizational, business, and media connections as a result of the serious 
amounts of money and power that come with being the largest landowner in the country. NFN feels that 
these connections give PC undue influence over the decision-making process, and as a result, it would be 
unfair for LURC to approve the rezoning request. NFN asks that LURC give the People of Maine a chance 
to come up with their own plans for the future of these lands that our communities depend on for their 
survival. 

The list of PC relationships that follows are only a sampling of what is an extremely interconnected web. 
These connections are of particular concern when it comes to decision-making and oversight of PC's 
planned developments.

NFN has serious concerns about The Nature Conservancy being the holder of the Legacy Easement. Our 
concerns are as follows:

● TNC spends many millions of dollars a year on lobbying. In Maine, it has effectively lobbied to 
create and pass Publicly-funded bonds that put money into the Land for Maine's Future fund, which 
has been used to purchase lands from the Nature Conservancy.241 

NFN is concerned that this could conflict with LURC's Guidelines for Selection of Conservation 
Easement Holders, which state, "Generally, advocacy groups [e.g. entities whose principal mission 
is to lobby state government for particular public policy outcomes] are not appropriate holders of 
easements because of potential conflicts of interests with their responsibilities to hold and enforce 
easements in the manner prescribed by the Commission."242 

● Phillip “Chip” Ahrens serves on TNC Maine's Corporate Conservation Council Steering 
Committee, in addition to being employed as the lead attorney for TNC. He is also employed as an 
attorney for Poland Springs, a subsidiary of Nestle, which is the largest bottled water company in 
the world. TNC is the holder of the Legacy Easement, which, unlike the Balance Easement, does 
not prohibit commercial bottled water operations.243 

● LURC Chair Bart Harvey was formerly employed as local coordinator of The Nature 
Conservancy's Katahdin Forest project easement.244 

● Plum Creek itself holds a seat on The Nature Conservancy's International Leadership Council.245  

241  "The Nature Conservancy in Maine - A History, A Legacy." 
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/maine/about/art16029.html; and Intervenor Party Hearings before 
LURC, Cross Exam of Thomas Rumpf of The Nature Conservancy by Hillary Lister of NFN, January 23, 2008, pg 149.
242  LURC's Guidelines for Selection of Conservation Easement Holders, Guidelines for Selection, Conflict of Interest.
243  Rebuttal Testimony of Native Forest Network by Emily Posner, September 27, 2007.
244  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Thomas Rumpf of The Nature Conservancy by Hillary Lister of 

NFN, January 23, 2008, pg 151.
245  http://www.nature.org/joinanddonate/corporatepartnerships/leadership/
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● Another easement holder would be Western Mountains Foundation. “Maine Huts and Trails” is a 
project of Western Mountains Foundation.  Elizabeth Swain, who's the principal of Barton & 
Gingold, which has been contracted by Plum Creek to do public relations, and Virginia Davis, who 
is an attorney representing Plum Creek, both serve on the board of directors of Maine Huts and 
Trails.246 

NFN is concerned that this could constitute a conflict of interest under LURC guidelines, which 
state, “ The donor of the easement may not be a board member, founder or have a controlling 
relationship with the holder.”247

● PC and TNC claim that the forestry practices on conservation easement lands would be 
“sustainable” since PC is certified by the “Sustainable Forestry Initiative” (SFI).  NFN has raised 
many concerns about the actual sustainability SFI and effectiveness of oversight by an Industry-
created entity that are elaborated on in the section “SFI and Forestry?” Of additional concern is the 
fact that Plum Creek President Rick Holley sits on the Board of Directors of SFI.248 

● Plum Creek Maine representative Doug Denico was appointed in 2004 by Governor Baldacci to the 
Task Force on Traditional Uses Public Access to Lands in Maine.249 

● Plum Creek has contracted with Barton and Gingold to handle its Public Relations in Maine. The 
President of this firm is former LURC Commissioner Elizabeth Swain.250 

● Plum Creek attorney Severin Beliveau is a lead fundraiser for the Maine Democratic Party, and 
meets regularly with Governor Baldacci. He and PC attorney Virginia “Ginger” Davis both work 
for the law firm Preti Flaherty, which has former Senator George Mitchell as its Senior Council. 
Mitchell is also a close relative of Governor Baldacci.251

The ridiculously heavy security presence at the Public Hearings on Plum Creek's plan was an unnecessary 
show of corporate power, with masses of Local, County, and State Police, even Homeland Security, and 
Private Security and Investigators hired by Plum Creek. The fact that the heavy police presence was paid 
for by Plum Creek worked effectively as an intimidation tactic, since in order to speak your opinion of 
Plum Creek's plan at the Public Hearings you first had to pass through a gauntlet of police who would 
search your belongings. This threatens to a dangerous precedent for Public Hearings in Maine, by allowing 
a powerful corporation to flood a Public hearing with security forces that are effectively on the corporate 
payroll for the day, security forces most of whom are supposed to be Public servants, but are instead 
working as Industry servants, providing security to the highest bidder, and being given a mandate to 
videotape, search and effectively intimidate members of the Public.

NFN is concerned that these close ties between people and law firms that stand to profit from the approval 
of PC's development plans, and the Governor of Maine, who appoints the LURC Commissioners, who are 
charged with deciding whether to approve PC's rezoning request, creates a conflict of interest that could 
pose undue influence on the outcome of this important decision. 

246  Intervenor Party Hearings before LURC, Cross Exam of Larry Warren of Western Mountains Foundation by Hillary Lister 
of NFN, January 23, 2008, pg 254.

247   LURC's Guidelines for Selection of Conservation Easement Holders, Guidelines for Selection. Conflict of Interest.
248  “Plum Creek's Connections” Factsheet from maine.indymedia.org, Submitted by Sky Hall, Greenville Public Hearing, 

January 19, 2008.
249  Ibid. 
250  Ibid. 
251.  Ibid. 
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  Chapter Ten and Enforceability of Standards

CLUP

How will Plum Creek's redline version Of Chapter 10 standards, if approved, be affected when LURC 
revises its Comprehensive Land Use Plan?
 
The answer is: It won't.

The frozen standards in Chapter 10 proposed by Plum Creek would remain frozen throughout the life of 
the plan. If LURC revises its CLUP in 2008, those revisions would not apply to the frozen standards, and 
therefore would not be enforceable within the Concept Plan area. 

Plum Creek attorney Jeff Selser explained that "... based on the CLUP revision or anything else, if LURC 
makes changes to the text of Chapter 10 that impact the areas of the pocket part that we have frozen, what 
we have frozen in the plan area would control for the life of the plan"252 

Plum Creek attorney John Hempelmann agreed, "... if there would be& an inconsistency, as sometimes 
happens between comprehensive goals and policies and your regulatory mechanisms in Chapter 10, what 
we have frozen in Chapter 10 would control." 253

In describing these "inconsistencies", Hempelmann goes on to say: "[Plum Creek] confront[s] this problem 
all the time in our business because even with the CLUPs and the comprehensive plans, goals and policies 
are sometimes inconsistent." 254

 

Cumulative Impacts

Chapter 10 does not require a developer have to consider the cumulative impacts. Selser states, "Nowhere 
does it expressly state that cumulative impacts from the entire Chapter 10 or from the entire concept plan 
will be considered at the subdivision phase..." 255

Enforceability and Standards

It will be difficult to enforce environmental laws and land use standards--either those currently in place or 
those created by Plum Creek in the Chapter 10 redline--because of the limited ability of LURC or other 
regulatory agencies in Maine to monitor all of the operations and activities within the Concept Plan areas. 
The Maine State regulatory agencies are  under-staffed and under-equipped to properly regulate a 
development of this magnitude. 

If this plan is approved, it is highly likely that Plum Creek or any other developer that ends up controlling 
the rezoned areas, will hire industry biologists to do impact studies during the site specific planning phases. 
These so-called biologists will likely say what Henning Stabins and Woodlot Alternatives have said, which 
is basically, "Go ahead and develop it, there is little ecological integrity in these areas and therefore no 

252.  Jeff Selser, Intervenor Party Hearings, 1/25/08, pg. 217
253.  John Hempelmann, Intervenor Party Hearings, 1/25/08, pg. 218
254.  John Hempelmann, Intervenor Party Hearings, 1/25/08, pg. 218
255.  Jeff Selser,  Intervenor Party Hearings, 1/25/08, pg. 222
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undue adverse impacts will occur." 

Regulatory agencies do not and likely will not have the means or resources to accurately monitor all that is 
being planned in these areas. Site specific plans stand the probable chance of approval without accurate 
assessment or impact mitigation.

After approval, is is likely that buildout will begin and there will not be enough regulation to ensure that 
the responsible party is complying with LURC� s standards, or even their own standards, which have been 
outlined in the Chapter 10 redline. Plum Creek's past practice of committing violations and then, if 
necessary, paying a limited fine, is unlikely to meet with an effective deterrent under this current structure. 

It is much more profitable for a multi-billion-dollar corporation to simply pay the fines resulting from their 
destructive behavior and move forward with their plans, than it is to go through a Public approval process 
and/or properly mitigate the environmental impacts to begin with, especially if they think the policies are 
pesky (it also helps if they think they� ll get away with it). This is a well known fact of any large timber 
company in the US, including Plum Creek. They can afford to pay fines, as long as it means they will get 
their way in the end. 

Take the example of one resort developer, Tim Blixseth, owner/operator of the Yellowstone Club, a 
millionaires-only resort in the middle of Montana� s wilderness built on former Plum Creek timberlands. 
The Yellowstone Club "...has been fined on a number of occasions for building and environmental 
violations. In 2004, it was fined a record $1.8m by the Environmental Protection Agency for pollution 
related to golf course and ski slope erection... Mr. Blixseth admitted no guilt, but paid the fines anyway."256 

There were at least 60 violations on the sprawling property,257  which included "pollution of streams, 
killing trout, diverting and obliterating streams, dam building, breaking down stream banks, pumping water 
without a permit, operating heavy earth movers in streams without permits or legal authorizations." These 
violations resulted from "the construction of a golf course, roads, ski lifts and runs, and the building of 
more condominiums than permitted." According to representatives of the Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife & Parks, DEQ and the federal EPA regulators, associates and contractors of the Yellowstone Club 
ignored state stop orders and continued their violations of state and federal water quality laws. 
Yellowstone Club was fined $49,625 for violating state subdivision laws."258

Blixseth paid the fines, and those golf courses and ski slopes are in place and operational.

Another resort with similar problems is Suncadia, which was also built on former Plum Creek timberlands, 
in Washington. Myke J. Woodwell is a Roslyn local who works with a group called RIDGE to mitigate the 
impacts of Suncadia on their land and community. In a conversation with an NFN member, he warned us to 
"Keep enforcement of any agreement terms in mind during negotiation. We spent the last 5 years on 
enforcement of the Agreement terms... arguing definitions and intent with changing resort staff and 
negotiating amendments as the resort makes development changes..." 259

It is now common knowledge that Plum Creek's received the largest fine in Maine history for forestry 
violations. They were easily able to pay this fine and continue to profit from resource extraction on these 
lands, while the deer yards remain devastated. Based on these histories, we have every reason to believe 
that they will continue this type of behavior. 

256.  Exhibit A, Submitted by Will Neils, NFN Pre-filed rebuttal testimony, 09/28/07
257.  Exhibit C, Submitted by Will Neils, NFN Pre-filed rebuttal testimony, 09/28/07
258.  � Montana River Action� , Submitted by Will Neils, NFN Pre-filed rebuttal testimony, 09/28/07
259.  Exhibit submitted by Alex Lundberg, Greenville Public Hearing, 01/19/08
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Even with a full-time staff devoted to oversight of these developments, it would be nearly impossible to 
keep track of all activities proposed for Plum Creek's developments and easement land operations. We 
must remember Mr. Woodwell's warning to keep in mind our ability to do the enforcement necessary to 
protect the lands that Plum Creek wants to develop. If we do not have the ability to enforce these 
agreements, then it would be reckless to allow Plum Creek to start new developments that would increase 
its impact on the land, when it has not shown itself to be responsible or trustworthy in its current practices. 

  Planning and Future Precedents

Approval of the Plum Creek rezoning request would set dangerous precedent for future planning decisions 
throughout the region, allowing an out-of-state landowning company to completely restructure long-term 
Public policy. 

John Lambert, who served for seven years on the Cumberland Town Council dealing regularly with sprawl 
and zoning changes, spoke on the dangers of approving Plum Creek's rezoning request, saying:
 

"Zoning is initially a regulation; but with time, it becomes a social compact. It's an 
agreement amongst all of the community for the rules. And that's the deal that was struck 
when the land was bought, and other people have bought their land relying on that 
compact. And that has stayed in place with time.

"And in my experience on the council, two things in a minimum needed to be present 
before I even started looking at changing the zoning, even assuming I could get it to fit 
within the comprehensive plan. One, it had to be a compelling need. Not the compelling 
need of the applicant, the private interest, but the community. And two, not only did it 
need to be a compelling need, I needed a pretty good consensus before I did it. Not 
unanimity, you never get that; but I needed a good sense that everybody had buy-in 
because this represented a real change to a social compact. And if there is anything that 
leaps out at this process, that consensus is not here. 

"And the problem with much of what we have here is that it's not your plan, it's Plum 
Creek's plan. And what we're doing is entirely reactive. And the needs that have been 
identified here are real; but they'd be a lot more accurately and adequately addressed if 
they were being met by proactive planning."260

Two former Senators involved in the creation of LURC came out to speak at Public hearings on the 
precedent that would be set by approving Plum Creek's plan as well. 

Horace Hildreth asked: "How is it possible for a development of this size and scope not to have a 
devastating effect or impact on the lake and it's value? ...Once you change the zoning, you are stuck with 
that change. And there are no objective standards by which you can control or manage the specifics of the 
development itself once you have granted a zone change."261 

Former Senator Howard Trotsky explained: 

260  John Lambert, Greenville Public Hearing, 1-19-08, pg. 175-6.
261  Horace Hildreth, Portland Public Hearing, 12-15-07, pg. 112.
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"The big issue here to me is if you approve a Plum Creek sprawling recreational zoning 
plan, you will set a precedent, and future LURC commissions will never be able to say 
no to the myriad of future applications that will flood your offices when an economic 
cycle like ours of recession turns to the next economic boom.  We need to be proactive 
and not reactive. And I agree that there must be a coherent perspective comprehensive 
zoning plan. It must be completed for the Moosehead region before a decision is made 
on Plum Creek's application."262 

 Unveiling the Veiled Threats

Plum Creek holds a thinly veiled threat over the people of Maine - namely, that their Plan is the best offer 
we'll get, and if we don't take it, we're doomed. PC attorney Severin Beliveau might have said it best in the 
company's opening statement, when he warned: 

� If you reject this plan hoping to maintain the status quo, other unplanned development will inevitably 
occur. This unplanned development would come with far less conservation, more scattered development, 
less economic opportunity for the people of the Moosehead region. Indeed, if the trend towards kingdom 
lots continues, the loss would be catastrophic, because the loss of guaranteed public access would destroy 
ecotourism opportunities. 

"This is a high stakes game. Project proponents want you to gamble it away. Gambling, in 
my opinion, can only result in a lose/lose situation for us all because no landowner would 
go beyond this proposal, would provide again unprecedented benefits to the region and to 
all Maine people. If we lose this opportunity now, we will have blown it, not just for 
ourselves but for generations to come."263

It is interesting that Beliveau, who also works as a lobbyist for the gambling industry, would give such 
grave warnings about the dangers of gambling. 

In response to this threat, Jim Glavine, speaking for Moosehead Futures, commented that members of 
MRFC were: “surprised [and]...frankly, somewhat offended by the closing remarks ...wherein [Plum 
Creek] blatantly threatened it's pretty much our way or no way. ... The suggestion that this corporation is 
the only Party equipped or ...knowledgeable enough to establish a sound development and conservation 
plan for the lands of the Moosehead region pays no respect whatever to the good people ...in the 
Moosehead region and throughout the state of Maine.”264 

While the Plum Creek plan may be a gamble, not everyone thought approval would result in a winning 
hand. Buck O'Herrin of Montville, testifying at the Augusta Public Hearing, commented that, “We are all 
gamblers gambling away the hope of a future capable of sustaining us and our children for one that is very 
uncertain.”265 

Plum Creek's threat that rejection of their plan would lead to a future of endless economic gloom doesn't 
hold even a drop water. We explore just a fragment of the myriad alternative possibilities in the next 

262  Howard Trotsky, Greenville Public Hearing, 1-19-08, pg. 157.
263  Severin Beliveau, Plum Creek Opening Statement, LURC Intervenor Party Hearings, 12-3-07, pg 11.
264  Jim Glavine, MRFC Opening Statement,LURC Intervenor Party Hearings, 12-3-07, p. 168.
265  Buck O'Herrin, Augusta Public Hearing, 12-2-07, pg 185. 
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section of this Brief. But what about the more subtle form that this threat takes? What about the threat of 
"piecemeal development" in the absence of their plan? 

The Reality Behind Plum Creek's Threat of Piecemeal Development

NFN feels that Plum Creek� s threat of piecemeal development (as illustrated in Alison Truesdale� s buildout 
analysis) is a bluff. They have used this threat to gain support for their proposal by painting a false image 
of how development would play out if the concept plan is disapproved. 

There are a number of reasons why Plum Creek will not have much success developing in this manner: 

T They stand to lose tens of millions of dollars (somewhere around $60 million), which OSI has 
illustrated through their discussion papers. Some of the reasons being for this loss include the fact 
that there would likely be no resorts, no commercial zones and no conservation easements.

 They would have to abuse the 2-in-5 subdivision exemption, and LURC has the power to regulate 
this type of development to prevent it from being abused.

 They couldn� t sell and run, which is obviously the quickest and most profitable option and is only 
possible with a packaged deal. 2-in-5 development would be a much longer and more drawn out 
process and a long-term commitment on the part of PC.

 The market they expect to draw to the region with the concept plan would not be attracted without 
the amenities provided by the resorts, easements and commercial zones. How can PC emphasize 
that the resort and residential aspects of the plan are � inextricably linked�  and in fact � symbiotic� 
and then say they will develop piecemeal if the plan is disapproved? The market for the piecemeal-
style development they threaten is simply not there. According to Plum Creek's own testimony, 
people who are looking for the combination of a remote experience combined with a high-end 
vacation home will want the resort/commercial infrastructure in place to meet their high 
expectations and demands.  

LURC should not take the threat of piecemeal development seriously when considering the approval or 
disapproval of this plan. LURC is not at the mercy of Plum Creek and can proceed with regional planning 
as it--and the people of the region to whom it is accountable--see fit. Former Senator Horace Hildreth, who 
wrote and sponsored the legislation that created LURC,  questioned the need to for approval of such a 
massive plan and affirmed LURC's power: "[I]t's not clear to me why the zone change has to cover all of 
this vast area at once. Why not require Plum Creek to come back with bite-size chunks of proposals over a 
period of time so that development can take place in an orderly fashion and gradually?"266 

Or, why not reject the plan altogether and work with the communities of northern and central Maine to 
imagine and build a better path to social, economic and environmental well-being? 

266  Horace Hildreth, Portland Public Hearing, 12-15-07, pg. 112.
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VII. ALTERNATIVE VISIONS FOR NORTH WOODS COMMUNITIES   
Introduction

"The Plum Creek proposal could be considered the mother of all of these antiquated, poorly-conceived, 
outmoded and failed method of economic development,” said Cheryl Ring at the Augusta Public Hearing, " 
I would like us to use our good resources to come up with something better."267

Moosehead Lake, The North Woods and Maine deserve better than a poorly constructed Concept Plan, 
which is filled with loopholes,false promises and little foresight into the future of Maine and the planet. 
Maine and its governing agencies need the foresight to recognize that large development in a 
predominately undeveloped area is a bad idea, both for the immediate future as well as for the future 10, 
15, 30, 50, and a 100 years down the road.  

We need to start thinking towards a different future in light of the challenges that the people of this 
statewill have to face.  Despite what Plum Creek's public relations campaign has said, the company's 
massive and sprawling development is not the only nor the best vision for the region's future...  Plum Creek 
has proven itself, both in Maineand other states, to be a company that is not to be trusted with large 
development, nor its logging practices.  The Commission has heard testimony from numerous individuals 
from within the state on the topic of Plum Creek� s land management in the North Woods as well as from 
individuals testifying from Montana, warning of Plum Creek� s reputation in regards to its development 
plans.  The economic incentives we are being offered are shallow and ambiguous and being accepted by 
many without thorough scrutiny.  It has been proven, through the arduous process of cross-examination--
summarized and elaborated upon in this Brief--that Plum Creek� s economic incentives hold little water.

Yet the question remains:  If not Plum Creek’s development, then what?  Native Forest Network' believes 
that economic development is necessary for the region.  The question is about what "economic 
development" should actually mean, and how it will manifest itself on the ground in the North Woods.  We 
believe that Plum Creek’s proposal does not qualify as true economic development.  We believe it is an old, 
tried and failed approach of a economic paradigm that contributed to global climate change and 
undermined local cultures and communities.  Instead we suggest fresh ideas for economic prosperity that 
have the potential to refurbish local economies and bring people back from the brink of economic collapse 
while creating workplace dignity and maintaining ecological integrity.  

A Holistic Framework for Economic Development 

Opening Imagination: "Whole Life Economics"

The greatest obstacle to sustainable and community-centered economic development in northern and 
central Maine may be our imaginations. We have been limited by a  narrow understanding of the nature of 
economies and economics. Taught by schools, media and professional economists to see the economy as a 
huge, abstract force animated by unchangeable "laws" and truly understood only by the most elite experts. 
Consequently,we have allowed our imaginations to become lazy.  If the economy is like the weather, then 
all we can do is hope for the best and carry a good umbrella. This story generates a pervasive helplessness 
in communities throughout the world. At the mercy of huge economic forces, local people learn to focus on 

267  Cheryl Ring, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07. 
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community weaknesses rather than community strengths and can only hope to beg and plead for "economic 
development" from the large forces of outside capital. 

We are also limited by the economic categories that we use, and by the narrow ways we are taught to 
define them. "Wealth" is defined as income and tangible capital assets. "Growth" is defined as the 
necessary increase in infrastructure, income, jobs, profits and such that economies "require" in order to be 
healthy. "Economic Development" is defined as the creation of more jobs. Indeed, all of economic and 
community life becomes centered on the two holy grails of economic activity profit and jobs. On the 
business side, the goal is to maximize profit. This activity, regardless of what it truly entails, will lead to 
the betterment of society. On the side of individuals and communities, the goal is to create jobs. Regardless 
of what these jobs are or whether they are meaningful, healthy and sustainable, their very creation will 
automatically lead to "economic betterment" for the population. More jobs means more spending, which 
means more profits for companies which means, in turn, more investment and therefore more jobs. A 
simple--and unfortunately naive--equation. 

We must reclaim our imaginations from the grip of these narrow ideas. We must challenge the notion that 
economics is like the weather. Economies are social creations. They do not exist independent of the real 
policies, institutions and relationships that we as people create and sustain on a daily basis.  Economic 
"laws" are not the laws of nature; they are historically-created patterns that we have the power to challenge 
and to transform. Our communities can choose other economic paths; we do not have to accept the fates 
handed to us by the powers of Big Business or by the expert elites.  We must learn to believe this: our 
economies are ours to create. 

Economics is about much more than profits and jobs.  Economics is about all of the diverse ways that we 
as people work to meet the needs of ourselves, our families and our communities.  It is about how we relate 
to each other in meeting those needs.  It is about how we achieve our dreams in the context of community 
and of our responsibility to others and to the world around us.  It is about how we interface with nature, 
how we use resources and produce the things we consume.  It is about what we take, how we take it, and 
what we give back.  Growing food for subsistence, hunting, fishing, raising our children, caring for our 
elders, sharing with neighbors, lending and borrowing, volunteering in our communities: these activities 
are all just as "economic"--and just as central to our economic well-being--as are jobs and successful 
businesses.  To talk about economics as if all of these spheres of our lives were incidental or separate is to 
cut ourselves off from the whole-life realities that make up our world. We become autistic, and our well-
being suffers. 

This is crucial: if we begin to think about "economics" in a more holistic, "whole-life" way, our definition 
of "economic development" must change.  It is no longer enough to claim that simply creating "more jobs" 
leads to genuine economic well-being.  It is no longer necessarily true that "economic growth" creates a 
healthier community.  It is no longer the case that "profit" inherently--independent, that is, of how it is 
made--benefits anyone other than the people who get to keep it at the end of the day. 

Cheryl Ring reflected on her own experiences in this regard at the Augusta Public Hearing: 

"Many of the projects that I have seen since I was a child that have been done in the name of the economic 
progress have been done at the expense of our quality of life.  And I think that's so extremely shortsighted. 
And we've had so many decades of shortsighted economic development that it's time now for us to learn 
from our mistakes."268

Darci Schofield, at the Portland Public Hearing, suggested an alternative: "economic growth requires 
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quality, not just quantity."269  The question must shift from "how many jobs will this create?" to "will this 
create a healthier and more stable community of empowered, caring people?" 

Another shift must be made as well. The evidence is overwhelmingly clear at this point in history that there 
is no separation between the health of human communities and the health of the environments in which 
they live.  Conventional economics has been built on the assumption that nature is simply a stockpile of 
passive resources which we mine (for free) in order to � add value�  and do "productive" things with them. 
Even many of the proponents of "eco-tourism" end up talking about nature as if it were important only as 
an "economic asset" which can be branded, sold and marketed to generate "sustainable" profits. 

From the standpoint of basic human survival, this perspective is no longer viable.  No activity that 
undermines the health of natural communities and ecosystems can be considered "economically viable."  If 
economics is no longer just about jobs and profits, and if the health of ecosystems is inseparable from the 
health of human communities, then economic development must have environmental health as a core goal 
and measure. 

We covered this earlier, but will say it again with these ideas in mind: in no way can Plum Creek's plan, 
which will inevitably involve the continued disempowerment of local communities, ongoing economic 
underdevelopment, and increased environmental degradation, can be considered a benefit to the region. 
We need something entirely different, and we are capable of creating it without the likes of Plum Creek. 
To quote David Mercer at the Greenville Public Hearing: "In Maine...outside corporate financial priorities 
have driven the process. It is time for Maine and the Commission to take control of its own destiny."270

Transforming Our Local Stories: Wealth & Strength Instead of Need & Weakness

This holistic view of economics suggested above must be integrated into our strategies and approaches to 
economic development in central and northern Maine communities. What does this look like?  We will 
contrast two basic "models" of development. The model that Plum Creek represents is one that is:

 Focused on community need and weakness
 Company-driven
 Money-centered
 Job-centered

The model that we propose is: 

 Focused on community assets and strengths
 Community-driven
 Health-centered
 Livelihood-centered

We will contrast these elements one-by-one. 

1.  Asset-Based Community Development vs. Needs-Based Community Development. 

Plum Creek, and the development model that they bring to the table, encourages communities to focus on 
their needs and weaknesses. "Proponents of Plum Creek's plan would lead you to believe that we are 
desperate and jobless and in need of saving by Plum Creek's development," said Greenville resident Darci 

269Darci Schofield, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07.
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Schofield at the Portland Public Hearing, "the people of the Moosehead Lake region are rich with
the quality of life Moosehead's wild forests, lakes, rivers and mountains provide us.  We are an educated 
people, intelligent enough to choose such a spectacular place to live and raise our families."271

Playing on a deeply-ingrained cultural story (one that we discussed earlier), the Big Company benefits 
when people see their communities as vacuums of economic activity and resources which can only be 
filled by powerful businesses from away.  The Big Company has little incentive to encourage a community 
to examine its strengths and potentials for self-sufficiency; positive things will only be said when they are 
to become assets of the company itself (natural resources of the region, for example).  The story 
perpetuates itself: people focus on weakness and need and feel weaker and needier.  The Big Company 
appears as an increasingly attractive solution to these woes. 

Asset-based community development (or "ABCD," as some of its practitioners call it) is a fundamentally 
different approach. It begins not with weakness but with strength.  Every community is wealthy; the 
question is one of identifying its specific forms of wealth and then working to mobilize them for 
community development and improvement.  ABCD encourages people and communities to reflect on their 
potential, on their power to create and to stand tall.  What are we good at? What resources do we have? 
What skills? What knowledge? What kinds of strong relationships and institutions exist in our community? 
From a place of growing confidence, communities can strategize their own economic development without 
necessary recourse to outside saviors. 

"I think that we have to develop in a way that really strengthens the assets that our state already has," said 
Tracy Allen at the Portland Public Hearing, "And there is a real distinction between smart development that 
respects Maine's assets, that respects its natural resources and potential for nature-based recreation and 
development that respects its people. And Plum Creek's development isn't in alignment with that."272

The ABCD approach does not at all entail creating an overly-rosy picture of the often hard realities of 
northern communities.  It does not entail ignoring real needs.  The difference lies in where we begin. 
Beginning with weakness makes it difficult to see strengths, and communities are tempted to seek outside 
solutions--and to accept the deep compromises that can come with such "solutions." Beginning with 
strengths encourages a community to believe in its potential and power to shape its own future, and to 
successfully tackle its own needs and challenges. This does not mean that "outside help" is never necessary 
or useful; it means, rather, that this outside help is sought from a place of strength and conscious strategy 
rather than from weakness and desperation. 

Would a strong, confident and mobilized network of communities in central and northern Maine need Plum 
Creek in order to develop healthier local and regional economies? Probably not. 

2. Community-Driven Development vs. Company-Driven Development.  

"Company-driven development" is a direct consequence (and symptom) of need-based development. It is 
also a dominant historical pattern in the region.  This is the model of economic development in which a 
Big Company, or a series of Big Companies, are at the center of economic life. The motto of this model 
could be the well-worn refrain "what's good for the company is good for the town." 

While promoted as a strategy for economic development, company-driven development is, in fact, a 
disguised form of imposed "underdevelopment." A model of economics not unlike that of colonial 
situations. It is to the benefit of a company like Plum Creek to maintain a certain level of dependency (and 
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thus disempowerment and need) in their host community: this is the source of their political, social and 
economic power. It is also the origin of their cheap labor. 

Here's the raw reality, told by Leroy Walker at the Augusta Public Hearing: 

"I don't think a company can get to be as wealthy or as powerful as Plum Creek without 
lying, cheating, and stabbing people in the back.  I think they have only one goal, and 
that's to make as much money as possible, as quickly as possible.  They want to liquidate 
our trees, our water, our real estate, whatever they can, to make huge profits, which they'll 
then take and put in a bank overseas somewhere.  That essentially would make Maine a 
colony just like we were 400 years ago when the British Crown claimed to be the legal 
landowner of this territory."273

Community-driven development stands in bold contrast to this model.  In the ABCD model, the health and 
well-being of local communities--and the people, families and environments within them--comes first.  All 
economic activity is measured by the extent to which it directly serves these communities.  It is a logical 
impossibility that the profit-driven interests of a corporation based 6,000 miles away and legally 
accountable only to its stockholders could consistently coincide with the interests of  local communities. 
Not all actions which make money for the company will benefit a local population: this much is clear. 

Tracy Allen, again, said it well: "We need homegrown plans for development that are really rooted in 
Maine, rooted in our place, and rooted in our people, and that reflect the passionate concern that we all 
have for the future of Maine."274

An economic development agenda driven by community strengths and aspirations is likely to look 
fundamentally different than an agenda that has been subordinated to the needs of an outside corporation or 
a few powerful local businesses. It is an agenda that is more likely to inspire local creativity and 
democratic participation, to encourage young people to become more engaged in community life, to 
directly meet community needs by mobilizing local resources, and to generate economic activity that is 
less dependent on external forces and institutions and thus more stable and sustainable over the long-term. 

3. Job-Centered Development vs. Livelihood-Centered Development

A community-driven development process entails a different way of looking at the question of 
"employment."  Company-driven economic development is sustained and supported by a narrow focus on 
"jobs" as one of the sole indicators of economic health and growth.  The fundamental goal of economic 
development becomes the creation of "more jobs."  Dr. Colgan's statistics appear, then, as indicators of 
Plum Creek's deliverance of regional salvation.  "Without jobs there is no one here," said John Lander of 
Bangor at the Greenville Public Hearing.275  Jobs, jobs, jobs. If only we had jobs, everything would be just 
fine.  Plum Creek's got jobs for us? Bring 'em on! 

Native Forest Network, of course, supports the creation of jobs.  But "job creation" should not be at the 
center of economic development.  Plum Creek has gotten things backwards. "Employment" should be 
understood as an effect of doing meaningful and important work that is needed by ourselves, our families, 
friends and communities.  Instead, is has become the fundamental goal of economic life.  Instead of 
beginning our economic development process by identifying real physical, social and spiritual needs in our 
communities and then developing community solutions to address them, we begin with the question: "how 
can we get more jobs"? 

273  Leroy Walker, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
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This job-centered focus serves the Big Company well. Indeed, the only thing that Plum Creek has to offer 
the communities of central and northern Maine are jobs. Barely a soul in this region will be able to afford 
the high-end amenities that the proposed development will offer. And barely a soul might even want them 
even if they were affordable. As Susan Dixon-Smith said at the Greenville Public Hearing (12/01/07): "If I 
wanted to live near a theme park, I'd move to Florida."  Jobs form the leverage point for the Big Company 
to throw its weight around, and to convince people that economic development should be company-driven 
rather than community-driven. 

Jobs are not everything.  To quote Edwin Walden of Greenville (Greenville Public Hearing, 12/01/07),"The 
strong man I would also like to knock down is that we're all going to starve to death here if we don't let 
Plum Creek come in and give us jobs.  It's true they'll give five, maybe eight years of activity.  But when 
it's left, you have destroyed what we had in the first place." 

To re-frame the debate, here's a proposition: "jobs" are only important when people no longer have the 
means to directly satisfy their needs and achieve their dreams.  Historically, jobs substituted the direct 
creation of livelihood for the earning of money to purchase that livelihood.  People interested in 
"employing" others (ie- purchasing their time and labor) worked to dismantle the systems by which a 
majority of the population remained independent.  Common resources were privatized so that it would 
require money (and hence "jobs") to purchase them.  Subsistence skills were gradually replaced with "job 
skills."  The freedom that was fought for in the American Revolution shifted from a freedom to work the 
land independent of bosses and kings to "the freedom to choose your employer." 

Yet while things have changed since the early settlers of Maine came here to escape wage work in the 
Massachusetts factories and make a living with their own hands on their own land, one basic fact remains: 
our livelihoods are more than our jobs. 

We are not just workers: we are parents, lovers, neighbors, friends, church members, caretakers, 
volunteers, children, teachers, gardeners, hunters and fishers, craftspeople, thinkers, writers, dreamers, 
storytellers, jokers, community organizers, advocates, town meeting participants, recreationists, cooks, 
house cleaners, home repair people, and more.  A 1997 study by Robinson & Godbey  showed that roughly 
58% of all work in the U.S. is unpaid subsistence work.276  That means that a majority of the effort spent 
meeting basic human needs occurs outside of the framework of "jobs." 

We need to take these facts seriously when strategizing about "economic development": if our goal is only 
to create jobs, then we have "economically developed" less than half of our community.  The rest remains 
invisible, unrecognized and unsupported. If our goal is, instead, to create and sustain meaningful 
livelihoods in our communities (which includes jobs, but also all of the other ways that we sustain 
ourselves mentioned above), then we will develop solutions that consider our communities as a whole and 
that strengthen all aspects of economic life. 

4. Health-Centered Development vs. Money-Centered Development . 

An economy centered on money rather than on community and ecological health is the cause and the effect 
of our narrow focus on company profits and job creation as the core elements of economic well-being. 
This is not to say that money is not important to economies and to economic well-being.  Rather it is to say 
that money should serve the goal of increasing and sustaining the health and well-being of communities 
and their environments.  The current economic structure is set up in such a way that communities and 
environments are placed in the service of making money. 

276 J. Robinson and G. Goodbey. Time For Life; The Surprising Ways Americans use Their Time. Penn State University Press, 
1997.
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If economic development is not centered on the betterment of human and environmental health, then it 
cannot be considered true "economic development." Instead it is economic activity that may or may not 
come at the expense of communities and ecosystems.  Such activity in the name of "development" is the 
direct cause of today's environmental and social crises: communities coming unraveled, young people in 
despair, an unpredictably changing climate, impending resource scarcity.  True "development" is the 
development of the capacity of individuals and communities to be active, healthy and empowered 
participants in family and community life, and the maintenance of the capacity of ecosystems to sustain 
themselves and we who depend on them. 

Companies such as Plum Creek, who seek to profit through economic activity which undermines 
community and environmental health, benefit from defining their work as "development."  They play on--
and perpetuate--a familiar tension: "environmental health" versus "economic growth."  Plum Creek and 
their "pragmatic" supporters would have us believe that this is a fundamental and unavoidable tension that 
must be "balanced."  Therefore, they reason, Plum Creek's development is "the best we can do" to create 
both "profits" and a "healthy environment." 

It's a circular argument: as long as Plum Creek defines "economic growth" and "economic development" as 
their work of maximizing profit at the expense of all else, they are correct that there is a tension.  What 
they are really demanding is that the communities of northern and central Maine compromise their own 
health and well-being for the sake of "necessary" corporate profits. 

This all comes back to our earlier discussions about the nature of economics.  As long as economics--and 
hence "economic well-being"--is defined only in terms of jobs, profits, and quantitative growth, the Plum 
Creeks of the world shall prevail in their logic and in their positions of social and economic power.  The 
tension between environmental health and economic development is not inherent in human life; it is a 
tension that is created by particular institutional structures and cultural beliefs.  The two elements are, in 
fact, inseparable. 

We could have jobs, jobs, jobs up the wazoo and be dying of cancer and living in a wasteland.  Indeed, 
Plum Creek was rated in 2000 by the Environmental Protection Agency as being one of the top 100 
polluters in the U.S. in terms of recognized carcinogens.277  Plum Creek's operation in Columbia Falls, 
Montana is one of the top 50 polluters as measured by the EPA's Toxic Release Index.278 So much for 
economic development. 

Yet when we re-define the terms of the game, a whole different picture emerges.  We propose that the 
pursuit of activities that increase the health and well being of both communities and ecosystems is both 
possible and necessary.  It is this path, and this path only, that can lead to true prosperity for the 
communities of northern and central Maine. Plum Creek is not part of this future. 

Strategies for a Healthy Economy in the Moosehead Region

What would healthyeconomic development principles look like in practice?  What would it mean to focus 
on asset-based, community-driven, livelihood-oriented and health-centered development? 

In the following section, we outline some concrete strategies that could work to transform the current 
conditions of economic vulnerability and underdevelopment into conditions of increased local self-
sufficiency, empowerment, democratic participation, and ecological and community health.  These are 
strategies that do not require the big outside capital of a corporation like Plum Creek; instead they draw on 

277Mike Bond, Portland Public Hearing, 12/7/07. 
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the power and potential that already exists in the region, but remains untapped because of our historical 
pattern of "mental dependency" on the Big Company. 

1. Democratic Participation in Economic & Community Life

Maine� s North Woods needs a sustainable alternative to large scale development catered to out-of-state 
aristocracy with a here-one-day, gone-tomorrow attitude.  Most importantly is the need for community-
wide brainstorming and decision making.  It� s the younger generation of Mainers who will feel, most 
acutely the end result of whatever decision is made.  For this reason it is so critical that the Commission 
listen to the voices that will inherit this decision in the future.  Native Forest Network doesn� t believe that a 
proposal that puts an entire region at stake can be proposed and implemented by a corporation designed to 
maximize profit at the expense of the earth and its resources.  

We propose, instead, the implementation of a serious, long-range process for democratic regional planning 
in Somerset and Piscataquis Counties.  Through such a process, insight would be gained into how Maine� s 
natural resources can be used in order to benefit the population most effectively.Communities must be 
given time to imagine and develop sustainable alternatives that allow locals the chance to hold onto their 
way of life while preserving the wilderness that makes Moosehead a special place.

This vision was described extensively in the testimony of Will Neils: 279

"An alternative vision in this circumstance realistically has to be influenced by the people 
in the community.  And I understand that's the legal charge that [LURC is] responsible 
for right now. I feel what's lacking is the dynamic.  These people have more power, 
because of their economic resources and their land base, than any of the citizens in the 
state...except for other large landowners similar to themselves...The point is that the 
vision which we need to have is a vision which is influenced not by multinational 
corporations, not by giant companies, but a vision which is created in our communities 
and which is given time to develop.

"What we needed for this was not a series of four scoping sessions and a series of public 
hearings, but to tell [Plum Creek], okay, you go away for five years; we're going to 
develop listening sessions all over these counties, Somerset and Piscataquis Counties, 
and all over the areas that are most affected in this geographic region. And we're going to 
go into these towns and we're going to ask the people in these towns, from the old-timers 
in their 80s who remember the day, to the youngsters who are disillusioned.

"It's important for us to remember in this context that there is a huge, huge, huge 
pandemic painkiller epidemic spreading across this state. It started in Washington County 
and it's spread all over.  We're losing the youth of this state to drugs and total absolute 
disillusionment, not only with the system, but with everything that they're being taught 
on TV and everything else. They're being taught not to question anything and to accept 
whatever is handed to them, whether it's a burger at McDonald's or a pizza at Pizza Hut 
or a stupid little shirt at the mall.  We have a lack of vision in our youth right now. 

"What we need is to reach out to all of the people in these communities and find out what 
their visions are for their communities.  We need to know why it is that the loggers are so 
disenchanted and how it's broken their hearts to clearcut deer yards that their families 
have been hunting in for generations and that they can't go fishing anymore in the 
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streams that their grandparents took them to because they had to cut them.  And we need 
to ask those people and the people who used to work in furniture factories... how it is that 
we can create an alternative vision which will create ways for us to take the natural 
resources that we have in the state... and how we can value add those on our terms and 
conditions in our communities in ways that will create consistent job bases so that we're 
not dependent on affluent millionaires from away who will come in here and have their 
drunk teenagers driving their SUVs around late at night. 

"The point is... we need to do in Greenville and in this area in Moosehead what we didn't 
do in the midcoast, what we didn't do in Freeport, what we didn't do throughout the rest 
of the state that has beautiful scenic resources that these people desire so much, which is 
put the brakes on and give our communities an opportunity to think for themselves about 
what they need. And that is what should be happening right now.

"The point is that [the people of the region] need to be given the space to think and use 
their own imaginations about what their communities need.  And that is not possible with 
the options they are being given right now."

Mr. Neils was not the only person to speak about the strength of our communities and the necessity for 
Maine people to develop our own solutions.  Diane Potter addressed this at the Augusta Public Hearing: 

"I don't like the idea that we should be fearful that if we don't catch this brass ring, it's 
going to be gone.  Because we have many people in this building, in this state, who 
know all about good rules for economic development, the environment, and we can have 
a Maine plan put together by Maine people."280

Angel Putney spoke out at the Greenville Public Hearing: "The decisions about development should come
from the people living in the communities directly effected and not by Plum Creek, and not be pressured 
by lack of access and all the things that they are threatening."281

Native Forest Network is prepared to assist, in any way possible, the undertaking of such listening sessions 
and planning processes in the towns and areas most affected by Plum Creek� s proposal.  We believe that 
this is a chance for Maine to take a different approach, to set a precedent, to create a new paradigm, and to 
let the individuals most affected by this decision shape their future outcome.

2. Building Economic Diversity for Economic Resilience

The call for an increase in economic diversity in the region appears to be unanimous. Voices from all sides 
of the issue have spoken in favor of diversifying the economy of the North Woods. This is a sensible 
position: diverse economies, like diverse ecosystems, are healthier, more resilient under pressure, and more 
sustainable.   Folk wisdom has been telling us for a long time that it's never a good idea to "put all your 
eggs in one basket." 

But what, exactly, does "economic diversity" mean?  Like all buzzwords, it runs the risk of meaning 
nearly anything--and hence almost nothing.  In reality, "economic diversity" comes in many forms, some of 
which are much more helpful than others.  One could say, for example, that the development of a big-box 
store adds "diversity" to a community of small businesses.  The development of a Burger King next to the 
Mcdonalds could also be called "diversifying."  Indeed, the addition of any new and slightly different 

280Diane Potter, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
281  Angel Putney, Greenville Public Hearing, 1/19/08). 
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business to a given economy could be said to increase "economic diversity."

What does this type of economic diversity accomplish other than simply making a few things different? 
Not necessarily very much.  This is "shallow diversity," and it misses the point.  What makes true 
economic diversity an important component of an economy--and what makes that economy resilient and 
healthy--is that this diversity is based on a wide array of different kinds of economic relationships that 
extend across the whole spectrum of a community's economic needs. 

Developing more facilities for tourism in a tourism-based economy--regardless of how "different" they 
are--does not increase the true economic diversity of the region.  This is because all tourism facilities are 
dependent on a single set of factors: the viability of the regional, national and global tourist economies. 
Should an economic downturn lead to a decline in disposable income and thus a decline in tourism activity 
(as is currently probable given economic trends), all of these "diverse" tourism facilities would be rendered 
useless in the sustenance of the local and regional economy. 

The same can be said for economic "diversity" that is derived from second home real estate sales.  From a 
shallow diversity perspective, such development might bring "different" people into the area and create 
temporary "different�  jobs in the construction industry, but the entire basis for this form of "diversity" is 
the assumption that the second home market will continue to grow and thrive.  In an economy in which the 
first home market is steadily declining, such an assumption is sketchy at best.  Again, diversifying the 
number, size and scope of second home developments does not necessarily constitute meaningful 
economic diversity. 

Economic diversity--in the robust sense of the word--comes from economic development that increases 
local economic activity in many different sectors of the economy: not just tourism and natural resource 
extraction, but retail, agriculture, education, health, construction and repair, manufacturing, craft 
production, social services, arts, culture and  entertainment, public works, household and subsistence work, 
childcare and eldercare, and more.  Development across all of these sectors must not be dependent on 
singular (or even a limited number of multiple) factors such as ownership by a few large companies or 
dependence on a single industry that supports them via "multiplier" effects.  Rather, this development 
should be built on multiple, diverse structures of ownership (small businesses, families, cooperatives, 
community-owned enterprises, nonprofits and public institutions) and be built on stable community 
constituencies. 

3. Local Production for Local Needs  

A diverse economy cannot be an economic oriented primarily toward export and trade. While there is 
nothing inherently problematic about trade--indeed, it can be extremely beneficial in some contexts--there 
are great dangers in relying on it for the bulk of a community's economic sustenance. Primary reasons for 
this include the higher ecological (and, increasingly, financial) costs of transportation, the potential 
volatility and instability of global and national markets, increased difficulty of building accountability 
between distant producers and consumers, and the potential underdevelopment of a given community's 
resource and skill base if too much dependence is placed on distant sources of production. 

Local production of goods and services for local people comes with a whole host of benefits other than 
increased economic diversity and stability. Many of these benefits were discussed in the section of this 
Brief entitled "Demonstrated Need and Economic Impacts" and do not need to be reiterated. Suffice it to 
say that local production has the potential to lower environmental costs, increase levels of community 
input into the nature of the production (thus harmonizing production more closely with actual community 
demand), increase economic and social benefits to the community including the creation of more stable, 
long-term and higher-paying jobs. 
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We need the foresight to realize the importance of creating closer-knit production, consumption and waste 
cycles.  By creating a localized, self sustaining economy we can end the supposed dependence on multi-
national corporations like Plum Creek for false solutions to economic problems. "To my mind," said Kyla 
Hershey-Wilson at the Augusta Public Hearing, "[a] sustainable economy...can't rely on tourism, it can't 
rely on people burning fuel to come here, paying us dollars we can spend on products that come from far
away. With the dollar losing value, and the fuel prices increasing, we need to learn to rely on resources that 
exist here, not far away."282

Not everyone, of course, believes in the possibility of local market development. Luke Muzzy, "Plum 
Creek Land Asset Manager", wonders why Greenville is called a "designated service center...if you're not 
going to have anything to serve."283 Interesting statement, considering that Muzzy actually lives in the area 
and is likely to be aware that he has 1,600+ neighbors. In the economics of need-based, company-driven 
development, of course, these neighbors just don't count. In the economics of a community-centered 
development scheme, they are the very base upon which economics is built. 

This is the core of a locally-based economic development strategy for local production: the resources of 
municipalities, investors, developers, government agencies, academic institutions and entrepreneurs are 
diverted from the process of "smokestack chasing" (begging large out of state corporations to develop in 
Maine) and placed instead into:  1) identifying the inputs needed by existing locally-owned businesses; and 
the needs of local people not being met by these businesses; and 2) supported the development of family- 
worker- and community-owned businesses to supply these inputs/ meet these needs. 

Let's look at some specific strategies: 

 Import Substitution

Import substitution involves the replacement of products and services that are currently sourced 
from outside a given community or region with similar products and services that come from the 
community itself. This can either involve the expansion of existing businesses to meet the need, or 
the development of new enterprises. Some facts and figures might help illustrate the potential 
power of such a strategy. The Bangor Daily News (February 2, 2004) described the results of a 
study done in the region by economist Michael Schuman: 

"The Katahdin region has 1,400 potential jobs that new businesses could create to 
plug the leak of local dollars that buy imported goods and services. Once developed, 
the jobs could raise the $107 million annual payroll in East Millinocket, Medway and 
Millinocket by $33 million and lead to a $170 million annual boost in production by 
businesses in Penobscot, Aroostook and Piscataquis counties.".284 

Such a potential was realized in Eugene, Oregon by a community developer named Alana Probst: 

"In the 1980s, without the communication efficiencies of the internet, Alana Probst 
of Eugene, OR asked 10 local businesses to list 40 items which they purchased from 
out of state. Armed with this list of 400 items, she went to local businesses in search 
of potential bidders. In its first year, Oregon Marketplace generated over 100 new 
jobs as well as 2.5 million dollars in contracts."285 

282  Kyla Hershey-Wilson, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07. 
283Luke Muzzy. Opening Statement for Plum Creek before LURC, Dec 3, 2007, pg 23.
284. "Katahdin Area Looks To Keep Spending Local." Bangor Daily News, February 2, 2004.
285. Avik Basu, http://www.umich.edu/~econdev/importsub/ 
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Import substitution strategies can be supported by state subsidies and tax incentives (these 
subsidies and tax incentives can be taken away, then, from corporations like Plum Creek). Through 
new locally-based and regionally-based business development, local people could be supplied with 
a significantly higher percentage of their needs for food staples, forest products, tools, clothing, 
and other such goods. 

 Development of Community-Owned Business Models

Cooperatives are a powerful business model for the development of institutions to meet community 
needs. Worker, consumer, producer and housing cooperatives are owned and democratically-run by 
their members, and exist for the purpose of serving their members with the highest quality goods 
and services. This model stands in stark contrast to the profit-extraction model of companies like 
Plum Creek; cooperatives do, indeed, make profit, but this surplus is reinvested into the business 
and the community for the benefit of its members, rather than the benefit of distant shareholders. 

In his submitted public hearing testimony in Augusta, Ethan Miller described the potential power 
of a cooperative development model when implemented in small, rural communities: 

"We can learn...from the Evangeline region of Prince Edward Island, a rural area with historically 
low incomes and employment. There, community members have worked with economic 
development groups to create numerous community-owned-and-run cooperative businesses to 
provide local people with local services. In a 20 square mile region with a population of only 2,500 
people, they have created 352 full-time jobs, accounting for 14% of the total regional employment, 
and with a total payroll of $1.9 billion. These are jobs that are not at the whim of an out-of-state 
corporation or group of stockholders. These are jobs that people can rely on"286 

 Creation of Cooperative "Production-Consumption Chains"

This is a proposal that may require you to stretch your economic imagination. It involves the 
linking of producers, distributors and producers in cooperative economic networks. There are two 
basic challenges in developing any economic chain of production-consumption: first, how to 
finance startup of new enterprises and the ongoing development of the productive capacity of 
existing ones. Second, how to effectively identify and satisfy consumer demand. The so-called free 
market seeks to solve this problem by a) introducing a third part into the mix (the "investor" or 
"venture capitalist"); and, with these funds and some market research, creating a product and 
hoping that it sells (or pouring tons of money into advertising and trying to convince people to buy 
it). The system is inefficient because a) the investor is skimming huge amounts off the top that 
could otherwise be put into productive use; and b) the consumer is not actually directly involved in 
the initial process of determining the realities of demand. 

A powerful solution to this problem, and one that is currently being developed successfully in 
Brazil by the economia solidaria movement, is to develop cooperative networks of production-
consumption. Rather than assuming consumers to be an unorganized mass of individuals (as the 
economics textbooks often do) this group can be organized into concrete and democratic networks 
through which demand can be identified, organized and communicated. This mass of organized 
consumers can then pool collective resources to provide the pool of capital necessary to finance the 
meeting of this demand. In other words, the third party investor is cut out of the loop and the 
financing circle is directly linked between consumer and producer. No financial energy is lost from 

286. Ethan Miller, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07, citing Paul Wilkinson and Jack Quarter. Building a Community-Controlled 
Economy: The Evangeline Co-operative Experience. University of Toronto Press: Toronto, CA, 1996.
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the system, since all investment is transformed into a return for the investor-consumer in the form 
of a direct meeting of their communicated demand. 

These networks do not need to eliminate a competitive element; producers may still 'compete' for 
the development of particular cooperative (and non-competitive) relationships with consumers. 

 Increasing Community Energy Independence

As oil costs continue to rise, communities that are able to develop sustainable, community-
controlled sources of local energy will be well positioned for success and health. Northern and 
central Maine communities are particularly well positioned in this regard, with access to significant 
water resources for small-scale "micro-hydro" (hydro power without dams), wind resources for 
small-scale, decentralized wind generation, and wood for sustainably-harvested fire and fuelwood. 
The conscious and conscientious development of these resources via locally-owned and controlled 
organizations and businesses would act to increase local self-sufficiency and economic stability as 
well as to generate new employment opportunities. 

Another path toward energy independence is, of course, increased efficiency. The Rocky Mountain 
Institute estimates that 20% of a community� s gross income is spent on energy and that 80% of this 
money leaves the local region. Communities can save large amounts of money by implementing 
community-wide energy efficiency efforts.287 

Avik Basu of the University of Michigan describes an example of how such efforts can pay off: 

"The community of Osage, Iowa with a population of merely 3,800 people tried out 
this idea with great success. Its energy saving initiatives involved weatherization 
techniques, use of efficient electric motors, appliance replacement rebates, etc. and 
received support from businesses and residents alike. Between 1974 and 1991, they 
saved 7.8 million dollars and at least some of that money filtered its way back to the 
local economy. And besides retaining money for local circulation, Osage residents� 
energy bills as of 1995 were 50% lower than the state average"288

 Alternative Building Solutions

Emphasis on utilizing local building materials in construction and repair of local infrastructure is 
another direction in which economic development can proceed. Particularly through the use of 
alternative building techniques, housing can be made affordable by using local resources.  Some 
examples of this type of natural building are cordwood construction, wattle and daub, and timber 
framing with straw bale construction.  This however, would require changing the building codes so 
that they included natural building as an appropriate dwelling unit.

This is merely a rough series of sketches regarding possible strategies around local production for local 
needs; we intend it to suggest to the Commission some of the wide range of possible strategies that exist. 
Plum Creek's model of development is not only deeply flawed from the perspective of meeting 
"demonstrated need" (as we have already argued), it is far from being the only possible option for the 
region's future. 

4. Transformation of Ownership & Management Regimes   

When it comes to considering the potential for community-based economic alternatives, the "elephant in 

287. Avik Basu, http://www.umich.edu/~econdev/importsub/ 
288. Ibid. 
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the room" is, of course, the pattern of land ownership in the region. Maine is structured in this regard much 
like a nation of the Global South: 80% of Maine's entire land base is owned by financial investment 
companies, real estate investment trusts (like Plum Creek), industrial forestry corporations, and a small 
group of large landholding families.289

As long as such a pattern of land ownership remains intact, Maine will continue--like all regions with a 
colonial plantation structure of land distribution--to be an economically underdeveloped state with high 
levels of inequality, low levels of community-based  entrepreneurship, and a high vulnerability to external 
economic shocks and changes. Indeed, such an unequal share of land and resource ownership--particularly 
in the hands of profit-driven institutions that are not located in Maine--will act to consistently undermine 
the potential for real democracy and genuine community-driven development. 

Given the sanctity of private property in our culture, and the power of large landholders to protect their 
interests, very few might dare to challenge this problematic tradition. But it must be done. A democratic 
society cannot tolerate such an undemocratic distribution of resources. We call for a concerted effort on the 
part of Maine people, communities, municipalities, nonprofit organizations, educational institutions and the 
state government to develop long-term strategies for the equitable redistribution of Maine's land. 

Such a long-term strategy must develop on multiple fronts. Some possible elements might include: 

 The levying of a targeted tax on non-Maine landowners, with the funds from this tax being used to 
purchase land and place it into the public trust, particularly via decentralized and community-
controlled land ownership structure such as those described below.

 The reclamation, through legislation, of Maine's water, mineral and air resources as common 
property of the people of Maine. All companies over a certain size and income would--on a sliding-
scale--pay a certain portion of dividends derived from the use of these common resources into a 
public fund. This fund could then be used to support the purchase of land by community-controlled 
entities as described below. A precedent for this form of commons property can be found in Maine's 
"Great Ponds Act." Models for shared dividends derived from use of common property can be 
found in Alaska's "oil dividend" and in the federal policy proposal for a "Sky 
Trust" (www.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sky_Trust). 

 The imposition of a targeted state tax on all land purchases made by individuals or corporations 
who do not have their primary permanent address (or that are not controlled by a dominant interest 
without a primary permanent address) in Maine.  Again, funds from this tax would be put towards 
land purchase for land redistribution. 

 The imposition of a tax like that proposed by  Rep. Robert Duchesne, D-Hudson early in 2008 that 
would tax windfall profits resulting in land sales by Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) like 
Plum Creek. Proceeds of the tax would go towards the Land for Maine's Future Fund. 

 Creation of a legal mandate stating that companies found to be engaging in socially and 
environmentally destructive practices shall be suspended from all activity on a given piece of land, 
and that land placed into the care of local, community-controlled land stewardship groups for 
ecological remediation. Multiple violations on the part of a company might result in mandatory sale 
of the land at current-use value minus estimated damages. 

289. Hagan et. al., Changing Timberland Ownership In the Northern Forest and Its Implications for Biodiversity. Manomet 
Institute, 2005. 
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 Development of state, county and municipal programs for cooperative financing (collaborating with 
private and nonprofit financial institutions) to develop pools of capital for land purchase. 

 The development of diverse, democratic community-based landholding entities, designed to 
decentralize the ownership and control of land and democratize its management and stewardship. 
"Developing more locally-owned public land," said Jackleen Sorenson at the Greenville Public 
Hearing, "will provide a good opportunity to boost the economy and preserve more of the natural 
environment at the same time."290

 Existing models upon which to build such organizations might include Conservation and 
Agricultural Land Trusts (adapted for forestry as well), Community Land Trusts, Community 
Forestry Cooperatives, and Municipal Forests. 

Innovative new models might also be developed such as that of a "Regional Land Cooperative"--a 
multi-stakeholder cooperative made up of towns, families, individuals, forest and agricultural 
product producers, recreationists, and nonprofit organizations, and managed cooperatively by those 
diverse stakeholders. 

Another potential model is the development of local and regional forestry cooperatives. These can 
take multiple forms: a group of value-added local/regional forestry companies can form a 
cooperative to own and collectively-manage particular tracts for particular values. A group of 
people can collectively own and manage a parcel for subsistence use such as construction and 
firewood. A municipality can own parcels and mange them for income, to support energy/heating 
needs of low-income local families, and to provide recreational values for the town (reviving the 
tradition of "Town Forests"). 

Cooperative ecosystem-wide management of habitat ("cores and corridors") could occur via 
regional collaborative networks of diverse landholding institutions. 

 And finally,  a suggestion from Leroy Walker at the Augusta Public Hearing (we couldn't resist 
including it): "I think Plum Creek's land should be confiscated and given to the people of 
Maine."291

These ideas are meant to provide only a small glimpse at the possibilities that might exist for strategic, 
concerted land redistribution. The point is that such a transformation is possible. The question is whether 
we can muster the collective imagination, courage and persistence necessary to make it a reality. 

5. A Diversified Resource, Manufacturing & Tourism Economy

An economy built around local production for local needs, and a vision for ongoing community-centered 
development can still benefit profoundly from the sustenance and development of industries and economic 
sectors that relate to the larger world. Community- and health- centered economics is not an isolationist 
approach; rather, it emphasizes the importance of starting at home and working our way out. We meet as 
many of our own needs as we are able, and then we seek to connect to ever-larger concentric circles of 
economic interaction. Even global trade, engaged via structures of equitable communication and fair 
exchange, is a crucial element of a larger, healthy economic web. 

The most important element of our engagement with larger economic processes is that we strive to engage 

290  Jackleen Sorenson, Greenville Public Hearing, 1/19/08. 
291  Leroy Walker, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07. 
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on our own terms, rather than on the terms of abstract global "market forces" or on the terms of the Big 
Companies that claim to be our only tickets to economic well-being. 

Discussion of the potential dynamics of locally-oriented economies relating to larger regional and global 
economic patterns is extremely complex and we will not delve deeply in this report; we will, however, 
identify a few key realms in which North Woods communities might successfully engage with larger 
markets while maintaining social, ecological and local economic integrity. 

A general principle that we will propose at the outset (and one suggested already) is that the search for 
"external" markets should occur in concentric circles, beginning with other regions of Maine, then 
expanding statewide, then regionally (New England, Quebec and the Maritimes), then on a larger regional 
scale (Northeast), then national, and finally global. The reasons for this concentric model are multiple: the 
closer to home we build our economic relationships, we lower the energy and environmental costs of 
transactions, we increase the chances for direct accountability and coordination between producers and 
consumers, reduce the needs for "middlemen" who drain the system, increase the possibilities for 
coordinating further locally- and regionally-oriented development of productive capacity, and develop and 
maintain stronger and more integrated place-based cultures and value systems. 

With this model in mind, let's look at three sectors in which larger market-engaged development might 
successfully occur in a community- and health- centered manner: 

 Development of Ecological, Place-Based Manufacturing. The term "manufacturing" can mean 
many things, suggest many images, and have many different implications for the material 
produced, the people producing, and the consequences of that production for communities and 
ecosystems. The future of manufacturing in northern and central Maine can--and, to succeed at 
creating something new and better, must--be built on integrated design and process principles of 
democratic participation and ownership, social and economic equity, and environmental health. 

Exciting models have been developed--particularly in the Emilio-Romagna region of Italy--in 
which diverse small-scale manufacturing enterprises coordinate their activities through cooperative 
"flexible manufacturing networks," thereby overcoming some of the "economies of scale" 
challenges that small producers often face. These networks not only strengthen local and regional 
employment bases, they also function to facilitate some of the "local production for local needs" 
described above and to foster and sustain more localized cultures and traditions of shared work and 
vision.292 

A potential key ingredient for the success of these various potential developments is the growing 
concept of "domestic fair trade." Drawing on the international fair trade work of businesses such as 
Equal Exchange, domestic fair trade efforts are oriented toward building strong national markets 
for products and services produced in community-oriented, socially and economically equitable, 
and environmentally sustainable manners.293 Businesses and communities are learning that the 
future of economic success--in both a narrow as well as a holistic sense--lies in the integration of 
social and environmental values into the core of economic production, exchange and consumption. 
The communities of northern and central Maine have the opportunity to lead the way in this regard.
 

 A Tourist Economy Built Around Community and Ecology. We have already discussed, 
extensively, the critical importance of not building too much economic reliance on an industry as 
fragile as tourism. Keeping this caution in mind, we still believe that tourism can make important 

292  Robert Fitch. "The cooperative economics of Italy's Emilia-Romagna holds a lesson for the U.S." University of Wisconsin 
Center for Cooperatives, 1996. http://www.uwcc.wisc.edu/info/bologna.html

293. Equal Exchange. "What Is Domestic Fair Trade?" http://www.equalexchange.com/what-is-domestic-fair-trade
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contributions to the region and (this is important, too) the region can make important contributions 
to tourists. The key here is three-fold: 

1. Tourism, like all other production, should operate in concentric circles of locality. The most 
important and potentially profound contributors to a local tourist economy are those who can 
access the tourist region most easily and with the lowest consumption of economic and 
environmental resources, those who are able to build and sustain long-term relationships with the 
places they visit, and those who ultimately sense that their fates are bound up with the fates of the 
people, communities and landscapes of these special places. 

Such was the culture of the "Maine camp" for many families. Often not an "upscale" form of 
tourism, the Maine camp was a tradition that rooted many Maine people in landscapes beyond 
those of their daily lives, yet still within the orbit of Maine's larger cultural, political, economic and 
environmental life. What would it look like to work to consciously revive a culture of Maine 
"tourism" of Maine places by Maine people? To revive a culture in which wild places, and the 
wildness that grows from them, was accessible to a broad, diverse range of working people in 
Maine? To build a culture of tourism based on the celebration of place and community, rather than 
on pure escape, exotic adventure, and fantasies of living amidst aristocratic luxury?  This is the 
kind of tourism that has potential to truly contribute to Maine's future. 

Low-cost hostels are another example, besides long-term camps, of tourist amenities that can make 
recreation in the region accessible to working people from Maine and surrounding regions. 

2. Tourism must not involve the handing over of a community's power and ability to determine its 
own shape and future. Local democracy and development priorities cannot be subordinated to the 
supposed "needs" of creating a "marketable product." Another way to frame this proposition is that 
tourism must cease to be about "selling oneself" to an abstract consumer and become based on 
actual relationships between real people in real communities. This is a fundamental difference 
between the kind of tourism that is based on small, local businesses catering to long-term visitors 
with whom reliable relationships and friendships are built, and the kind of corporate tourism that is 
sold by Plum Creek and friends: tourism based more on images, advertised pleasures, and quaint 
caricatures of "local-ness" than on reality. 

What we are talking about here is a collaborative model of tourist development in which local 
people and visitors to the region collaborate to create an equitable and beneficial experience for 
everyone involved. This kind of approach could have profound implications on the ground. 

One example would be the mobilization of tourist resources as investment capital for cooperative 
community infrastructure projects. In such endeavors, local communities and long-term tourists 
would jointly own and control recreational facilities through the structure of multi-stakeholder 
cooperatives. This would not only mobilizes outside capital in a community-controlled fashion 
(leveraging the local resources of skill and natural beauty), it would also create and sustain 
contexts for ongoing, genuine cross-cultural and cross-class relationships. 

3. Tourism must be built on a community-controlled infrastructure of sustainable public 
transportation. The model of large numbers of individuals and families pouring into the North 
Woods with thousands of gas-guzzling vehicles is utterly incompatible with either the ecological 
needs of the region and its historical patterns. The traditional forms of tourism so touted by Plum 
Creek supporters as creating a "precedent" for their proposed development did not involve 
thousand-car parking lots. People came to the area, rather, on trains. 
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This is a crucial element to recreate for a number of reasons. First, it would significantly reduce 
environmental impacts of tourist activity and helps to maintain the ecological integrity and 
character of the region. Second, it would act as a unique draw for people interested in a 
qualitatively different kind of recreational experience from start-to-finish. Third--if the 
infrastructure itself were locally-owned and controlled--it would increase the economic benefits of 
visitation to the region by encouraging resources otherwise spent on private vehicles to be spent 
supporting local infrastructure. 

● Reorientation of the Forest Products Industry. As many people have mentioned in party 
hearings and public testimony, the forest has been and should continue to be a crucial source of 
livelihood for the people of northern and central Maine.294 This does not seem to be a question; the 
question is what this forest economy should look like. 

Land ownership structures are, of course, a fundamental factor here. This have already been 
discussed and should form a core basis for the reorientation of forest-based production. The 
localization and democratization of ownership and management of forest resources through 
community-based institutions such as forestry cooperative, municipal forests and multi-stakeholder 
management structures holds great potential for releasing the Maine woods from the historical grip 
of company-driven development. 

Another crucial element of restructuring would be to move away from the incredible waste of 
transforming trees (that take over forty years to grow) into pulp for paper and electricity. Both of 
these things can be better made from materials that cycle on significantly shorter rotations and have 
less ecological impact in their manufacturing processes. You can make paper out of trees 
inefficiently, but you simply can't make 2x4s out of hemp without absurd biochemical acrobatics. 
Maine's forests, when transformed into human necessities, are better off holding up someone's roof 
than they are as the glossy pages of Time magazine. As woods worker Tom Foote pointed out in his 
testimony at the Portland Public Hearing, loggers are better off this way too. Cutting saw-logs is 
simply a more viable all-around option.295 

The importance of value-added forest production is also key. Maine must break with the colonial 
pattern of exporting raw materials elsewhere, only to have them refined and then sold back to us. 
We have resources, the capacities and the needs to move raw forest resources from their harvest to 
their refinement. This is where the future of forestry interfaces with the future of small-scale, 
sustainable manufacturing discussed below. 

Then, of course, there is the question of forestry practices themselves. Maine must free itself not 
only from the grip of corporate control of the land, but also from the grip of corporate forest 
science that treats the woods as if it were nothing but a collection of logs (or, rather, pulpwood 
sticks) on stumps. Perspectives regarding these changes were suggested earlier in this Brief, in our 
critique of SFI. In essence, we must understand that the health of our forests is absolutely 
inseparable from the health of our communities and families: what we do to them, we do to 
ourselves. The golden rule must apply to logging as well as to our neighbors. 

6. Forest Conservation and Climate Change

Another important piece of our alternative vision is an analysis on climate change mitigation.  Healthy, 
intact, forested ecosystems are a major weapon in the fight against global climate change.  We need to start 

294. Nancy Hathaway, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07; Tom Foote, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07; Sharon Libby Jones, 
Greenville Public Hearing, 1/19/08. 

295. Tom Foote, Portland Public Hearing, 12/15/07. 
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focusing our sights down the road of time in order to begin to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions rather 
than increase them substantially by the allowance of the largest development proposal ever in Maine’s 
history, catering to out-of-state affluent that will undoubtedly be traveling long distance to reach remote 
Moosehead Lake.  Healthy forests are an important carbon dioxide sink, essentially helping to offset the 
amount of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere by human activity.  This is a crucial element to our 
alternative vision; harvesting the forests in a sustainable manor and keeping water bodies and forests free 
from large-scale development.  We would like to see real, solid conservation efforts rather than easements 
that provide poor protection of our natural resources, conservation that is overseen by a task force that has 
the ability to correctly and effectively enforce all applicable laws and practices. 

7. Building Support For Livelihood Beyond Jobs

Having ranged beyond the local to the regional and global levels, engaging markets and developing 
products, we come back home again. As argued earlier, the focus on "jobs" cannot be our exclusive 
economic concern. We are more than our work, and our work is more than our jobs. And so true economic 
development must work to foster unpaid (by money) work as much as it does the work that we define as 
"jobs." 

What does this look like? Supporting, strengthening & further developing practices such as:

 Community-supported volunteer work (fire fighters and volunteer elder-care workers, for 
example)

 The library model (sharing things to reduce the need to purchase and own things individually): 
books, tools, toys, musical instruments, technology equipment. 

 Coordinated barter (local currencies, barter groups, "barn-raisings" etc.) 

 Strengthened existing networks of mutual-care

 Sharing of surplus (swap shop at the dump, community suppers and festivals, neighborliness)

 Support for gardening and subsistence farming, especially cooperative and community-based 
initiatives, sharing land. Singapore raises over 80% of its food within city limits via backyard 
subsistence gardens: imagine what we could do in Maine!296

 Orientation of hunting & fishing policy for year-round subsistence by Maine people, not tourism 
and pure sport. 

8. Community Waste Solutions

The � bigger is better�  or � economies of scale�  model of dealing with waste that is promote by Plum 
Creek's plan encourages centralization and shipping waste greater distances to larger facilities. This leads 
to a decreased ability to have effective oversight of the safety of the operations, decreased ability to 
effectively sort materials so that they can find new uses, and encourages mechanization at the expense of 
human-scale processes. Waste corporations like Casella and Waste Management pride themselves on 
� vertical integration,�  meaning they strive to profit from all aspects of the waste process. This includes 
owning the trucks, dumpsters, transfer stations, "recycling�  centers, landfills, incinerators, sludge 
� composting�  operations, septage spreading operations, and consulting firms that advise government on 

296  Bill McKibben. Deep Economy: The Wealth of Communities and the Durable Future. Times Books, 2007. 
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how local communities should handle waste materials. This structure discourages local, small scale 
structures that can more effectively meet the needs of the local community, have effective oversight, 
provide valuable work, and encourage creativity in finding new uses for materials.

Low-income Communities and Communities of Color are disproportionately harmed by toxins resulting 
from waste facilities, and have disproportionately high levels of asthma, cancers, developmental 
disabilities, and other health problems as a result of air, water, and land contamination. These communities 
get targeted for unwanted toxic waste facilities as a result of a lack political power and connections that 
could be used prevent these facilities from being sited in their backyards. Waste from more privileged 
communities is often shipped very long distances away to be disposed of in marginalized communities, out 
of sight, out of mind. This is exactly what would be happening with Plum Creek's planned developments, 
where the waste of the privileged would be shipped over 70 miles away to less affluent Maine 
communities. Plum Creek's argument that, because a community is struggling economically, it should 
accept any offer that comes along, and sacrifice its land and culture for the sake of jobs, is used as 
justification for siting all manner of waste facilities as well. The Environmental Justice movement has 
formed in response to these threats out of necessity, led by communities organizing as a matter of survival. 
Though much of the organizing for environmental justice has been outside the scope of governmental or 
big nonprofit organizations, people are increasingly working together in order to deal with and prevent 
these problems created by the waste industries, and creating healthy alternatives that go beyond the idea of 
"not in my backyard" and to the value of "not in anybody's backyard."

Incorporating the value of Zero Waste is an important way that communities are organizing for 
environmental justice. Zero waste projects encourage the formation of creative community-based solutions 
that can prevent materials from becoming waste, by keeping materials from being sent to landfills, sludge 
facilities, and incinerators. These projects encourage people to look at each product in the waste stream 
and examine what can be done locally to either find a home for that material or prevent it from being 
discarded in the first place. If there is no safe way to reuse the material, then that creates a need to put 
pressure on the producers to find a new way to produce their product in a way that it can be reused. The 
structure that provides a profit-incentive for creating waste is eliminated, and structures that can provide 
for the economic needs of a community by preventing of materials from becoming waste are created.

Zero waste projects are being adopted around the world, and do not require a great deal of money to start - 
they primarily need space and community support. Once they are in operation, zero waste projects are able 
to provide a reliable, locally-organized economic activity that can provide for the needs of community 
members. Zero waste projects can include community resource centers, where materials are collected, 
sorted, made available for salvage, and traded or sold to other operations that can use these materials to 
make new products. 

These projects can work in conjunction with community compost centers, where food and yard scraps, and 
even humanure, can be collected into compost piles that are maintained by local community members, and 
the resulting nutrient-rich compost can be given away or sold for use in farming and gardening. Food from 
grocery stores that is past saleable condition but still edible can be sold at a discount, given away to those 
in need, or composted, though many larger chain stores have a policy of compacting anything past date, 
and sending it straight to the landfill. Community organizations like Food Not Bombs collect food from 
stores, restaurants, and bakeries that may be imperfect or unsaleable, but is still healthy, and prepare free 
meals to be served to any in need. Freecycle (www.freecycle.org) is an internet-based network, with a 
mission "to build a worldwide gifting movement that reduces waste, saves precious resources & eases the 
burden on our landfills while enabling our members to benefit from the strength of a larger community." 
Computer reuse and exchange projects exist throughout New England, where people can bring old 
computers, and workers refurbish the machines, combining parts to make a functional computer that is 
available at low or no cost to those in need, and keeping otherwise toxic electronics from becoming waste.
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A number of construction and demolition material salvage operations (often in the form of cooperatives) 
exist across in Maine and across the country, and these operations encourage building deconstruction as 
opposed to demolition. Maine's landfills are filling up with construction and demolition debris (CDD), 
leading to a claimed need for more incinerators and more land to be converted to use as landfills (the 
recent LURC rezoning of land in Marion Twp in Washington County, above Cathance Lake, is intended to 
be used as a dump for this construction and demolition debris.) Most of the materials that become unusable 
CDD waste could be salvaged and reused if the time is taken to deconstruct a building instead of quickly, 
but wastefully, demolishing it. The income from selling salvaged materials can cover the wages of local 
workers, and the salvaged materials can be used to build affordable housing.

Maine has a long history of zero waste projects, though they've not been called that, or been given much 
credit. The value of "Make do, or do without" is still strong in Maine, and the packrat mentality that results 
in keeping around odds and ends of just about anything because it might come in handy some day is 
evident in many a garage and barn. Many people around here haven't forgotten the Depression, and they 
don't pretend to think it can't happen again. During World War II it was encouraged and even required that 
all scrap metal, paper, glass, and other materials were saved and brought to a central location where they 
could be processed into new products. The practice of restaurants sending food scraps to pig farms used to 
be far more common, but still exists in some places. It used to be you could pick through the local dumps, 
but tightened laws and insurance concerns, and closure of local dumps, is making that increasingly rare. 
Swap shops exist at many Maine transfer stations (though their numbers have dropped as waste processing 
has become more centralized), where people can simply drop off used, but still usable goods. These goods 
are made available in anything from a shed to warehouse where people can trade or purchase materials for 
a low price, providing income to maintain the operation. 

There used to be a shop in Farmington where scrap materials from offices were collected, sorted, and sold 
at a low cost for use in arts and crafts and for local schools. A local man in Athens used to collect used 
vinyl siding, pull it into strips, and weave baskets from the material. Many materials can be chipped or 
shredded and used for insulation, always useful in this climate. Thrift shops, junk shops, antique shops, 
and yard sales, all popular in Maine, have a product base that would otherwise likely end up as waste. Free 
boxes, like the one on Congress Street in Portland, allow people a place to leave and pick up materials. 

While many businesses are struggling in today's economy, scrap yards are seeing a booming business, with 
people salvaging all manner of scrap metal from old vehicles, old electronics, and discarded wiring, and 
selling it for increasing prices, thanks to a decreasing supply of metal, resulting from unsustainable mining 
that has stripped land around the world. Maine's redemption centers, which provide a small per-bottle 
payment for each recyclable bottle brought into the center, can be used for as a model for keeping other 
materials out of the waste stream as well, and can provide an economic base for local small businesses. 
Redemption centers can be found in almost all communities throughout Maine, no matter the size or 
remoteness (though you're less likely to find a redemption center in more gentrified affluent towns than in 
more affordable down-to-earth areas.) Redemption centers provide a source of income both for those who 
collect and deliver bottles to the centers, and for the operators, and these centers are usually small-scale, 
locally-owned and locally-operated.

Zero waste projects can reduce the tax burden for towns that are currently paying more every year for the 
costs of shipping and disposing of materials. Currently, with Waste Industry values of "more is better" 
when it comes to waste, and "planned obsolescence" when it comes to product creation, there is little 
incentive to prevent materials from going into the waste stream. With a zero waste goal, there is an 
incentive for materials to be conserved and prevented from becoming burned and turned into toxic ash or 
crushed together toxic pile of a landfill. Zero waste creates an incentive to produce materials that have long 
lives, and can find new uses later in life. A value of zero waste encourages community organizations to 
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form that will find new uses for materials that would otherwise go into the waste stream.

NFN encourages the Commission to reject the application for rezoning and revise the CLUP to include 
zero waste goals in its language.

9. Preserving the Wild Character of the Region 

Historically, Moosehead is not only known for its hotels and ski resorts, as some may have us believe.  In 
fact, its roots extend further back, to its lumbermen, trappers, homesteaders, and Native population.  297 
Those whom Moosehead has attracted have been individuals seeking a primitive getaway.  “I was lured 
here by the chance to work and recreate in the woods and waters that surround this small town. A life that 
involved daily outdoor challenges paddling white water, climbing mountains, camping, fishing, and 
skiing.”298  The major resorts and downhill ski trails failed because they didn’t fit the allure of the region. 
As another gentleman stated:  “…I’ve spent many a night around a campfire on Indian Pond looking over 
the backside of Big Moose Mountain.  And people have told me stories of why they come.  And they don’t 
come to look at half-a-million-dollar second homes.  They come for the wilderness.”  It’s this wilderness 
we need to protect.  As part of any long term vision for the region we need to take into consideration the 
wilderness and primitive access to the land.299

The Role of LURC

This much is clear: 

"Think about this irreplaceable heirloom that has given us our identity, our livelihoods, something that is 
unique in the world. Help us turn away from the silver bullet of Plum Creek's. If you do so, you will 
empower us to keep our heirlooms within our families and within our communities for perpetuity."300 

"I understand that we're putting you in a predicament because we're asking you to buck the system, go 
against big bucks and stand up for the people of Maine. And that's not always an easy thing to do and takes 
a lot of courage."301 

A Final Word on Alternatives

Native Forest Network believes that another vision is possible, one that is created by those living in the 
communities whose survival depends on the health of the land, air, water here in Maine, and throughout the 
Earth. There is a need to return power back to local communities, allowing them to work together to plan 
their futures and to create and maintain sustainable economies, while preserving the ecology and character 
of the region.  We have seen examples of how Plum Creek’s vision of resorts, second homes, and resource 
exploitation has degraded cultures and ecologies in other states.  We feel it is of utmost importance to 
reflect seriously on Plum Creek’s history, and to make well thought-out decisions while implementing any 
plan or economic strategy in the North Woods.  We must look to the future and realize that our decisions, 
how those decisions are made, and who has a voice in making those decisions now will have a profound 
affect on the Mainers who will inherit the land after us.

297  Brett Ciccotelli, LURC Public Hearing for ZP 707, Greenville, ME, January 19th, 2008.
298  Linda Koski, LURC Public Hearing for ZP 707, Greenville, ME, January 19th, 2008.
299  Bill Houston, LURC Public Hearing for ZP 707 Greenville, ME, January 19th, 2008.
300  Alexandra Conover of Willimantic, ME (Greenville Public Hearing, 12/01/08).
301  Harlan McLaughlin, Augusta Public Hearing, 12/2/07.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
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Native Forest Network
238 Peaveytown Rd. 
Montville, ME 04941

(207) 649-5980
nfmaine@gmail.com
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